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Executive summary 

This thesis explored why consumers are influenced by ecolabels and how ecolabels affect 

consumers’ decision making process. To explore this, the theory of planned behavior 

was extended to include determinants of personal identity and social identity. Based on 

general consumption theory as well as theory on the subject of sustainable products and 

ecolabels, seven propositions were formulated, each proposing a different aspect to how 

ecolabels may influence relevant drivers in the decision making process of sustainable 

products. The propositions were examined via seven in-depth, semi-structured 

interviews. The findings suggested that consumers are influenced by ecolabels. 

Specifically, the findings suggested that ecolabels affect consumers’ decision making 

process by having an effect on the following drivers: perceived quality, trust, significant 

others, perceived accessibility, and identity expression, which in turn have an effect on 

the following determinants of purchase intention: attitude, subjective norm, perceived 

behavioral control, personal identity, and social identity, respectively. Ultimately, this 

thesis provided a conceptual model regarding the effects of ecolabels on determinants of 

the purchase intention of sustainable products. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Over the past decades, the concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR) has become 

one of businesses’ most pressing mandates (Morsing, Schultz and Nielsen, 2008; 

William, 2016a; William, 2016b). Early on, society’s expectations to a business were 

strictly economic in nature (Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012), the only concern a business 

should have was to create profit. Over time and through regulations, laws, and social 

pressure, a business was not only obligated to create profit, but to do so in a fair and 

ethical way (Ibid.). Since the 1950’s, emphasis has moved from little more than a general 

awareness of social and moral concerns, to a period in which specific issues and global 

CSR have become prevalent (Ibid.). Nowadays, being sustainable has become a lucrative 

way to do business (Willam, 2016a). More and more companies have realized that 

sustainability and profit are not mutually excluding (Falck and Heblich, 2007); major 

corporations such as Nike and IKEA have improved their businesses significantly by 

engaging in CSR (William, 2016a; Eco Worriers, 2015). Due to the increasing attention 

on sustainability from media, governments and NGOs, there has been an increasing 

consumer demand for sustainable behavior (Harrison, Newholm, and Shaw, 2005), so 

companies now have the opportunity to differentiate their brands, services, and 

products by implementing CSR initiatives and use proper communication of their 

engagement to consumers. 

 

There exist several ways for companies to communicate their CSR engagement. 

According to CSR Europe (2000), companies use a wide range of channels for CSR 

communication, including social reports, websites, stakeholder consultations, events, 

cause-related marketing, product packaging, interventions in the press and on TV, and 

points of sale. Product packaging, and specifically ecolabeling, as tool for CSR 

communication has increasingly been applied by companies and has consequently come 

to be seen as an important means to enhance transparency and consumer trust in 

environmental claims (Commission of the European Communities, 2007; Iraldo et al., 

2005; Thøgersen, 2002). As such, ecolabeling has long been considered an important 
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tool for improving market performance (Sitarz, 1994). However, Thøgersen, Haugaard 

and Olsen (2009) explain that the literature on the subject has been scarcely examined 

and has furthermore entailed mixed and sporadic attention and results, why it 

consequently represents a somewhat neglected area and as such, the current literature is 

in need of further exploration. Leire and Thidell (2005) argue that there is especially a 

need for a clearer understanding of consumer decision making in the area of ecolabeled 

products and services. Existing literature has to some extend examined the effects of 

ecolabels on products in various way, such as willingness to pay more (Hustvedt and 

Bernard, 2010) and label-confusion (Moon, Costello, Koo, 2016), but the effects of 

ecolabels on purchase intention has yet to be thoroughly investigated. Hence, this thesis 

will explore how ecolabels may affect consumers’ intention to purchase sustainable 

products. 

 

The subject of ecolabels is within the area of ecolabeled products, but as this area is 

sparsely researched this thesis must base its foundation and presumptions on more 

researched areas that can be argued to be comparable to that of ecolabeled products. For 

instance Thøgersen (2002, 2010); Grunert, Hieke, and Wills (2013); Zepeda et al. 

(2013); Kim, Lee, and Yang (2015), all develop their research about ecolabeled products 

based on different sustainable consumption literature. Shaw, Shiu, and Clarke (2000), 

and Connolly and Shaw (2006) argue that sustainable consumption entails a feature not 

prevalent in traditional consumer decision making, namely that of the ethical concern. 

As the area of ecolabeled products is only a subcategory of an overall area of 

sustainability, they are per definition always sustainable, that is if not considering 

ecolabeled products suffering from greenwashing. However, although more 

investigated, much of the research within sustainable consumption is centered around a 

very specific area such as fairtrade grocery consumption (e.g. Shaw and Clarke, 1999; 

Shaw et al., 2000; Shaw, 2005), dairy products (Vermier and Verbeke, 2006; Robinson 

and Smith, 2002), and genetically modified food (Bredahl, 2001). Thus it is not 

comprehensive to rely only on sustainable consumption literature, as it is not always 

possible to compare insights from one narrow area of sustainable consumption with this 

thesis’ area of sustainable products carrying an ecolabel. For instance, consumers 
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purchasing fair trade grocery products may not be influenced by the same aspects as 

consumers purchasing animal welfare products. Ecolabels can represent fair trade, 

animal welfare, preservation of rainforests etc., hence, a study from one area of 

sustainable consumption may not be applicable to other areas of sustainable 

consumption. In addition, sustainable products are not necessarily marked by ecolabels, 

why it may not apply to ecolabeled products. Consequently, our theoretical starting 

point will be general consumer behavior literature. Furthermore, ecolabeled products 

differ from other (sustainable and general) products in that they contain an extrinsic 

value provided by the label (Pancer, McShane, and Noseworthy, 2015).  As such, it is 

deemed comprehensive to rely on literature about label utilization as well. The insights 

the different areas of literature provide enable us to propose possible effects of ecolabels 

on determinants of consumers’ intention to purchase sustainable products. 

 

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) has broadly been accepted as a conceptual model 

to explain purchase intention (see e.g. Ajzen, 1985; Ajzen, 1991; Sheppard, Hartwick, 

and Warshaw, 1988; Chang, 1998; Hansen, 2003). The theory suggests that behavior is 

a direct function of intention, which in turn is a function of attitude, subjective norm, 

and perceived behavioral control. Thus when consumers choose products/brands, they 

are accordingly affected by these factors. Ajzen (1991) notes that the relative importance 

of attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control in the determination of 

intention is expected to vary across behaviors and situations. Thus, in some applications 

it may be found that only attitude is a significant determinant of purchase intention, in 

others that attitude and perceived behavioral control are sufficient to determine 

purchase intention, and in still others that all three determinants make independent 

contributions. Ajzen’s comment illustrates that the theory can be shaped differently 

depending on the area of research. Its flexibility and adaptability is thus a most 

appreciated ability in a research area that has not yet been scrutinized, such as that of 

sustainable products carrying an ecolabel. 

  The TPB is among the most utilized models for explaining determinants of purchase 

intention in relation to ecological consumption (Kaiser et al., 2003), fairtrade 
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consumption (Shaw et al., 2000; Shaw, 2005) and green consumerism (Sparks and 

Shepherd, 1992). As such, the theory’s underlying constructs of determinants of 

purchase intention are not only seen as influential for consumer behavior in general, but 

can be argued to especially influence sustainable consumer behavior (Robinson and 

Smith, 2002). Consequently, it is deemed a capable framework to explore sustainable 

consumption. 

 

The TPB is open to the inclusion of additional measures if it can be argued that the 

measure in question is particularly pertinent to the determination of purchase intention 

(Ajzen, 1991). Several scholars have suggested that identity can be an influential factor 

of consumption (e.g. Belk, 1988; Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000; Cherrier, 2007; ). 

Identity can both be interpreted as a personal identity for the single consuming 

individual, as well as a social identity for recognition and social acceptance (Østergaard 

and Jantzen, 2000). Hence we deem it relevant to extend the TPB to include two 

additional determinants of intention, i.e. personal identity and social identity. In both 

cases, the expression of identity is considered an important driver of identity. 

Suggestions about identity expression as an influential factor of consumption has been 

made towards sustainable products by Varul (2010), who argues that sustainable 

consumption is about expressing identity, and by Kimura et al. (2012), who suggest that 

sustainable consumers express identity because they are concerned about their 

reputation. Although it has yet to be thoroughly examined, and has not been applied 

ecolabeled products, considering the extrinsic nature of ecolabels (Pancer et al., 2015), 

we find it applicable to include a measure of identity expression to investigate whether 

the consumption of ecolabeled products may be influenced by the purpose of expressing 

one’s identity, that be both to create one’s personal identity and/or one’s social identity. 

 

This thesis contributes to the sustainable consumption behavior literature in that it 

explores what effects ecolabels may have on determinants of the purchase intention of 

sustainable products. Companies and brands already using or wanting to use ecolabels 

on their products may use this thesis’ insights to better understand what drives 
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consumers to purchase ecolabeled products, thus being able to target consumers more 

appropriately. Hence, the insights this thesis provide are thus to be utilized by 

companies in their search for brand equity. 

 

1.1 Research question and sub-questions 

Based on the reasoning above the research question of this thesis is: 

 

Why are consumers influenced by ecolabels and how do ecolabels affect 

consumers’ decision making process? 

 

 

The research question will be answered on the basis of the following sub-questions: 

 

• What are ecolabels? 

 

• From which perspectives can sustainable consumption be investigated? 

 

• What influences consumers intention to purchase sustainable products? 

o are consumers influenced by subjective norm? 

o are consumers influenced by personal identity? 

o are consumers influenced by social identity? 

 

• How may ecolabels have an effect on consumers’ intention to purchase 

sustainable products? 
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1.2 Theory of Science 

This thesis adheres to a social constructivist paradigm. The basis of social 

constructivism is that reality is a socially created phenomenon (Esmark, Laustsen, and 

Andersen, 2005). It is not objective and exterior, but socially constructed and given 

meaning by people (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, and Jackson, 2012). Social constructivism 

points out that the classic paradigmatic discussions on ontology and epistemology are 

trapped in a dualism between the objective and subjective and whether reality and 

knowledge are objective or subjective measures. What social constructivism sees as the 

problem in the traditional ontological and epistemological discussion is the lack of a 

third domain for reality and knowledge, i.e. a social domain (Esmark et al., 2005). 

 Social constructivism can be distinguished in two central ways, a radical version and a 

moderate version. The radical version claims that the observation of social constructions 

is constructivist in itself (Ibid.). Our view as social constructivists is that an independent 

social reality does not exclude a physical and psychological reality outside of this social 

reality (Wenneberg, 2000) and is as such a moderate version of social constructivism. 

What the moderate version of social constructivism rules out is not the presence of a 

reality outside the social reality, but that it is possible to reach this reality. In order to 

step out of the social reality one must release himself from all relations and that is not 

possible (Esmark et al., 2005). We argue that our knowledge about the social reality is a 

social construction. It does not represent the social reality itself but is created in 

interaction and negotiation with other individuals (Darmer, 2012). In relation to this 

thesis, the implications of the social constructivist paradigm demand that we perceive 

the brand as a socially constructed item created in the interaction between marketers 

and consumers. 

 The social constructivist paradigm does not entail a preferred methodological approach 

as such (Esmark et al., 2005). This means that the way information is acquired and how 

to understand and solve a given problem is not limited due to this scientific approach. In 

this thesis the research method is primarily based on induction, meaning that particular 

observations are used to make general statements (Girod-Sévile and Perret, 2001). That 

is, observations of how individual consumers form their decisions about specific 
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ecolabeled products are used to make general statements about consumer decisions 

regarding ecolabeled products. 

1.3 Delimitations 
Rather than outlining all possible determinants of purchase intention of sustainable 

products, the purpose of this thesis is to explore the effects of ecolabels. Accordingly, 

only determinants that literature and experts have suggested to be directly affected by 

ecolabels will be investigated. Hence, the proposed framework will not contain all 

possible determinants of purchase intention of sustainable products. Specifically, 

determinants not included in the proposed framework, although suggested to have an 

impact on consumers’ purchase intention of sustainable products comprise ethical 

obligation (as suggested by e.g. Shaw and Clarke 1999; Shaw et al., 2000; Shaw 2005) 

and price (as suggested by e.g. Didier and Lucie, 2008; Hustvedt and Bernard, 2010). 

1.4 Structure of thesis 
This thesis will be structured as follows: In the next chapter, chapter 2, the theoretical 

foundation will be presented. Chapter 3 will serve the purpose to outline the conceptual 

starting point of this thesis, and include relevant literature from which the conceptual 

framework will derive. After having proposed the conceptual framework, chapter 4 will 

argue for specific propositions about sustainable products and the effects of ecolabels on 

the purchase intention of sustainable products. After having outlined a total of seven 

propositions, chapter 5 will function as the methodological argumentation of the 

conducted research. In chapter 6 the findings of the conducted in-depth interviews will 

be presented, interpreted and commented on, thus determining whether each 

proposition is supported or not by data. Chapter 7 serves as a discussion of the findings 

and how the theoretical and methodological choices enabled and delimitated us in the 

conducted research. Finally, chapter 8 serves as conclusion to the analytical part of the 

thesis by answering the research question. Further, this chapter also serves to suggest 

theoretical as well as managerial implications of our research. Chapter 8 will also 

ultimately conclude our thesis by stating limitations to our findings as well as provide 
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suggestions for future research. The remainder of this thesis will thus begin by outlining 

the theoretical foundation. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical foundation 

The research question for this thesis can be addressed in various ways. Hence, the 

purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the foundation of this thesis’ 

research area. Moreover, this chapter serves to introduce this thesis’ most recurring 

terms and concepts as well as their intended interpretation. 

2.1 Corporate social responsibility 

 

2.1.1 Definition 

In order to become able to investigate sustainable consumption, it is important to define 

corporate social responsibility (CSR). As the concept and meanings of CSR have rapidly 

evolved, a general definition is difficult to formulate. A vast range of literature on the 

subject has entailed numerous descriptions and definitions of CSR (e.g. Crane et al., 

2005; Pedersen, 2015; Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012), but no generally accepted 

definition has been presented. The dynamic nature of the concept, in addition to having 

a relatively open rule of application, makes it difficult to make a single, everlasting 

definition (Matten and Moon, 2008). However, in general it can be said that it 

empirically consists of clearly articulated and communicated policies and practices of an 

organization which reflect its social and environmental responsibilities for the wider 

societal good (Ibid.). The CSR discourse chosen for this thesis is Carroll’s four-part 

definition of CSR (Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012). The definition clarifies the component 

parts that make up CSR, and reads as follows:  

The social responsibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and 

discretionary (Philanthropic) expectations that society has of organizations at a 

given point in time. 

 

(Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012, p. 34) 
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The decision to adhere to Carroll’s definition of CSR is based on the fact that it places 

economic expectations of business in context by relating them to socially oriented 

concerns (Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012). Hence, this thesis is based on the notion that 

socially oriented concerns do not necessarily have a philanthropic nature, but rather 

contain business strategic elements that can generate brand equity and thereby 

create/maximize profit. 

 

2.1.2 An instrumental motive 
In continuation, Neergaard (2006) states that one should distinguish between three 

groups of motives for companies to engage in CSR, i.e. instrumental, institutional, and 

emotional motives. The instrumental motive reflects a company’s conviction that CSR 

will strengthen its image, reputation, competitiveness, and eventually its market 

position (Neergaard, 2006). This means that companies adopt CSR because they are 

motivated by the market potentials from having a socially responsible image. CSR is for 

instance not just adopted due to the belief that neglecting stakeholder expectations may 

damage an organization’s image, but because CSR potentially can elevate and improve a 

company’s market position and strengthen its brand towards consumers. This thesis 

seeks to explore consumer behavior and consequently help businesses in exploiting CSR 

to directly improve brand equity and thereby business performance, thus meliorating 

brand management. Consequently, we will lean towards the instrumental approach. 

 

2.1.3 A stakeholder perspective 
This thesis is based on a stakeholder approach to CSR with a special attention to 

consumers as the most valued stakeholder group. Basically the stakeholder approach 

acknowledges that business is about relationships between a wide range of stakeholders; 

consumers, suppliers, employees, NGOs, governments, shareholders, etc. (Pedersen, 

2015). Friedman instrumentally defined stakeholders as any group or individual who 

can affect or is affected by the achievement of the firm’s objectives (Morsing and 
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Beckmann, 2006). As this thesis seeks to understand consumer behavior towards 

sustainable consumption in general, and ecolabeling in particular, focus is on 

consumers as the primary stakeholder group. This also implies that the stakeholder 

approach is strategic, meaning that stakeholders are primarily perceived as factors to be 

taken into consideration and managed while pursuing a strategic, profitable goal 

(Carroll and Buchholtz, 2012). 

2.2 Ecolabels 

 

2.2.1 Definition 
To explore the influence of ecolabels on sustainable products it is necessary to outline 

what ecolabels are and what their utilization can be. Labels that express a company’s, a 

brand’s and/or a product’s CSR related involvement are referred to in various ways; 

social labels, environmental labels, and ecolabels are common denominations and are 

all more or less related to the same subject. However, the term social label could imply 

that the label only focuses on social matters such as living and working conditions. 

Similarly, environmental labels may refer to labels that deal with environmental issues 

such as pollution or deforestation. The Ecolabel Index, which is an organization that 

collects all the types of existing labels in a single index, uses the term ecolabel as a 

merge between social and environmental labels, meaning that it covers all sustainability 

areas (Ecolabel Index, 2016). As this thesis seeks to explore all sustainability related 

labels, we will use the term ecolabel in correspondence with this ascription for the 

remainder of this thesis. 

In general labels are divided into two groups, namely mandatory and voluntary (Horne, 

2009). Mandatory labels are generally prescribed by law and appear more prevalent for 

specific performance issues such as water or energy consuming devices (Ibid.). 

Voluntary labels are used in a voluntary manner to provide consumers with information 

of a company’s CSR involvement (Ibid.). Given this thesis’ approach to CSR and 

stakeholders, we will be focusing on voluntary labels. The International Standards 

Organization (ISO) divides voluntary labels into three categories, namely type 1, type 2 
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and type 3. Type 1 labels are third-party certified environmental and social product 

labels that provide the use of logos associated with certified products (Ibid.). The 

Fairtrade label, the Danish Ø-mark, the Nordic Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel are 

examples of type 1 labels. Type 2 labels are based on self-declarations of manufacturers, 

importers, distributors and retailers such as H&M’s Conscious label. Type 3 labels are 

called lifecycle data declarations and deal with the environmental performance of a 

product to enable objective comparisons between products fulfilling the same function. 

An example of this type of label is the energy consumption label on refrigerators. All 

three types of voluntary labels can be referred to as ecolabels, however, sustainable 

consumption literature often refers to type 1 voluntary labels when using the term 

ecolabel (Ibid.), which will also be the case for this thesis. 

 

2.2.2 Ecolabels as cues for sustainability 
People use cues to determine the perceived quality of products (Steenkamp, 1990). 

Perceived quality is in this thesis defined as the degree to which a product fulfills its 

function, given the needs of the consumer (Box, 1984; Steenkamp, 1990). In this context 

the needs of the consumer is the need of a sustainable product, thus the perceived 

quality is the degree to which a product is sustainable. Cue utilization theory suggests 

that consumers may use cues as a basis for their assessment of the quality of the product 

(Hansen, 2003). It is indisputably difficult for most consumers to verify sustainable 

attributes in products (Pancer et al., 2015). For instance, it is difficult to taste whether 

the producer of a cup of coffee has paid the coffee farmers a fair price. Hence, if 

sustainability is the value consumers want to obtain, it can be difficult to determine if a 

product provides this value based on intrinsic cues (such as taste). Thus it can be argued 

that consumers in the search for a sustainable product must look for extrinsic cues such 

as ecolabels (Pancer et al., 2015).  

 Hansen (2008) argues that sustainable consumption is a complex behavior where the 

consumer must evaluate a lot of information. Thus ecolabels can ease the level of 

complexity in consumers’ decision making process (Hansen, 2008). Consequently, 

ecolabels are a means to simplify the complexity contained in sustainable consumption 
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via a single cue. Hence, ecolabels may function as cues to determine sustainability. 

However, a necessary prerequisite to use ecolabels as cues in consumption situations is 

that the consumer perceives the label as a symbolic representation of sustainability. In 

other words, the consumer must associate the ecolabel with sustainability, otherwise it 

will not be used as cue to determine sustainability. 

 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate how consumers come to perceive 

labels as cues for sustainability, however a general overview of important elements that 

determine whether ecolabels may be used as cues for sustainability will briefly be 

outlined to point out that consumers do not automatically perceive all kinds of ecolabels 

as cues for sustainability when encountering them. 

 Research suggests that the path to understanding and perceiving ecolabels as cues for 

sustainability is through understanding of the label (Taufique et al., 2014). Grunert et al. 

(2013) argue that consumers must understand what a specific label means before they 

are willing to purchase food product ecolabels. Thus, lack of use of ecolabels can be 

related to lack of understanding (Grunert et al., 2013). In relation to this, Taufique et al. 

(2014) suggests that knowing a label is a must to use it in buying decisions. 

Furthermore, Valor, Carrero, and Redondo (2013) suggest that the more consumers 

know about labels, the more they use them. Credibility in a label is a necessary condition 

for the use (Valor, Carrero, and Redondo, 2013). Thus, consumers must believe that the 

label does what it argues, e.g. that the Fairtrade label does ensure coffee farmers a fair 

price. Not all types of ecolabels are viewed as equally trustworthy in the eyes of 

consumers, why some ecolabels may not function as cues for trust and transparency (De 

Pelsmacker et al., 2005). The label source helps to determine the credibility of ecolabels 

(Valor et al., 2013; De Pelsmacker et al. 2005; D’Souza et al., 2007). Several studies have 

shown that people tend to trust third-party ecolabels the most because they simply 

represent an independent as well as professional valuation of the sustainable 

performances in question (Atkinson and Rosenthal, 2014). When a label is backed up by 

an independent party, i.e. an NGO or a government, the credibility increases (Bonroy 

and Lemarie 2008; De Pelsmacker et al. 2005; D’Souza et al. 2007; Valor et al., 2013). 
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Thus, third-party ecolabels are in general more easily perceived as cues for 

sustainability as they are more credible. Furthermore, Consumers may connect an 

ecolabel with sustainability more easily through knowledge about an issue (Taufique et 

al., 2014). One study found that the more knowledgeable consumers are about a specific 

issue, the more likely is it they use the label information (Jasti and Kovacs, 2010). 

Similarly it is suggested that consumers’ ability to process information from an ecolabel 

is influenced by their knowledge of the issue (Taufique et al., 2014). The more a specific 

issue has a subjective feeling of personal relevance, the more likely it is that consumers 

understand the ecolabel (Ibid.). For instance, if a consumer feels particularly dedicated 

to the preservation of the rainforest, it is more likely that he will understand what the 

Rainforest Alliance ecolabel represents. So, understanding of label, credibility in label 

(through label source), and knowledge about an issue are some important determinants 

that ease the perception of ecolabels as cues for sustainability.  

 

There are, however, also elements that encumber the perception of ecolabels as cues for 

sustainability. Valor et al. (2013) have suggested that the large number of ecolabels is 

prone to confuse consumers. According to the Ecolabel index there are more than 450 

ecolabels worldwide (Ecolabel Index, 2016). Ecolabels look alike, and it is difficult for 

consumers to know what demands they meet and who awards the label (Valor et al., 

2013). Hence, the large number and the similarity of ecolabels leads to a more complex 

information processing and is thus assumed to increase the perceived difficulty in using 

ecolabels as cues for sustainability. 

 

Just as credibility in the label eases the perception of ecolabels as sustainability cues, a 

lack of credibility can encumber it. Atkinson and Rosenthal (2014) note that the subject 

of ecolabel (dis)trust is often related to the issuer of the label. In this relation, the term 

greenwashing is relevant. Greenwashing is a form of spin in which green PR or green 

marketing is deceptively used to promote the perception that an organization's 

products, aims, and/or policies are environmentally friendly (Kanojia, 2015). In relation 

to ecolabels it is noteworthy that self-declared ecolabels are more easily perceived as an 
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attempt of greenwashing (Eco Worriers, 2015; Atkinson and Rosenthal, 2014). Hence, 

self-declared ecolabels are more easily distrusted to be cues for sustainability. 

 

In sum, if a consumer associates an ecolabel with sustainability, it is possible for him or 

her to use it as a cue for sustainable consumption. Understanding the label, credibility, 

and knowledge about the issue are elements that help consumers perceive a label as a 

cue for sustainability. On the other hand, label confusion and greenwashing are 

elements that may encumber this perception. For the remainder of this thesis it is 

assumed that consumers perceive the labels in question as cues for sustainability, as the 

purpose of our research is to explore how ecolabels, in their function as cues for 

sustainability, may influence the consumer decision making process in relation to 

sustainable products. As it has been argued that third-party ecolabels are the most likely 

to be perceived as a cue for sustainability, our research will focus on third-party 

ecolabels. Consequently, for the remainder of this thesis we interpret ecolabels as third-

party ecolabels, unless stated otherwise. 

2.3 Perspectives to study consumption 

In order to investigate how consumers form decisions about (sustainable) products, it is 

important to outline possible reasons for consumption. Østergaard and Jantzen (2000) 

suggest that there are four main perspectives of consumer behavior research that have 

been adopted over the last 40 years, namely buyer behavior, consumer behavior, 

consumer research and consumption studies. It is important to stress that the 

perspectives are not paradigms in the Kuhnian sense of the word, and are as such not 

mutually excluding, rather they are complementary of each other (Østergaard and 

Jantzen, 2000). The first perspective, buyer behavior perceives the consuming 

individual as mechanical and instinct driven (Ibid.), and in the consumer behavior 

perspective, the consumer is assumed to be rational (Ibid.). We argue that ecolabels 

have a symbolic virtue that goes beyond functionality, as such, in this specific context it 

is not deemed comprehensive to rely on e.g. a cognitive based perspective such as that of 

consumer behavior. Rather, it is crucial to understand the symbolic value products can 
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contain and why consumers may want to obtain these values, thus the theoretical 

foundation of this thesis will be based on the two latter perspectives, namely consumer 

research and consumption studies. 

 

2.3.1 The consumer research perspective 
The consumer research perspective is often perceived to be a fundamental break with 

the assumption of the consumer as rational (Ibid.). Instead the single individual is 

assumed to be determined by emotions and feelings (Ibid.). In this approach, the 

consuming individual “uses the consumption of products and services as bricks in the 

construction of a meaningful life” (Ibid., p. 17). Sartre (1943) argues that the only 

reason we want to have something is to enlarge our sense of self and that the only way 

we can know who we are is by observing what we have. In continuation, Belk (1988) 

argues that people learn, define, and remind themselves of who they are by their 

possessions. People seek, express, confirm, and ascertain a sense of being through what 

they have (Belk, 1988). Possessions are in this way part of a person’s extended self 

(Ibid.). Consumption can thus be an act of creating and maintaining an identity. 

Further, the consumer research perspective argues that people consume products not 

only for what they mean to the individual but also for what they communicate to others 

(Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000). This perspective studies how individuals’ consume and 

how consumption influences their understanding of themselves as well as contributing 

to create an image for others to observe (Ibid.). Belk (1988) also argues that other 

people are an important mirror through which people see themselves. The 

communication of product consumption is thus yet another way through which identity 

is created. In other words, one’s identity, according to this perspective, is further created 

by expressing it to other people, thus consumption can be an act of expressing a 

personal identity. 
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In relation to sustainable products, Varul (2010) argues that, when it comes to fair trade 

consumption, it is not only a means of ‘doing good’ but also of expressing consumer 

identity as a moral person. Kimura et al. (2012) suggest that consumers’ intention to 

purchase fair trade products is influenced by extrinsic factors such as the opportunity to 

enhance one’s reputation. They found that reputational concern affects the consumer’s 

intention to purchase fair trade food (Kimura et al., 2012). Hence, it is reasoned that 

sustainable products can be props for expressing identity. 

 

2.3.2 The consumption studies perspective 
As noted, consumer research articulates product symbolism and differs fundamentally 

from previous approaches (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000). Although different, the first 

three approaches are similar in conceiving the consuming individual as a single 

individual (Ibid.). In the fourth approach, consumption studies, the consuming 

individual is considered to be a “member of a tribe where the product symbolism 

creates a universe for the tribe” (Ibid., p. 18). Hence, the approach moves beyond the 

individual as the unit of research. Consumption is considered a social act and a cultural 

event, implying traditions, rituals and symbolism (culture), socialization, status 

hierarchies, and ideology (society) as well as conformity and deviance (normativity) 

(Ibid., p. 21). As such, people consume because they are part of a culture or community 

where social acceptance and social standing is paramount (Ibid.). Østergaard and 

Jantzen argue that these socio-cultural reasons for consumption cannot be understood 

in terms of personal needs, wants, self and so forth. Whatever they might be, personal 

motives are determined to be socio-cultural frames of reference and institutional 

structures. Because the ways in which people consume are shaped by the rules and 

conventions of culture, and since these acts are often explicitly aimed at social 

recognition and cultural significance, conceptions of identity and intention should be 

seen as functions of society and culture (Ibid.). Hence, in this approach, consumption is 

always a social act rooted in culture, thus in order to study consumers there is a need to 

understand this cultural foundation of consumption (Ibid.). 
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2.3.2.1 Sustainable products as a function of culture 
An acknowledged cultural theory of consumption is that of Grant McCracken (1986) 

(see e.g. Sparks and Shepherd, 1992; McDonagh, 2002; Kirmani, 2009). McCracken 

(1986) argues that tangible objects can function as a materialization of intangible 

cultural values (McCracken, 1986). He states that the symbolic value is transferred from 

culture to product, and finally to consumer. This process is what he calls ‘movement of 

meaning’ where cultural meaning is drawn from the culturally constituted world and 

applied to a product (Ibid.). To become resident in consumer goods, meaning must be 

disengaged from this world and transferred to goods. The consumer can then obtain the 

cultural meaning by consuming it (Ibid.). The purpose of applying McCracken’s theory 

is to determine if the consumption of sustainable products can be socio-culturally 

founded. To apply McCracken’s theory to sustainable products, an investigation of 

whether ‘sustainability’ is a value embedded in Western/Danish culture is necessary to 

determine if products do contain this value and if consumers do want to obtain this 

value. 

 

As previously outlined, sustainability has become a most prevalent issue for media, 

NGOs and governments (Harrison et al., 2005; Eco Worriers, 2015; Hansen, Interview, 

11 May, 2016; William, 2016a). A 2015 Euromonitor International report found that 

sustainability issues are no longer a niche area only of interest to a specific 

demographic. Rather, they are issues that affect and influence all: the young and the old, 

men and women, rich and poor, from the developed and developing worlds (Eco 

Worriers, 2015). The same report found that environmental issues have moved into the 

mainstream, stating that: “the eco worrier has become the mass market” (Eco Worriers, 

2015, p. 55). Moreover, it is recognized that globalization and the communications 

revolution have made once geographically remote issues, such as farmers’ working 

conditions in Africa, seem much closer now and as such more apparent in society 

(Collins, 2015). In relation to this, Harrison (2005) identifies that as pressure groups 

and NGOs now can easily reach out and inform consumers about corporate malpractice, 

they are shaping the environment in which consumers operate. Specifically in relation to 
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Western countries, the effects of global warming have become more and more apparent, 

thus the need for polluting less has become equally more emergent (Danish Nature 

Preservation Association, 2011). The US based Global Language Monitor annually 

records the words and phrases that are most commonly used, giving a snapshot of the 

priorities of the populace in any given year. Since 2008 ‘global warming’ and/or ‘climate 

change’ have featured in the top phrases in the US every year (Eco Worriers, 2015) 

suggesting that these issues are a true constant in the Western world. Furthermore, 

consumers nowadays expect companies to behave more responsibly (William, 2016a; 

William, 2016b; Harrison, 2005; Eco Worriers, 2015). Based on the above reasoning, it 

is suggested that sustainability is indeed a value embedded in the culturally constituted 

world. Next is to determine whether products do contain this value of sustainability. 

 

As it is argued that ecolabels are cues for sustainability, the prevalence of ecolabels is 

argued to be an indicator of whether products do contain the value of sustainability. 

Both Charlotte Bredahl, Team Manager: marketing, communications and sales at 

Ecolabel.dk (miljømærkning Danmark), and Andreas Hansen, Head of Products at 

Fairtrade Mærket, suggest that companies use ecolabels to position themselves as 

sustainable (Email, Bredahl, 11 May, 2016; Interview, Hansen, 11 May 2016). Hansen 

(Interview, 11 May, 2016) further explains that in Denmark, it is especially the grocery 

stores that use ecolabels to position themselves as sustainable. Moreover, Mattias 

Lundgren, CEO of NCC Housing Sweden, states that: “representing the Nordic Ecolabel 

is an excellent way to present the sustainability performance of our projects to our 

customers” (Nordic Ecolabeling annual report, 2013, p. 4), and Sven-Erik Rehnman, 

Partner Account Manager of Fujitsu Sweden, says that the company is keen on telling 

“new customers about the Ecolabel when presenting our products” (Ibid., p. 7). 

 There has been a significant rise in ecolabeled labeled products in Denmark (Email, 

Bredahl, 11 May, 2016). In Europe the EU Ecolabel is now found on more than 36,000 

products (EU Ecolabel facts and figures, 2016). In Denmark, it is found on more than 

3000 products (Email, Bredahl, 11 May, 2016). The Nordic Ecolabel (also known as the 

Swan label) is found on approximately 9000 products (Figure 1). There are currently 
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462 ecolabels in 199 countries and across 25 different industry sectors (Ecolabel Index, 

2016). Moreover, the Euromonitor International report found that products containing 

sustainability features are very apparent in the marketplace today, especially in 

developed countries (Eco Worriers, 2015). Thus it is argued that the sustainability value 

is indeed apparent in products today and that products try to transfer this value through 

the use of ecolabels. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Products carrying the Nordic Ecolabel (Source: Nøgletal, 2016) 

 

To outline if consumers want to obtain the desired value of sustainability, it is relevant 

to look at sales of sustainable products because the consumer will attempt to obtain the 

values by procuring the product (McCracken, 1986). It is clear that sales of sustainable 

products are indeed on the rise. sales of eco friendly home cleaning products in Western 

Europe went up between 2009-2014 (Eco Worriers, 2015). Reported sales of products 

carrying the Nordic Ecolabel went up 3 BN in four years, from 4.3 BN in 2010 to 7.3 BN 

in 2014 (Email, Bredahl, 11 May, 2016). Sales of products carrying the Fairtrade ecolabel 

went up 12% in Denmark from 2013-2014, with revenue of 681 million DKK (Fairtrade 

annual report, 2014). Hansen (Interview, 11 May, 2016), reveals that the average sales of 
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Fairtrade labeled products per year have risen to 130 DKK, up from less than 100 DKK 

per year in 2013. He further notes that in Sweden, Germany, and England, the same key 

figure is more than 150 DKK (Ibid.). Moreover, 40% of Danish consumers purchase the 

Fairtrade ecolabel on a regular basis (About Fairtrade, 2016). Additionally,  a study 

concluded that there has been an great rise in sales of organic and fairly traded products 

in Denmark (Schmidt et al., 2009). Based on the figures provided above, it clearly 

appears that products containing sustainability features do have a place in the market. 

 

McCracken argues further that the purchase act is not a sufficient channel by itself. This 

is why the consumer will engage in rituals in order to complete the process. McCracken 

uses rituals as a broad term where a ritual is a kind of social action devoted to the 

manipulation of cultural meaning for purposes of collective and individual 

communication and categorization (McCracken, 1986). McCracken divides this into four 

categories: possession rituals, exchange rituals, grooming rituals and divestment rituals 

(Ibid.), where each ritual has its own way of transferring meaning. 

 

Possession rituals are commonly used to claim possession of the consumer good and 

thereby transferring the meaning given by the company’s marketing efforts (Ibid.). 

Thus, possession rituals are designed to transfer a product’s symbolic properties to its 

owner. Showing off the product to others can serve as a possession ritual, e.g. by 

showing that one owns sustainable products, the culturally constituted value of 

sustainability can be obtained. The exchange of gifts is potentially a movement of 

meaning that can happen when the gift-giver chooses a gift because it possesses the 

meaningful properties he or she wishes to see transferred to the receiver of said gift 

(Ibid.), i.e. giving a gift possessing sustainability values can be a transfer of meaning. 

Some of the cultural meaning drawn from goods has a perishable nature, therefore the 

consumers must draw the cultural meaning out of some goods on a repeated basis. 

When a continual process of meaning transfer from goods to consumer is necessary, the 

consumer will likely resort to a grooming ritual. Grooming rituals are used to affect the 

continual transfer of perishable properties that are likely to fade when possessed by the 
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consumer (Ibid.). Many sustainable products are within the personal care industry (Eco 

Worriers, 2015; Email, Bredahl, 11 May, 2016) and the food industry (Eco Worriers, 

2015, Hansen, Interview, 11 May, 2016), thus it is argued that the culturally constituted 

value of sustainability can in many cases be obtained through grooming rituals. Finally, 

divestment rituals are used to erase the meaning of goods that have been previously 

owned by others (Ibid.). This last category is mostly relevant in relation to second hand 

products such as a house, clothes bought from a thrift shop or a used bike. The purpose 

of this ritual is to erase the meaning the previous owner had given to the product. In 

order to obtain an embedded value of sustainability the consumer could perform a 

divestment ritual such as cleaning or washing and thus become able to obtain the 

sustainability value embedded in the product procured. 

 

In conclusion, it is argued that sustainable products contain the value of sustainability, 

which consumers wish to obtain through procurement and different rituals. It was 

previously outlined that consuming products and brands that have been allotted certain 

socially accepted values by society can be an act of identity expression. Hence, by having 

applied McCracken’s cultural theory to this particular consumption context, it is 

concluded that the consumption of sustainable products can be interpreted as an act of 

expressing social identity. 

 

Having outlined the theoretical foundation, the next chapter will serve to develop a 

conceptual framework for this thesis. 
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Chapter 3: Conceptual framework 

Consumer behavior can be investigated in various ways. This chapter serves to suggest a 

conceptual framework to further explore the possible effects of ecolabels on 

determinants of the purchase intention of sustainable products. As noted in the first 

chapter of this thesis, literature on the effects of ecolabels on consumer decision making 

is scarce and it is thus necessary to rely on more researched areas of consumer behavior 

as the theoretical framework. The proposed conceptual framework uses Ajzen’s (1985) 

theory of planned behavior as the conceptual starting point. Then, based on the 

previously outlined theoretical foundation of this thesis, as well as relevant literature on 

sustainable consumption and ecolabels, the TPB is revised in order for it to be most 

applicable for investigating consumer behavior towards sustainable products. 

Specifically, the TPB will be restricted to explain only purchase intention and not 

behavior, and will be extended to comprise the constructs of personal identity and social 

identity. Further, as this thesis seeks to explore what effects ecolabels may have on 

determinants of consumers’ purchase intention of sustainable products, the 

determinants will be decomposed to comprise drivers to which ecolabels are proposed 

to have an effect on. This extended version of the TPB will function as the conceptual 

framework for the remainder of this thesis, and is depicted in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Conceptual framework 
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3.1 Theory of Planned Behavior 

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) is a modification of the theory of reasoned action (TRA). 

Both theories suggest that behavior is a consequence of underlying factors that eventually 

determines if a certain behavior is performed (Ajzen, 1991). Commonly for both theories, a 

central factor is the individual’s intention to perform a given behavior. Intentions are assumed to 

capture the motivational factors that influence a behavior; they are indications of how hard 

people are willing to try, of how much of an effort they are planning to exert, in order to perform 

the behavior (Ibid.). As a general rule, the stronger the intention to engage in a behavior, the 

more likely should be its performance (Ajzen, 2005). TRA suggests that there are two 

conceptually independent determinants of intention, namely attitude towards behavior and 

subjective norm (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). The attitude construct represents an overall 

negative/positive feeling towards a certain behavior, which is formed by a person’s beliefs and 

knowledge on the subject. Attitudes are thus the sum of beliefs about a given behavior and 

weighted on the evaluation on those beliefs. Subjective norm refers to the person’s perceived 

social pressure to perform or not to perform the behavior (Ajzen, 1991), and can be defined as 

“...a person’s perception that most people who are important to him think he should or should 

not perform the behavior in question” (Schepers and Wetzels, 2007, p. 90). It is thus to be 

understood as the individual’s perception of whether his/her significant others expect the 

individual to perform or not perform a certain behavior, which subsequently is weighted to the 

individual’s motivation to comply with it. These two constructs are made up from what Ajzen 

terms “salient beliefs”, and is referred to as respectively behavioral beliefs and normative beliefs 

(Ajzen, 1991). Behavioral beliefs are assumed to influence attitudes towards behavior and 

normative beliefs make up the underlying determinants of subjective norms (Ibid.). 

 

The two constructs of attitude and subjective norm are what Ajzen (1985) refers to as the 

voluntary determinants of intention, meaning that they are within the controlled sphere of the 

individual and that the behavior in question is possible for him/her to perform (Ibid.). It should 

also be noted that attitudes and norms are not always weighted equally in predicting behavior, 

due to individual nuances in attitudes and beliefs. A person who cares little for what others think 
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about their intention to perform a certain behavior would show little correlation between 

subjective norm and behavioral intention (Ajzen, 1975). The TRA was later extended by Ajzen 

(1985) who argued that the model should consider involuntary factors as well, meaning that an 

individual’s behavior was not only influenced by factors within his/her own controllable sphere, 

but also determined by factors that ease or encumber the behavior (Ibid.). Consequently Ajzen 

(1991) proposed a juxtaposed third construct that directly influences intention called perceived 

behavioral control (PBC). The assumption of PBC is that the more resources and opportunities 

individuals believe they possess, and the fewer obstacles or impediments they anticipate, the 

greater should be their perceived control over the behavior (Ajzen, 1991). This extended version 

of the theory of reasoned action is the theory of planned behavior. Thus, the theory of planned 

behavior suggests that the more favorable the attitude and subjective norm with respect to a 

behavior, and the greater the perceived behavioral control, the stronger should be an individual’s 

intention to perform the behavior under consideration (Ibid.). 

 

In comparing the TPB to the TRA, this thesis acknowledges the TPB as the more suitable 

conceptual starting point for two reasons, both relating to the PBC construct. First, the extension 

of PBC is assumed to be relevant in relation to sustainable products because the construct 

embraces that the mere accessibility to products is a factor, for which sustainable products in 

general is limited (Shaw and Clarke, 1999; Hansen, interview, 11 May, 2016). In other words, 

sustainable products may not always be available at the stores, why it may encumber the 

perceived purchase behavior. Second, the accessibility to sustainable products is not only a 

matter of actual accessibility, it is also about how an individual perceives the accessibility. 

Studies have shown that the lack of perceived accessibility to sustainable products has hindered 

the purchase of such (e.g. Vermeir and Verbeke, 2007). Consumers may experience difficulties 

in finding a sustainable product even if there is not a lack of actual accessibility, thus the 

perceived accessibility to sustainable products could negatively affect the PBC construct. As 

such, the TPB is deemed the most appropriate conceptual starting point. 
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3.2 Revised theory of planned behavior 

As previously argued, the TPB is broadly recognized as a reputable model to understand 

underlying factors of human intention and behavior. However, we argue that it needs to be 

revised in three ways in order to be most applicable for sustainable products.  

 

First, many scholars have criticized Ajzen’s model as not being able to explain behavior, which 

also is known as the intention-behavior gap. The intention-behavior gap is widely acknowledged 

within the sustainable consumption literature as a complex problem that cannot be easily 

explained (see e.g. Carrington, Neville and Witwell, 2009; Szmigin, Carrigan and McEachern, 

2009; Carrigan and Attalla, 2001). Social desirability, inflated measures of intention, and the 

social need to appear morally and ethically concerned in today’s society are just two of many 

factors to consider. Hence, this thesis will limit the scope to discuss the construct of intention, 

i.e. purchase intention. 

 

Second, TPB has been criticized for its simplicity and its neglection to take all plausible 

influential factors on behavioral intention into consideration (e.g. Sparks and Shepherd, 1992; 

Bagozzi, 1992; Armitage and Conner, 1998). Ajzen acknowledged the possibility of including 

additional measures to the original model by stating that: 

 

The theory of planned behavior is, in principle, open to the inclusion of additional 

predictors if it can be shown that they capture a significant proportion of the variance in 

intention or behavior after the theory’s current variables have been taken into account. 

 

(Ajzen, 1991, p. 199) 
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As such, we find it appropriate to extend the original model with measure(s) that can be argued 

to have significant influence on consumers’ intention to purchase sustainable products. Scholars 

have found  

 

Third, the weighted importance of each determinant of intention is expected to vary concurrently 

with the consumption situation in question (Ajzen, 1991). Several scholars argue that 

understanding what constitutes the salient beliefs in a specific context will lead to a much more 

rewarding understanding of a specific consumption situation (e.g. Bagozzi, 1981; Shimp and 

Kavas, 1984; Taylor and Todd, 1995). Shaw and Shiu (2003) argue that considering the 

complexity of decision making in relation to sustainable consumption, it is more appropriate to 

study the underlying beliefs. In other words, we need to explore what drivers are likely to 

influence the determinants of consumers’ intention to purchase sustainable products. As such we 

find it applicable to decompose the suggested determinants of this revised TPB model, including 

additional determinants of personal identity and social identity. The proposed drivers are 

believed to be directly affected by ecolabels’ virtues. 

 

Literature has shown that trust is an important driver of attitude, both in relation to general 

products (e.g. Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub, 2003) and to sustainable products (Bredahl, 2000; 

Carvalho, Salgueiro and Rita, 2015). Hence, trust is arguably a driver of attitude. 

 Research has indicated that significant individuals and groups influence subjective norm (Ajzen, 

2005), but research has not yet been able to incontrovertibly make the same argument in regards 

to sustainable products (Shaw, 2005). However, based on the consumption studies perspective, 

where it is argued that individuals’ behavior, both in general and towards consumption, is 

culturally determined, and based on the application of McCracken’s movement of meaning 

theory to sustainable consumption, where we have argued that the consumption of sustainable 

products can be a cultural act, we suggest that individuals’ decision making towards sustainable 
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products is also influenced by cultural norm. In acknowledging that people are culturally 

founded, it is consequently also assumed that people’s and groups’ opinions are grounded in 

culture. Thus, an individual’s or a group’s expectations towards someone performing a behavior 

is argued to be culturally determined, and as such, we propose that subjective norm is influential 

on the purchase intention of sustainable products. Further, we argue that since NGO’s and 

government have been agitators in making sustainable consumption prevalent in society today, 

such groups influence people. Hence, such groups are argued to be significant others, which 

form the determinant of subjective norm. Extensive research has found perceived behavioral 

control to be a determinant of purchase intention both in regards to general products (Ajzen, 

1991) and to sustainable products (e.g. Robinson and Smith, 2002; Vermeir and Verbeke, 2007). 

Perceived accessibility to products has been found to be a driver of PBC in relation to sustainable 

products (e.g. Clarke, 2008; Vermeir and Verbeke, 2005). A few scholars have argued that 

identity is important for sustainable consumption (Sparks and Guthrie, 1998; Shaw et al., 2000; 

Shaw 2005). Identity is considered a crucial reason for consumption according to both the 

consumer research perspective and the consumption studies perspectives (Østergaard and 

Jantzen, 2000), and is as such proposed to affect the construct of purchase intention. Depending 

on the perspective, identity can be interpreted as a personal identity, as well as a social identity. 

For both perspectives, identity expression is considered a driver of identity (Ibid.). 

 

Thøgersen (2002) and Hansen (Interview, 11 May, 2016) both suggest that ecolabels can 

enhance consumer trust in sustainability claims, and thus ecolabels are proposed to affect trust. 

We argue that NGO’s and government are referent groups which form the determinant of 

subjective norm. As the most used ecolabels are issued by such referent groups (Email, Bredahl, 

11 May, 2016; Interview, Hansen, 11 May, 2016), we further argue that the prevalence of an 

ecolabel issued  by an NGO or a governmental body can be perceived as an expectation from 

referent groups to consume the product carrying the label, i.e. performing the behavior in 

question. As outlined in the second chapter of this thesis, ecolabels can function as cues for 

sustainability, thus simplifying the process of finding sustainable products. Hence, it is proposed 

that ecolabels ease the perceived accessibility of sustainable products. Furthermore, it is argued 

that the extrinsic value ecolabels contain can be used by consumers to express the value of 
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sustainability to others. In conclusion to this it is proposed that ecolabels may have an effect on 

the following drivers: trust, significant others, perceived accessibility and identity expression. 

 

To summarize, we limit Ajzen’s (1991) TPB to only explain purchase intention and not behavior, 

we extend it to include the determinants of personal identity and social identity, and further 

decompose this extended TPB with drivers termed trust, significant others, perceived 

accessibility, and identity expression, which in turn are affected by virtues of ecolabels. Thereby 

we suggest a conceptual framework to further explore the possible effects ecolabels may have on 

determinants of intention to purchase sustainable products, as depicted in figure 2. The 

subsequent chapter will further explore how the respective measures can influence consumers’ 

intentions to purchase sustainable products. From that we will make propositions about the 

possible relationships between the different parts of the extended model. 
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Chapter 4: Propositions 

 

4.1 Construct of purchase intention 

The theory of planned behavior is the basis for our proposed framework, thus we will develop 

propositions that directly or through specific determinants affect the construct of purchase 

intention. Ajzen (1991) argued that intention to perform a behavior is an indication of how much 

of an effort people are planning to exert in order to perform the behavior in question. Further,  it 

was proposed that intention is a direct function of behavior (Ajzen, 1985). As already discussed, 

this relationship has been found not to be accurate, at least not in all cases. Behavior is much 

more complex an issue and there is a considerable difference from intending to perform a 

behavior to actually performing it (Pedersen, 2015). In addition, in a sustainable consumption 

context the difference is especially apparent (Ibid.), thus, and as mentioned, do not investigate 

the relationship between intention and behavior. 

 In the theory of planned behavior, the determinants of attitude, subjective norm and perceived 

behavioral control make up the construct of purchase intention (Ajzen, 1991). As mentioned, we 

propose that for this thesis it is relevant to include two additional determinants, namely that of 

personal identity and that of social identity. These determinants are proposed to independently 

contribute to consumers’ overall intention to purchase sustainable products. By elaborating on 

already introduced as well as outlining not yet presented literature, this chapter serves the 

purpose to argue for seven specific ways in which ecolabels are proposed to have an effect on 

determinants of purchase intention. Each determinant that is argued to have an independent 

effect on purchase intention is outlined, and will further be elaborated by decomposing each 

determinant into drivers that are argued to be affected by ecolabels. It is not the purpose of this 

chapter to outline all possible determinants and drivers of intention to purchase sustainable 

products, rather, the focus will only be on determinants and drivers that are proposed to be 

affected by ecolabels. 
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4.2 Determinants of purchase intention: attitude 

First determinant of purchase intention is attitude. As the name suggests, the attitude in question 

is the attitude and evaluation towards a certain behavior. Ajzen (1985) distinguishes between two 

types of attitude namely attitude towards behavior and attitude towards objects. Traditionally it 

has been assumed that behavior is influenced by attitude towards that exact object (may it be 

person, institution or product). The certain behavior is thus affected by the attitude towards the 

object in question. For example, the act of purchasing a product is determined by the 

positive/negative evaluation of that product. Ajzen (1985) challenged this take by stating that an 

attitude towards an object is very different from an attitude towards behavior. The attitude 

towards behavior is defined as the attitude of the individual ‘performing’ that behavior (Ajzen, 

1985). To exemplify: the attitude towards a product is not necessarily the same as purchasing 

that product (performing an actual behavior). A consumer may like the product but does not 

purchase it for other reasons. Consequently, Ajzen (1985) concluded that the key to 

understanding the complex nature of attitudes and behavioral intentions, it is not sufficient to 

gather information on attitudes towards objects. Accordingly, this thesis will only refer to 

attitude towards behavior. 

 

Attitude towards behavior is defined by Hansen and Jensen (2007) as “the general feeling of 

favorableness or infavorableness [sic] for that behavior” (p. 87). Thus, a person’s attitude 

towards a certain behavior is based on his/her positive and/or negative feelings towards 

performing that behavior, which consequently affect the likeability of intending to perform a 

behavior. However, to thoroughly understand what attitudes really are, Ajzen (1985) stated that 

one has to look closer into what causes the favorable and unfavorable attitude. 

Inspired by the traditional perspective of attitude (see e.g. McGuire 1985; Haugh and Vaughan, 

1995), Ajzen (1985) described attitude as a construct consisting of three underlying components, 

namely cognitive, affective and conative components of attitude. The cognitive component 

includes opinions, beliefs and knowledge about the behavior in question; affective is to be 

understood as the positive/negative feelings associated with the behavior; and conative as the 
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behavioral intention and actual behavior (Ajzen, 1989). These components are to be understood 

in a hierarchical order where a person’s beliefs, knowledge and opinions about a behavior is 

what underlies the affective evaluation of a positive/negative attitude. Ajzen (1989) explains this 

as “... [cognitive factors] are assumed to have a causal effects on attitude (p. 247). Attitude is 

then strictly understood as the evaluative response of having a positive or negative attitude. In 

other words, people’s beliefs and knowledge accumulated (cognition) is what forms a single 

overall  positive or negative feeling (affective). The conative component is then the actual 

outcome of this attitude and is illustrated as the intention and behavioral constructs in the TPB 

model. It should be noted that the beliefs and knowledge comprising the cognitive construct are 

assumed to be almost unlimited in numbers (Ajzen 1985), why it only should be the most 

important elements that are taken into account. This is also referred to as salient beliefs of 

attitude (Ibid.). 

 

In conclusion, the concept of attitude in the TPB is to be understood as attitude towards a certain 

behavior which is a multicomponent construct consisting of cognitive, affective and conative 

components. The attitude construct represents an overall positive/negative feeling towards a 

certain behavior, which is formed by a person’s beliefs and knowledge on the subject. Attitudes 

are thus the sum of beliefs about a given behavior and weighted on the evaluation on those 

beliefs. The conative component is to be understood as the consequential behavioral intention of 

this. Next is thus to see what salient beliefs are relevant for attitude in this ecolabel context. 

 

4.2.1 Driver of attitude: trust 

In marketing and management literature, trust is strongly associated with attitudes toward 

products and services and toward purchasing behavior (Gefen et al., 2003). The issue of trust as a 

highly influential factor for consumers when forming attitudes towards a given behavior has also 

been scrutinized in previous research (see e.g. Ha and Stoel, 2009; Ling, Chai and Piew, 2010; 

Delafrooz, Paim and Khatibi, 2011; Kim, 2012; for trust and online purchase, and Dowling and 

Staelin, 1994; Chen and Li, 2007, for trust and choice of seafood). It is here argued that the 
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overall attitudinal feeling of a behavior in certain situations is dependent on the perceived trust of 

involved elements associated to the behavior, for example trusting the online website facilitating 

the purchase to be honest and sincere (Ling, Chai and Piew, 2010). Hence, the cognitive element 

of trust (as part of perceived knowledge of the behavior in question) may function as a salient 

belief of attitude. This will consequently be added to the ‘pool’ of other salient beliefs of attitude 

and thereby influence the process of forming an overall positive/negative attitude. 

 

4.2.1.1 Trust and sustainable products 

Trust as an influential factor in relation to sustainable consumption, including ecolabeled 

products, is discussed in the literature as well. To understand how trust is influential, we first 

need to understand what the term ‘trust’ entails in this context. 

Trust as a concept has been defined in various ways within different literature, and several 

scholars have noted the confusion in the field (See e.g. Lewis and Weigert 1985; Shapiro 1987). 

Based on a literature review on trust, Gefen, Karahanna, and Staub (2003) broadly define it in a 

consumer-company relation as: 

 

the expectation that other individuals or companies with whom one interacts will not take 

advantage of a dependence upon them. It is the belief that the trusted party will behave in 

an ethical, dependable, and socially appropriate manner and will fulfill their expected 

commitments in conditions of interdependence and potential vulnerability. 

 

(Gefen et al., 2003, p. 308) 
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Hence, trust is conceptualized as a combination of rational thinking (cognitive process) and 

feelings (affective influences) (Lobb, 2004). Based on this and in relation to Ajzen’s definition of 

attitude, the element of trust is considered part of an individual’s attitude towards an object or 

behavior. 

 

As mentioned, trust as an influential factor for an individual’s attitude formation is discussed in 

sustainable consumption literature. Carvalho, Salgueiro and Rita (2015) state that trust is the 

primary antecedent of attitude in relation to sustainable products and explains that “... it was 

clear from the results  that consumers need to know and trust the products [ecolabeled products] 

before buying them” (Carvalho, Salgueiro, and Rita, 2015, p. 6). This is supported by Bredahl’s 

(2000) findings on determinants of attitude in relation to genetically modified food, which 

suggested that trust is the most prevailing antecedent. In addition, Bredahl’s research found that 

attitude almost exclusively determined purchase intention, meaning that it obscured both the 

constructs of subjective norm and PBC. 

 

The reason why trust plays such a vital role when it comes to sustainable products is arguably 

linked to the peculiar nature of sustainable consumption. From the consumer’s point of view, the 

values and attributes of the products often lie in the ethical consequences of the purchase, which 

usually do not directly include him-/herself. This is especially applicable to consumers from 

developed countries for whom the ethical consequences often should occur in other, more 

indigent parts of the world. In other words, consumers cannot directly observe the promised 

value of the purchase, so the guarantee that the purchase of the product lives up to what is 

promised is based on trusting the company behind, and that it will ‘behave in dependable 

manner’. Castaldo et al. (2008) refer to this as a consequence of asymmetric information where 

one side (often the company) has superior information compared to the other. When asymmetry 

of information is experienced, the significance of trust will drastically increase (ibid.). Castaldo 

et al. found that because asymmetric information usually applies to sustainable consumption, the 

importance of trust is essential in consumers’ decision-making process when it comes to 
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sustainable products. Hence, trust in sustainable products is clearly suggested by vast literature to 

have a direct effect on attitude. 

 

4.2.2 Proposed effect of ecolabels on driver 

 

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, ecolabels may be viewed as an important means 

to enhance transparency and consumer trust in environmental claims (Thøgersen, 2002). Based 

on the above, trust and transparency are crucial elements in the formation of attitudes in relation 

to sustainable products. As such, ecolabels are arguably used as cues by consumers to identify 

trustworthy sustainable claims, because they function as an already accepted cue for 

sustainability. Based on the above, we propose that: 

 

P1: ecolabels have a direct positive effect on trust 

 

4.3 Determinants of purchase intention: subjective norm 

Subjective norm refers to an individual’s perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform 

the behavior (Ajzen, 1991). It is thus to be understood as the individual’s perception of his/her 

significant others expect the individual to perform or not perform a certain behavior. For 

instance, a person’s intention to purchase organic products can be influenced by his/her peers’ 

expectations of him/her doing that. Of course, this is then affected by his/her willingness to 

comply with what others think of him/her. A person who cares little for what others think would 

show little correlation between subjective norm and behavioral intention (Ajzen, 1975). 
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4.3.1 Proposed effect of subjective norm on purchase intention of 

sustainable products 

Robinson and Smith (2002) found subjective norm to affect purchase intention in sustainably 

produced food in the United States. Vermeir and Verbeke (2006) partly found subjective norm to 

be influential of purchase intention in a study of sustainable food consumption among young 

adults in Belgium. In a study of fair trade grocery products, Shaw et al. (2000) did not find 

evidence of subjective norm influencing purchase intention. In a recalculation of that study, 

Shaw and Shiu (2003) still did not find subjective norm to be influential on purchase intention. 

However, based on the insights provided in chapter 2, it is argued that subjective norm can 

influence the purchase intention of ecolabeled products. The consumption studies perspective 

showed that people consume because they are part of a culture or community where social 

acceptance and social standing is paramount, and that personal beliefs are socio-cultural frames 

of reference and institutional structures. Thus, individuals are always deemed part of a culture, 

and what seems as an individual’s personal beliefs can in fact be a reproduction of culture. 

Hence, it can be argued that the beliefs of significant other individuals such as family and friends 

are in fact only culturally framed beliefs. As such, individuals’ expectations of behavior are 

equivalent to those of the culture or community they are formed by. To study the beliefs of 

significant others it is thus necessary to study their culture. As described in chapter 2, it is 

possible to study culture through McCracken’s (1986) movement of meaning theory. 

 

Through the application of the theory to sustainable products, it was demonstrated that 

sustainability is a value embedded in Western culture. Further, it was shown that this value is 

apparent in ecolabeled products. Also, the application of the theory provided the insights that 

consumers do want to obtain the value of sustainability. Thus, by applying the movement of 

meaning theory to ecolabeled products it was suggested that consumers who purchase ecolabeled 

products do so due to culturally determined reasons. Hence, it is reasonable to believe that there 
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is an expectation in Western culture that one should behave in a sustainable way. Thus it is 

proposed that: 

 

P2: subjective norm influences the purchase intention of sustainable products 

 

4.3.2 Driver of subjective norm: perceived beliefs about significant 

others’ expectations 

As with attitude, subjective norm is assumed to be a function of beliefs, but beliefs of another 

kind, namely normative beliefs, i.e. a person’s belief that significant referent others approve or 

disapprove of performing a given behavior. This belief may not reflect what others actually 

believe, but is what the person perceives about his significant others. Hence, the construct is 

referred to as subjective norm (Ajzen, 1985). These significant others can both be individuals or 

groups that a person uses as referents such as family and friends (Shaw, 2005). 

4.3.2.1 Significant others and sustainable products 

Although not finding subjective norm to be influential of purchase intention, Shaw et al. (200o) 

suggest that in a sustainable consumption context, referent groups can for instance be NGOs. As 

mentioned in chapter 2, governments and pressure groups such as NGOs have been part of the 

development of sustainability as a value embedded in culture. Hence, we find it likely that 

consumers are motivated to comply with what these institutions propose, because if consumers 

were not, then the value of behaving in a sustainable manner may not have been embedded in 

culture in the first place. Thus, it is argued that an NGO or government could be a referent group 

and that consumers are motivated to comply with such referent group. 
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4.3.3 Proposed effect of ecolabels on driver 

In continuation of the above reasoning, we argue that the presence of an NGO’s or a 

governmental approval of a product in the form of an ecolabel could be perceived as an 

encouragement to purchase the product over another. Thus the ecolabel may function as an 

emblematic representation of the belief that important others want you to purchase a product. 

Accordingly, we propose that: 

 

P3: ecolabels influence subjective norm by representing the beliefs of important others 

(government and NGOs) 

4.4 Determinants of purchase intention: perceived 

behavioral control 

The third precursor of intention in the TPB is the degree of perceived behavioral control (PBC). 

PBC is argued to comprise two specific aspects: perceived capacity and perceived autonomy 

(Yzer, 2007 and Armitage, 2005). Perceived capacity, or self-efficacy, refers to the extent of 

one's belief in one's own ability to perform a behavior (Ormrod, 2006). For example, the 

likelihood of someone starting on a diet to lose weight could be influenced by that person’s 

belief that he/she possesses the self-discipline to succeed. Perceived autonomy refers to the 

person’s perceived degree to have control over the actual behavioral performance. Thus, the 

likelihood of someone starting on a diet is not only related to his/her perceived abilities such as 

self-discipline, but also to which degree external barriers facilitate or hinder the behavior. So the 

person may ask him-/herself: is it possible to buy healthy food nearby? Is it too expensive? Ajzen 

(2005) refers to these beliefs as control beliefs, which reflect past experience, and will usually 

also be influenced by secondhand information about the behavior, by the experiences of friends 

and acquaintances, and by other factors that increase or reduce the perceived difficulty of 

performing the behavior in question. In conclusion, the more resources and opportunities 
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individuals believe they possess, and the fewer obstacles or impediments they anticipate, the 

greater should be their perceived control over the behavior (Ajzen, 1991). 

 

4.4.1 Driver of perceived behavioral control: perceived accessibility 

Perceived accessibility is related the perceived autonomy in the way that a perceived external 

barrier influences the overall difficulty of performing a certain behavior, i.e. purchasing 

sustainable products. According to theory and earlier research, the perceived accessibility to 

sustainable products has a significant impact on PBC and thereby on sustainable consumption 

intention (see e.g. Vermeir and Verbeke, 2007; Robinson and Smith, 2002; Shaw and Clarke, 

1999). 

 

4.4.1.1 Perceived accessibility and sustainable products 

The overall perceived accessibility has in general been rather problematic in the eyes of 

consumers (Vermeir and Verbeke, 2007). Vermeir and Verbeke (2007) refer to this as (the lack 

of) perceived sustainable availability, and found in a study on Belgian consumers that the 

perceived lack of sustainable availability has negatively influenced the purchase of such 

products. Similarly an extensive body of research has pointed to the fact that consumers view the 

actual lack of sustainable products as a barrier towards purchase (Clarke, 2008; De Pelsmacker, 

Driesen, and Rayp, 2003; Shaw, 2005). This limited access to sustainable products varies greatly 

depending on country or where one lives in a given country (Clarke, 2008), and is especially 

present in developing countries (Eco worriers, 2015). However, the limited access to sustainable 

products compared to traditional products has been noted in western countries as well (Vermeir 

and Verbeke, 2005). So even though many developed countries have witnessed a significant 

increase in number of sustainable products, they are still regarded as relatively difficult to obtain 

compared to traditional products. Hansen (Interview, 11 May, 2016) supports Clarke’s (2008) 

statement about domestic differences by saying that there is a considerable demographic 

difference in the availability of sustainable products in Denmark. He states that the availability of 
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such products is much more apparent in the big cities compared to the rural parts (Interview, 11 

May, 2016).  

However, the issue of actual limited availability is not the most prevailing issue of perceived 

accessibility when it comes to sustainable products - especially in major cities of developed 

countries where such products are more likely to be found within reasonable proximity (Clarke, 

2008; Hansen, interview, May 11, 2016). Several studies show that consumers in developed 

countries fail to acknowledge that sustainable products at least to some extent are available 

within a certain proximity (Clarke, 2008), why the perceived inaccessibility exceeds the actual 

inaccessibility. The problem arguably resides in the difficulty to identify sustainable products. 

Whether it is cars, clothes or food, the sustainable value is not necessarily apparent from the 

product itself and its extrinsic values. Consequently consumers may not realize that certain 

products are sustainably embossed and in fact are available to them. Vermeir and Verbeke 

(2005) support that perceived accessibility exceeds actual availability by stating that many 

consumers believe that sustainable products are more difficult to obtain than what they actually 

are. This image of inaccessibility is not easily shattered even though the number of sustainable 

products is increasing (Ibid.). In their study they found that perceived availability can indeed act 

as a barrier for sustainable consumption intention. In addition it was discovered that consumers 

who believe that products are less available intend less to purchase these products, even though 

they have an overall positive attitude (Ibid.). It should be noted that Vermeir and Verbeke’s 

study was conducted approximately 10 years ago. As mentioned elsewhere in this thesis, the 

landscape has changed a lot within a short amount of time, thus the picture painted by Vermeir 

and Verbeke’s study has arguably changed. However, to the best of our belief, there has not been 

conducted a more recent study of this issue, thus we must adhere to Vermeir and Verbeke’s 

points. This fact makes an even stronger case of the actuality of this thesis. 

 

4.4.2 Proposed effect of ecolabels on driver 

As mentioned in the foundation of this thesis, ecolabels function as cues for consumers to 

identify sustainable values in products, and consequently categorize them as sustainable 

products. This implies that the presence of ecolabels on products helps consumers realize that the 
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products are sustainable, which eases the understanding of the product as within this category 

and thereby the perceived accessibility/perceived autonomy. The complex nature of sustainable 

products is thus also assumed to be made simpler by ecolabels. Based on the above, we propose 

that: 

 

P4: ecolabels have a direct positive effect on perceived accessibility 

 

4.5 Determinants of purchase intention: personal 

identity and social identity 

As outlined in the second chapter of this thesis, products contain a value that goes beyond 

functionality, they contain a symbolic value as well (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000). As Levy 

(1959) stated more than 50 years ago: “People buy things not only for what they can do, but also 

for what they mean” (Levy, 1959, p.118). Both the consumer research perspective and the 

consumption study perspective argue that consumption is based on a search for identity. It can 

either be an identity for the individual (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000), i.e. a personal identity, as 

the consumer research perspective would suggest, or a social identity intended for recognition 

and belonging to a group (Ibid.), which is the perspective of consumption studies. In relation to 

this, Cherrier (2007) notes that the ability to choose a sustainable consumption lifestyle and 

identity does not result purely from a process of self-inquiry. In other words, the concept of 

identity in relation to sustainable consumption is also socially constructed. Either way, creating 

and maintaining an identity is the central reasoning behind consumption, thus it is rather clear 

that identity concerns affect the purchase intention of products. Here it is also important to note 

that we distinguish between the construct of subjective norm and the construct of social identity. 

It is true that they are both rooted in the notion that consumption is culturally and socially framed 

and that people behave in accordance with this cultural frame. In our interpretation of the social 

identity construct, individuals’ actively use consumption as to be socially approved by a group 

they have a desire to belong to, and to distinguish themselves from other groups they do not wish 
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to be part of. In other words, the social identity construct deals with how consumer potentially 

could utilize objects/products as means to express and enhance oneself in a social context. The 

subjective norm construct does not presume this active use of consumption, rather subjective 

norm is about the feeling that as an individual who is part of society at large or member of a 

group, there is a pressure to behave in a certain way. It is not as apparent and explicit a construct 

as the social identity construct, it is more about a subconscious feeling to behave in a certain 

manner. As such, we interpret subjective norm to represent the perception of the unwritten rules 

(hence subjective norm) in culture and how the individual believes (s)he should behave to be 

socially accepted. 

 

4.5.1 Personal identity and social identity, and sustainable products 

A measure of identity was found to be influential on sustainable products by Sparks and 

Shepherd (1992), Sparks and Guthrie (1998), Shaw and Clarke (1999), Shaw et al. (2000), Shaw 

and Shiu (2003), and Shaw (2005), who all found independent effects of self-identity within 

different areas of sustainable consumption, where self-identity was interpreted in the same way 

as the just outlined term of identity, i.e. both a personal identity and a social identity. 

 

In one study of food choice based on UK consumers and two replication studies based on Danish 

and Finnish consumers, Sparks and Guthrie (1998) found self-identity to have predictive effects 

in terms of explaining purchase intention in the theory of planned behavior. Shaw et al. (2000) 

showed that sustainable consumers make sustainable consumption choices because sustainability 

issues have become an important part of their self-identity and as such, self-identity was found to 

be significant in the explanation of intention to purchase a fair trade grocery product. The study 

was based on subscribers of the Ethical Consumer magazine in the UK. Based on the same 

respondent group, Shaw and Shiu (2003) further studied the underlying beliefs influencing the 

decision making process of UK consumers of fair trade grocery products. The study also 

suggested that sustainability issues have become an important part of consumers’ self-identity 

and further showed that self-identity plays a significant role in determining sustainable 
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consumers’ purchase intention in the TPB. So, these measurements of the influential factor of 

self-identity on purchase intention suggest that identity concerns indeed are important for 

consumers when purchasing sustainable products. 

 

4.5.2 Driver of personal identity and social identity: identity 

expression 

In the consumer research perspective it is argued that consumption contributes to constructing an 

identity as well as creating an image for others to observe (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000). Belk 

(1988) notes that other people are mirrors through which people see themselves, thus expressing 

an identity towards others is also a way to create an identity (Belk, 1988). The consumption 

studies perspective argues that people are tribe members searching for group identity, and they 

consume products to show belonging to a specific group and to be accepted by such groups 

(Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000). Consequently, people also consume products to show which 

group they do not belong to (Ibid.). In acknowledging these two consumer behavior perspectives, 

consumption can both be interpreted as rooted in an individual search for meaning in life, as well 

as a culturally determined act of social belonging. Cherrier (2007) notes that just as products can 

distinguish an individual from others and express an individual sense of identity, they can also 

indicate group identity and express belonging to a group. No matter which of the two 

perspectives used for studying consumers, both perspectives suggest that consumption is an act 

of identity expression. 

 

4.5.2.1 Proposed effect of identity expression on personal identity and 

social identity 

As noted, literature on sustainable consumption is scarce. Consequently, this is even more true 

when it comes to the literature on the identity expressive value of sustainable products. The 

aforementioned studies of Sparks and Shepherd (1992), Sparks and Guthrie (1998), Shaw and 

Clarke (1999), Shaw et al. (2000), Shaw and Shiu (2003), and Shaw (2005), showed that identity 
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is a determinant of purchase intention. However, the studies neglect to investigate whether these 

identity concerns are affected by expression of identity, thus it cannot be interpreted whether 

consumers use sustainable products to express their identity or not. However, a few other 

scholars have argued that the expression of identity is part of consuming sustainable products. It 

has been argued that people consume sustainable products to symbolize their desired identities 

by Kimura et al. (2012) who suggest that reputational concern affects the consumer’s intention to 

purchase Fairtrade labeled food, and by Varul (2010) who states that, when it comes to fair trade 

consumption, it is not only a means of ‘doing good’ but also of expressing consumer identity as a 

moral person, i.e. being good. Hansen (Interview, 11 May, 2016) agrees to the statement that 

people can use sustainable products to show other people their identity. Based on the reasoning 

above we propose that: 

 

P5a: identity expression is a driver personal identity 

 

P5b:  identity expression is a driver of social identity 

 

4.5.3 Proposed effect of ecolabels on driver 

Levy defined a symbol as a: “general term for all instances where experience is mediated rather 

than direct; where an object, action, word, picture, or complex behavior is understood to mean 

not only itself but also some other ideas or feelings.” (Levy, 1959, p. 119). The intrinsic value of 

sustainability is difficult to perceive if it does not have an extrinsic feature that can contain the 

sustainability value. An ecolabel is an extrinsic feature that may contain this value, and may as 

such be especially attractive for consumers’ in their expression of a sustainable identity. Hansen 

states that there could possibly be “a signaling value in buying fairtrade products or organic 

products” (Interview, May 11, 2016). He further argues: “ecolabels can have the effect of 

signaling that one is ethically responsible, and socially responsible” (Ibid.). Based on the above 

reasoning we propose that: 
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P6: ecolabels have a direct effect on identity expression 

 

In sum, we have made seven propositions. We find that the extensive amount of literature 

supporting the influence of attitude and perceived behavioral control on the consumer decision 

making process can be directly applied to this specific context and as such, we deliberately 

choose not to investigate these elements further. Thus we focus our explorative research on 

determinants that current research has not yet extensively suggested to be influential on the 

purchase intention of sustainable products in this ecolabel context, i.e. subjective norm, personal 

identity, and social identity. Moreover, and in line with our general research question, we have 

proposed four possible effects ecolabels may have on specific drivers of sustainable 

consumption, namely trust, significant others, perceived accessibility, and identity expression. 

Next is to explore if and which of the proposed effects can be suggested to be influential. 

Concurrently, the following chapter will provide the methodological overview of the conducted 

research. 
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Chapter 5: Methodology 

 

5.1 Research method - data collection 

 

5.1.1 Qualitative research 

To examine how and why ecolabels influence determinants of intention, a qualitative research 

process will be used. The qualitative research method is chosen based on its ability to allow 

researchers to explore inner, in-depth values and understand and discover how meanings and 

behaviors are formed, rather than ‘merely’ test variables for which the quantitative research 

methods are used (Creswell, 1994; Corbin and Strauss, 2008). This corresponds to the 

exploratory purpose of this thesis as we seek to understand potential underlying motivations of 

consumer decision-making. A qualitative research method is often employed in order to answer 

the ‘how’ and ‘why’ related questions (Creswell and Clark, 2011), why it for this thesis can be 

used to understand how and why consumers are influenced by ecolabels. Kvale and Brinkmann 

(2009) also state that qualitative research seeks to develop an understanding of the reality from 

the subject’s point of view, why it may be used to examine consumers’ perception of the world - 

in this case how and why ecolabels can influence their purchase intention. 

 

5.1.1.2 In-depth, semi-structured interviews 

In qualitative research the researcher can use a broad range of data collection methods that all 

allow to tap into underlying values of the respondents, e.g. observations, interviews, memoirs, 

biographies etc. (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). The data collection method chosen in this thesis is 

one-to-one, in-depth, semi-structured interviews. This interview type is considered suitable as it, 

likewise qualitative research in general, facilitates in-depth understanding of the respondents’ 

experiences and especially perceptions towards a given subject (Mason, 2002). In addition, 

conducting one-to-one, in-depth interviews entails two advantages for our research. 
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 First, the fact that the interview is centered around one person facilitates a thorough 

understanding of the respondent’s perceptions of the world (Mason, 2002). As such, the 

respondent’s perception of ecolabels will be thoroughly examined, which, due to its complex 

nature, is easier when only one respondent at a time is in focus (Ibid.). According to Gordon 

(1999) one-to-one, in-depth interviews can better help the researcher in understanding and 

reconstructing the process of decision making as the interviewer has the opportunity and time to 

elicit the necessary level of detail because only one person is in the spotlight. 

 Second, the intimate one-to-one interview has shown to increase the openness and sincerity of 

the respondents as they, compared to e.g. focus group interviews, entail that fewer people are 

involved to judge and assess the answers of the respondent (Weiss, 1994). Gordon (1999) refers 

to this as “the need to conform to an ideal which is socially or politically correct will 

predominate [in group interviews] (...)” (p. 79) and is a tendency known as social desirability 

that occur when the respondents feel pressured to answer in a certain way (Bryman and Bell, 

2007). In relation to this thesis, it can be argued that the ethical implications of sustainable 

consumption may refrain the respondents from acting sincerely in a group environment in some 

situations. For example, if a respondent consumes Fairtrade labeled products for personal gain 

(e.g. for expressing identity) (s)he may feel that consuming sustainable products for other than 

altruistic reasons will be perceived as selfish and politically incorrect. Thus, instead of behaving 

sincerely the respondent may state that (s)he only purchase ecolabeled products for the sake of 

others, i.e. farmers in developing countries in this example. In addition to having fewer people to 

worry about, the respondents in one-to-one interviews are often guaranteed confidentiality, why 

these interviews are considered most appropriate for sensitive subject matters (Ibid.). 
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A semi-structured interview type is chosen as it allows the researcher to guide the conversation 

towards the research topic in question (ibid.). As such, the data collection process will be 

centered on the topic of ecolabels and thereby keep the process ‘on track’, and limit the extent of 

irrelevant information (Ibid.). However, the semi-structured interview does not entail a stringent 

approach that limits and narrows the interview process to very specific areas. Instead it motivates 

the respondents to talk freely, but secures that the overall focus is on the research purpose at 

hand (Mason, 2002). 

 

5.1.2 Power relationship 

As one-to-one interviews are conducted by only the interviewer and one participant (and 

possibly an observer), it is crucial to understand the relationship between the two (Mason, 2002). 

Often the interview is performed as a ‘simple’ conversation where the respondents participate in 

the formation of the interview process (see interview guide, appendix 1). However, it is not to be 

understood as common, equal conversation as the interviewer ultimately is in charge (Gordon, 

1999). As such the power relation between the involved will not be perceived or actually be 

evenly distributed (Packer, 2011), meaning that the respondent knows (and accepts) that (s)he is 

merely part of a process and that the interviewer has the superior role. Packer (2011) states that 

this uneven power relationship may be reflected in different ways and that the interviewer needs 

to be aware of the potential consequences.  

 It is this exact power relationship that provides the opportunity of guiding the interview towards 

relevant areas, why it often is seen as a precondition of a valuable and rewarding interview type. 

However, the naivety in believing that the respondent sees the interview as a normal 

conversation can impair the interview process (Gordon, 1999). Even though the interview is to 

be reckoned as a conversation, the power relationship will always be a factor in the eyes of the 

respondent. As such, the respondent may not feel permitted to talk freely at all times even though 

(s)he has been told otherwise (Packer, 2011). If the respondent continuously is guided towards a 

given subject, the power relationship will further manifest itself, which will affect the illusion of 

a common conversation and potentially limit the honest and open talk (Packer, 2011). This 
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emphasizes the importance of carefully balancing the interview between a normal conversation 

and an interview with an agenda. 

 

5.1.3 Ethical considerations 

Mason (2002) emphasizes that ethical considerations should be included in all types of research 

with people involved. Researches using people as data sources have a certain responsibility 

towards their well-being, privacy and comfort in the situation (Ibid.). We build on Mason’s 

notion and acknowledge our responsibility as researchers, why we seek to avoid any discomfort 

and assure privacy. This corresponds to Bryman and Bell’s (2007) findings on the importance of 

ethics in research. Here they stress the importance of avoiding harming anyone involved; respect 

dignity; assure privacy and confidentiality if needed; and staying honest and transparent. Mason 

(2002) notes that ethical considerations often should be adapted to the given situation and 

person. The idea here is that people have very different needs and expectation in this context. 

Accommodating for the individual’s needs will not only limit potential discomfort, but also the 

quality of the interview process as it facilitates openness and sincerity from the respondents 

because they feel more at ease (Bryman and Bell, 2007). How we specifically conformed to 

these notions will be elaborated in the interview guide section of this chapter. 

 

5.1.4 Observer 

We choose to include the non-interviewing author an observer. An observer has the opportunity 

to overview the situation and pay attention to details that may be missed by the interviewer 

because (s)he is focused on conducting the interview. In addition, the observer is a useful ‘tool’ 

to make sure the most important themes are covered and can supply the interviewer with relevant 

questions if the conversation is either flagged or gets off track (Ibid.). We seek to make sure the 

observer does not make the respondent feel any discomfort by explaining why he is also present 

and will give the respondents the opportunity to conduct the interview without him. As the 
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interview in general will be conducted between the interviewer and the respondent, we still refer 

to these interviews as ‘one-one interviews’. 

 

5.1.5 Research design 

As mentioned, the data collection is based on seven in-depth, semi-structured interviews. The 

interviews are carefully structured in terms of themes to address, where to conduct the 

interviews, how to address the individual, and how to ensure a smooth transition from superficial 

thoughts to underlying values (Bryman and Bell, 2007). The nature of qualitative research and 

our semi-structured approach postulate that the interview process should be open to inclusions 

and that it may vary from interview to interview. To understand the in-depth values of the 

respondents, the researchers have to ‘stay on their feet’, adapt to the situation and steadily break 

the superficial barriers that often precede the inner values (Mason, 2002). As such, a complete 

overview of the interview process is impossible to anticipate. This will be elaborated in the 

interview guide. 

 

5.1.5.1 Ecolabels as reference points in the interviews 

In the interviews we will use specific ecolabels as reference points in order to contextualize the 

subject at hand for the respondents. This means that the respondents will talk about the research 

topic based on these ecolabels, and the collected data will thus most likely be mainly relating to 

these reference points. As earlier mentioned ecolabels are defined as third-party ecolabels that 

cover all aspects of social and environmental issues, meaning everything from fair trade, to 

animal welfare, pollution, and so forth.. Thus, the chosen ecolabels will be third-party ecolabels 

that together cover all aspects. 

  A fundamental premise of this thesis is overall consumer acceptance of ecolabels as cues for 

sustainability. This includes that consumers have knowledge about the issue the ecolabel 

represents, credibility in issuer of the ecolabel, and an understanding of the labels in question, 

before ecolabels are accepted as such cues. Hence, the ecolabels used as reference points should 
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comply with these premises before the research question of how ecolabels influence decision-

making process can be optimally investigated. 

 The chosen ecolabels comprise: Fairtrade, Ø-mark, the Nordic Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel. 

Together these represent third-party ecolabels and cover the broad aspect of social and 

environmental issues. Furthermore, these ecolabels have long been present on the Danish market 

and are ranked highly in terms of awareness and trustworthiness in Denmark (see Landbrug og 

Fødevarer, 2015 for Fairtrade and the Ø-mark, and Nøgletal, 2016 for the Nordic Ecolabel and 

the EU ecolabel). Each ecolabel will be further elaborated on below. 

 

5.1.5.1.1 Fairtrade ecolabel 

Fairtrade was introduced on the Danish market in 1994 and has subsequently grown to be one of 

the most prominent ecolabels on the Danish market (Fairtrade label, 2016a). It is characterized as 

an international third-party ecolabel scheme and is in Denmark employed by more than 1,000 

food and non-food products/brands (Ibid.). Purchasing products with the Fairtrade label entails 

that farmers and plantation workers in Africa, Asia and South -and Central America get a better 

price for their workload and production (Fairtrade label, 2016b). 

 

As mentioned, the Fairtrade label ranks highly on consumer awareness among the Danish 

population (Landbrug og Fødevarer, 2015). In 2015, 92% were familiar with the label, which has 

been rapidly increasing during the last years - especially among the the 15-34 year olds (Ibid.). In 

addition, as illustrated in table 1, the same study showed that perceived trustworthiness of the 

label among consumers were in the same year relatively high compared to other ecolabels in 

Denmark. 51% of the population viewed the label as very trustworthy and 32% as average (Ibid). 
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Table 1: Perceived trustworthiness of ecolabels (Landbrug og Fødevarer, 2015) 

 

The importance of the represented issue is also highly regarded in relation to the Fairtrade label. 

The issue of fair trade among farmers and plantation workers is considered ‘important’ or ‘very 

important’ for 51% of Danes and 50-60 % believe that the purchase of Fairtrade labeled products 

gives farmers, plantation workers and other manufacturers in less developed countries better 

living and working conditions (Ibid.). 

 

5.1.5.1.2 Ø-mark 

The Ø-mark ecolabel was introduced in Denmark in 1987 (Gyldendal, 2016) and is one of the 

most applied ecolabels on products sold in Denmark (Miljø og Sundhed, 2016). The ecolabel is 

characterized as a voluntary, third-party, state-controlled labeling scheme with the purpose of 

controlling and uttering ecology initiatives (Ibid.). The ecolabel can be applied to products that 

have been grown and treated in accordance with the Danish rules and regulations for ecological 

agricultural production. The control is formally carried out by the Ministry Environment and 

Food of Denmark (Gyldendal, 2016). Since 2001 it has been applied on certified organic, non-

food products as well (Ibid.). Ecological products are by the Ø-mark defined as products grown 

with no or limited use of pesticides. 
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The Ø-mark ecolabel is the most known ecolabeling scheme in Denmark with an awareness 

among the population of 98% (See table 2). In addition, the Ø-mark ecolabel is ranked highest in 

perceived trustworthiness among Danes with approximately 73% viewing it as ‘very 

trustworthy’ (see table 2). 

 

Table 2: Consumer awareness of ecolabels (Landbrug og Fødevarer, 2015) 

 

Consumers’ need for ecological products is a well-established fact that has been acknowledged 

for centuries (Van Calker et al., 2005). The fact that the Ø-mark is one of the most applied and 

demanded ecolabels on products emphasizes the perceived importance of ecological issues. The 

importance of ecological attributes can arguably be explained by its ‘double-sided’ effect, 

meaning that ecology often is viewed as both good for the environment and oneself (Cummins, 

2014). As such, consumers emphasize the importance of ecology and associate the Ø-mark 

ecolabel with ecological values (Landbrug og Fødevarer, 2015). 

 

5.1.5.1.3 The Nordic Ecolabel (The Nordic Swan) 

The Nordic Ecolabel (or the Nordic Swan) is an official intergovernmental ecolabel standard in 

the Nordic countries that was introduced in Denmark in 1997 (Svanen og Blomsten, 2016). 

Similar to the Fairtrade and Ø-mark labels, The Nordic Ecolabel is characterized as a third-party, 

voluntary labeling scheme. Together with the EU Ecolabel (the EU Flower) the Nordic Ecolabel 

represents Denmark’s official environmental labels (Ibid.) and is found on approximately 9,000 

products and services (Nøgletal, 2016). The purpose of the label is to inform consumers about 
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what products to buy in order to refrain from harming the environment and oneself (Svanen og 

Blomsten 2016). This entails certain environmental requirements in all phases of the product’s 

lifecycle and requirements in relation to chemicals and (Ibid.).   

 

According to surveys among the Danish consumers, 88% are aware of the label’s existence and 

56% browse regularly for the label when shopping (Nøgletal, 2016). In addition, 70% consider 

the issue of environmental harm as ‘highly’ important (Ibid.). Like the Ø-mark ecolabel, 

consumers are likely to view issues associated with environmental harm as ‘a double sided coin’ 

in the way it also both influences the environment and the consumers themselves (Bredahl, 2016 

interview). Consequently the perceived importance of the benefits associated to the Nordic 

Ecolabel may greatly increase. 

 

5.1.5.1.4 EU-Flower 

The fourth ecolabel that will be used as reference point in the in-depth interviews is the EU 

Ecolabel, also called the EU-Flower. This label is the official European environmental labeling 

scheme, which was established in 1992 by the EU-Commission (Svanen og Blomsten, 2016). 

This label is characterized as a third-party, governmental, voluntary labeling scheme (Ibid.). The 

label is much similar to the Nordic Ecolabel in that it seeks to inform consumers about what 

products to buy in order to refrain from harming the environment and oneself, which entails 

restrictions of chemicals used in the production (Svanen og Blomsten 2016). The EU-Flower 

label has a 38% awareness among Danish consumers and can be found on approximately 3,000 

Danish products and services (Nøgletal, 2016). Even though the consumer awareness of the EU-

Flower is lower than the other labels,  it is still considered a relatively well-established label on 

the Danish market, why it still can be used in the interviews as a reference point.  
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The above ecolabels are all considered to comply with the premises mentioned in the foundation 

of this thesis, why they are deemed the most appropriate to be used as reference points for 

ecolabels in the interviews. 

 

5.1.6 Participants 

Mason (2002) suggests that researchers firstly need to identify data sources based on their 

relevance to the purpose of the study. Secondly, the researchers need to gain access to these 

sources (Ibid.). In relation to the above, this thesis uses individuals as data sources as their 

thoughts and perception are considered invaluable in this context. 

  The participants of the study have been chosen based on their relevance in relation to our topic 

and research question. As the purpose is to explore possible effects of ecolabels and to propose a 

framework that explains how ecolabels affect consumers’ decision making process in the broad 

population, the sample of respondents is comprised of a diverse set of people in terms of age, 

sex, class, ethnicity, occupation etc. Even though we base our data collection on our theoretical 

framework, the explorative approach to the subject entails that we are open to inclusions that 

have not been initially considered in our framework. As such we find it essential to base our 

findings on a varied sample to ensure diversity instead of only examining a specific segment of 

the population. 

 As we seek to explain how and why ecolabels influence determinants of purchase intention we 

have chosen to interview consumers who have consciously purchased or intended to purchase 

ecolabeled products at least once. As such we ensure that the respondents, to some extent, at 

some point have evaluated pros and cons of purchasing ecolabeled products, which is a premise 

for answering the research question. 

 

The participants of the interviews have been collected outside our close network to ensure that 

relationship between interviewer and interviewee remained professional (Mason, 2002). The 

participants have approached differently, namely by email and via telephone. Each member is 
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shortly introduced below, but to ensure confidentiality the full names of the participants are not 

included. 

 

Respondent 1. Josefine: Josefine is a 23 year old female who currently is studying a Master’s 

program. She is part-time employed and lives in Copenhagen with her boyfriend. She does not 

have any children.  

 

Respondent 2. Lene L: Lene L. is a 46 year old female with a full-time job as a psychologist. 

She lives in Copenhagen with her 10-year old son.  

 

Respondent 3. Mette: Mette is a 27 year old female who currently is studying Medicine at the 

University of Copenhagen. She lives in Copenhagen with her husband and has recently become a 

mother. 

 

Respondent 4. Ida: Ida is a 41 year old female with a full-time job as a high school teacher. She 

lives in Copenhagen with her two children. 

 

Respondent 5. Lene J. : Lene is a 53 year old female who currently with a full-time job in 

Human Resources. She lives in Copenhagen with her boyfriend and two children.  

 

Respondent 6. Jan: Jan is a 55 year old male with a full-time job as an accountant. He lives in 

Viby S. with his wife and has a son who lives in Aalborg. 
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Respondent 7. Flemming: Flemming is a 42 year old male with a full-time job as a coach for 

children and youngsters from families with alcohol and/or drug abuse. He is divorced and lives 

in Copenhagen with his son. 
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5.1.7 Research quality 

Like any other research, qualitative interviews should reflect upon its quality (Denzin and 

Lincoln, 1998). The traditional model of validity, generalizability and reliability has often been 

used in quantitative research to ensure research quality, but has to some extent been criticized of 

not being applicable to qualitative research. However, the ideas which lie behind the concepts are 

not to be completely abandoned and can to some extent be transferred to that of qualitative 

research (Mason, 2002; Bryman and Bell 2007). Building on the same basis, an assessment 

model of the quality of qualitative research has been proposed by Kitto, Chesters and Grbich 

(2008). They suggest that qualitative research always should address the following questions: 

 

Clarification and justification: What are the aims of the research? Why is a qualitative approach 

the best option to answer this question? Why was the particular qualitative research design 

chosen? 

 

All these question have been discussed throughout the thesis, why it will not be elaborated 

further. Instead we reckon these premises as fulfilled. 

 

Procedural rigor: Have the techniques of data collection been clearly documented? Are the 

forms of data analysis completely transparent? 

 

All the interviews have been audio recorded and are enclosed in the thesis. The data analysis will 

be presented and argued for in the findings section of the thesis.  

 

Representativeness; What sampling techniques have been used to answer the research question? 
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Again, the choice of sample have been discussed above, why it will not be elaborated further. 

However, we argue that our technique has been acceptable in the way that we have taken certain 

precautions to not collect biased samples and have chosen individuals with relevant 

characteristics to the research question. 

 

Interpretative rigor; Has a more conceptual discussion of the results and linkage to existing 

theory or new theory been developed to explain the relevance of findings to a targeted audience 

or discipline? 

 

The conceptual discussion will be presented later in the thesis. In this regard the relevance of our 

findings will be thoroughly discussed and be related to our theoretical foundations as well as 

other relevant theory. 

 

Reflexivity and evaluative rigor; Has a clear statement of the effect on the data of the 

researcher’s views and the methods chosen been included? 

 

Research is always influenced by the researchers’ prejudice and pre-understanding of the subject 

in question (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2003). The social constructivist paradigm is an interpretivist 

paradigm that, as the name suggests, entails a degree of interpretation that always is influenced 

by pre-understanding and prejudice (Andersen, 1994). When we, as researchers, acquire data on 

the subject of ecolabels we inevitably bring along our own pre-understanding of the subject that 

is shaped by our past experiences, history and culture (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2003). The issue of 

myopia may here represent an issue as our pre-understanding of the respondents and the subject 

leads to a certain expectation of the outcome, which may be reflected in the data collection 
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process. For example, we may subconsciously expect the younger respondents to value the 

identity expressive aspects more than the older respondents. 

 

As such, when conducting the interviews and analyzing the data, we need to be aware of our own 

pre-understandings and prejudices to ensure that we do not expect the data to point in a certain 

direction. 

 

Transferability. Has a critical evaluation of the application of findings to other similar contexts 

been made?  

 

It is here important to ensure that the readers have the opportunity to transfer the results to other 

other contexts and settings. By thoroughly describing the research context and explicitly explain 

how our results applies to this context, we ensure that the reader has the opportunity to apply it to 

another context as well, if deemed sensible.  

 

The questions above have all been addressed in the thesis, why it is assumed that research quality 

in general complies with the standards set by Kitto, Chesters and Grbich (2008). 

 

5.1.8 Interview guide 

As already mentioned, our interviews are conducted using a semi-structured approach. This 

entails that the questions are centered on the research question but are concurrently open ended, 

meaning that respondents are motivated to speak freely (Mason, 2002). As such, we stay within 

the overall topic of sustainable products and ecolabels, but let the respondent influence the 

process of the interview. It is here important to note that we in our explorative approach seek to 
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understand the respondents’ perceptions of ecolabels and how they influence their purchase 

intention, why we avoid getting too specific in our questioning. Of course, our theoretical 

framework and propositions will function as the backbone of the interview process, but we 

acknowledge the potential inclusion of factors that have not been considered in our framework. 

 

The interviews will be divided into themes where general, open questions motivate the 

respondent to talk freely about the given theme. Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) here emphasizes 

the importance of considering the respondent as an active participant that forms and influences 

the interview in order to ensure relevant insights in his/her perception of the world. Rasmussen, 

Østergaard and Beckmann (2006) even suggest that the researcher should aim at reversing the 

roles so that the respondent feels like the expert and thereby makes him/her feel more involved in 

the process. This could explicitly be explained to the participant at the beginning of the interview 

or more indirectly shown by expressing sincere interest in what is said (Ibid.). We continuously 

build on this notion in our interviews, but mainly use the indirect technique to make it seem more 

natural to the respondent. 

 

The importance of making the respondent feel relaxed and at ease is crucial for the quality of the 

interview, why it should be considered at all times (Gordon, 1999). King and Horrocks (2010) 

state that the physical environment forms the basis of the participant’s psychological comfort. 

Consequently we conduct the interviews at the participants’ preferred locations to make sure 

they feel comfortable. 

 Another influencing factor is related to the interviewer-respondent relationship, which is 

referred to as ‘building rapport’ (Ibid.). As already stated, the uneven power relationship will 

always be present in the eyes of the respondent. However, for the respondent to truly feel 

comfortable, the perceived inequality should be reduced (Ibid.). As such, we will briefly tell 

about ourselves before each interview to ‘humanize’ us as researchers. In addition we will 

emphasize that the interview is rather to be viewed as an open conversation than a test to assess 
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their knowledge within the subject, and that we as such are not looking for a specific answer to 

the questions. 

 

The above explains what to consider when an in-depth interview is conducted and what general 

guidelines we follow. As already mentioned, the individual interview should be adapted to the 

individual respondent, why only general precautions are included in the interview guide (see 

appendix 2). It is up to us as interviewers to reflect on the theory continuously during the 

interviews and adapt it to the solitary interview (Rasmussen, Østergaard and Beckmann, 2006). 

 

As mentioned, the interviews will be divided into themes that each address essential issues of the 

problem statement. Each theme will reflect one or more of the outlined propositions. There are 

four overall themes, trust, perceived accessibility, subjective norm and significant others, and 

identity and identity expression. Before the interview is guided towards the themes, the first 

minutes will be used as an introductory stage, where the interviewer builds rapport and 

introduces the respondent to the subject (Rasmussen, Østergaard and Beckmann, 2006). 

Afterwards the interviewer will briefly guide the conversation towards consumption in general to 

steadily get the open talk going. Subsequently the interview will be directed towards the subjects 

of sustainable consumption and ecolabels. Thus, the following themes will be in focus: 

 

Trust: Here the idea is to talk about the issue of trust and sustainable consumption and if/how 

ecolabels influence the perceived trust of sustainable products. 

 

Perceived accessibility: The interviewer will here direct the conversation towards the perceived 

accessibility of sustainable products and examine if such issue/lack of issue encumber or ease 

the  to buy sustainable products and if/how ecolabels help the respondent to identify sustainable 

products. 
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Subjective norm and significant others: This theme will deal with the importance of subjective 

norm and purchase intention. Especially the role of NGOs and society (Government) will be in 

focus and how the application of ecolabels on sustainable products may be seen as an indication 

that important reference groups (NGOs and the Government) encourage one to purchase it. 

 

Identity and identity expression: The main subject to address here is the potential utilization of 

sustainable products for the creation and expression of identity, i.e. both personal identity and 

social identity. In addition, the interviewer will seek to make the respondent talk about how 

ecolabels may help to express these values. 

 

It should be noted that the themes merely function as guide to what topic the interviewer seeks to 

cover. If a theme is deemed irrelevant during a given interview, it will be assorted. On the other 

hand, if other relevant themes occur, the interviewer will seek to explore it via follow-up 

questions and clarification questions. The interview guide will not necessarily be followed 

chronologically, rather the interviewer will seek to fit the topics to what seems the most natural 

in the given setting. 
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5.1.9 Social desirability 

The issue of social desirability is essential to consider when conducting any direct respondent 

based data collection and is described as the tendency for the respondent to answer in a way that 

will be viewed as favorable by others (Bryman and Bell, 2007). There are two types of social 

desirability, first of all the tendency to ‘hide’ sincere answers in fear of ridicule or exclusion 

from a group (Ibid.), and secondly the need to conform the researchers by giving the answers 

they think is needed. We have already argued how to avoid the former type when discussing 

advantages of one-to-on, in-depth, semi-structured interviews. The latter type is avoided by 

limiting the information revealed to the respondents about the desired outcomes and by explicitly 

informing them that there are no right and wrong answers and that all answers are deemed 

relevant. 

 

5.1.10 Data analysis 

To analyze the data, a thematic analysis will be conducted (King and Horrocks, 2010). A 

thematic analysis simply refers to the process of clustering similar information. Thus, if a 

repeating theme occurs in the interviews, the information will be assembled given a certain name 

or color code. For example, all the possible information concerning ecolabels and identity 

expression will be clustered under the same fan and subsequently be analyzed further in relation 

to the research question.  

 

5.1.10.1 Stages in the thematic analysis 

The goal in the first stage is to identify parts from the transcripted data that are likely to be 

helpful in answering the overall research question. In this stage, emphasis is on trying to describe 

what is of interest in the participants’ accounts, rather than seeking to interpret its meaning 

(Ibid.). In the second stage the focus is on interpreting the participants’ meanings and thus 

thematize these descriptive codes. Finally the data will be clustered in relation to the given 
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themes and the individual quotes will be analyzed in terms of how and why they relate to this 

theme. For example, if a quote is deemed relevant to the theme of trust, it will initially be 

clustered with other trust related quotes and afterwards be analyzed in terms of how it affects the 

research question and sub-questions, as well as the stated propositions - e.g. ‘in what manner 

does trust relate to that of ecolabels? Is it positive or negative?’. This includes a contextual 

analysis where meaning can be drawn from not only what the person directly says, but also in 

what context it is said (Mason, 2002). 

 

All the interviews are conducted in the respondents’ first language, i.e. Danish, to ensure that the 

respondents can talk fluently without being limited by any linguistic difficulties. It can here be 

argued that the use of one’s first language entails less stress factor, especially for respondents 

that are not used to speak another language. Consequently any quotes that will be used in the 

next chapter, i.e. chapter 6: findings, will be translated from Danish to English, and the original 

Danish quotes will be attached in appendix 5. We are aware that the translation of quotations 

entails certain risks in terms of misinterpretation or disruption of meaning due to linguistic 

differences. However, we seek to thoroughly examine the meaning attached to each quote and 

translate it accordingly, thus we assess that the translation will not harm the meaning of the 

original quote. 
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5.1.11 Expert interviews 

Finally it should be noted that expert interviews have been conducted to gain insights to the 

subject of ecolabels. Where the above mentioned interviews have been planned after the 

examination and discussion of relevant theory that has led to the outlined propositions (also 

referred to as output interviews), the expert interviews have functioned as part of the theory (also 

referred to as input interviews). As already mentioned, theory on ecolabels is scarce why we 

found it useful to initially conduct expert interviews to better understand the subject of ecolabels 

in general and to help identify relevant aspects to examine. As such, the expert interviews have 

been used to support findings in the theory and to ‘point us in the right direction’ within a 

scarcely examined area. 

 The first expert interview was conducted via email with Charlotte Bredahl who is Team 

manager in marketing, communication and sales at Miljømærkning Danmark. Here we asked 

general questions regarding their two ecolabels, the Nordic Label and the EU-Flower and why 

they she beliefs consumers chose ecolabeled products (specifically with the Nordic ecolabel and 

the EU-Flower). The email correspondence is shown in appendix 3 part 1, 2 and 3. 

The second interview was conducted face-to-face with Andreas Hansen, Head of products at 

Fairtrade-mærket. General questions about the Fairtrade ecolabel as well as sustainable 

consumption were asked, and the interviewer subsequently asked follow-up questions on 

subjects that were deemed relevant. The interview has been audio recorded. Furthermore, the 

interview guide used for this interview is shown in appendix 2. 

 

Having outlined the propositions (what to examine) and the methodology (how to examine it), 

the findings from the interviews will be analyzed and thematized in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Findings 

This chapter serves to outline and analyze the collected data. The data will be interpreted on and 

discussed in relation to the theoretical foundation of this thesis. In doing so, we will determine 

whether each proposition can be said to be supported by collected data and if any other factors 

are to be included. 

 

6.1 P1: Ecolabels have a direct positive effect on trust 

In general the respondents show a high tendency of associating the presence of ecolabels on 

sustainable products with higher trustworthiness. Concerning the appearance of ecolabels on 

sustainable products, respondent 3 expresses the following: “Then I know with certainty that.. 

or.. then I would trust it a lot and know what products I would prefer over others” (Mette, Quote 

no. 1, 32min 54sec.). In a similar manner, respondent 4 states that: “I use it as a seal of approval 

that the product is ‘correct’, you know, before it gets into the store. If it has the Nordic Ecolabel, 

the Allergy Label, the Ø-mark then I am willing to buy it for, for example, my children” (Ida, Q2, 

15.17). 

Both quotations suggest that the presence of ecolabels increases the likelihood of trusting 

sustainable products, which is found to be the primary belief among all the respondents. But as 

the above quotes imply, ecolabels do not only increase the likelihood, but in fact function as a 

direct cue of trustworthiness, meaning that both respondent 3 and 4 put complete faith in the 

sustainable product if an ecolabel is applied. On the other hand, the lack of trust of sustainable 

products without certain ecolabels is found to be substantial among the seven respondents. For 

example, respondent 3 explains that when the Ø-mark label is not applied on an alleged ecology 

product, she refrains from trusting its sincerity (Mette, 31.05) and respondent 4 says that: 
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It is obvious to me that products without the Fairtrade labels are not fairly traded. I mean, 

H&M’s clothes for example. It is utopian to believe that no one has been exploited at some 

point when the clothes are so cheap. 

(Ida, Q 3, 17.40) 

 

Thus it appears that ecolabels are such strong indicators of trust that several respondents distrust 

the sustainability claims without the presence of ecolabels. The tendency to completely trust 

sustainable products in consequence of the mere appearance of an ecolabel is seen throughout the 

interviews. When asked about how to ensure that an ecological product is actually is ecological, 

respondent 1 answers: “well that is by the labels. There is an ecology label on it” (Josefine, Q4, 

12.08). As such, just as the other two respondents, respondent 1 is entirely devoted to the 

ecolabels when evaluating the trustworthiness of sustainable products and uses them as the only 

factor to determine the dependability. 

From the theory we know that the importance of trust in sustainable products is paramount 

because of the peculiar consumption situation and information asymmetry. The importance of 

trust in sustainable products is often mentioned or implied by the respondents, but rarely 

reckoned as a problematic issue. As seen from the above quotations, the respondents primarily 

argue that ecolabels function as a solution to such problem, i.e. a direct cue of trustworthiness. In 

fact, the issue of distrust in third-party ecolabels and the companies behind, which is an often 

discussed issue in the literature (see chapter 2), is rarely mentioned by the respondents. Only 

respondent 6 and respondent 2 express ambivalent feelings towards the sincerity of the ecolabels 

and specifically towards the criteria behind the labeling schemes. Respondent 6 expresses to 

sometimes being concerned if e.g. the Ø-mark take all relevant criteria such as nearby pollution 

into account (Jan, 32.30), but still uses the same ecolabel as primary indicator to validate ecology 

claims (Jan, 19.00). Respondent 2 is somewhat concerned if the Nordic Ecolabel is awarded to 

products that actually are healthy and cause little damage to the environment, or if it only 

considers relative ecology performance compared to other similar products (Lene L., 40.55). 

However, these concerns are only briefly mentioned in the interviews and are obscured by the 

general tendency to trust sustainable products carrying ecolabels. 
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An interesting, recurring topic is found in the respondents’ self-reflecting opinions of their own 

nativity to blindly trust ecolabels and the products they appear on. Respondent 7 mentions that: 

“If I for example see the Ø-mark, I am naive enough as a Danish consumer to hope there is 

enough supervision that I have confidence in it” (Flemming, Q5, 11.33). Other respondents 

explain that they have chosen to believe that ecolabeled products are trustworthy. Thus, the 

respondents seem to reflect on the fact that sustainable products are not necessarily ecological or 

fair trade just because certain ecolabels claim it, but they choose to trust them anyway. This can 

be related to the aforementioned cue utilization theory in the way that the respondents have 

already accepted ecolabels as cues for sustainability, why they are more inclined to trust the 

products they appear on. Even though realizing that it may be naive to blindly trust ecolabels 

does not necessarily dictate lower trustworthiness of the sustainable products in question. 

Respondent 2 states that: “I have decided to trust in the ecolabel [the Ø-mark], even though I, in 

another, less busy life would have liked to more thoroughly understand what it stands for” (Lene 

L., Q6, 34.54). Hence, respondent 2 accepts the Ø-mark ecolabel on products as a sign of trust 

even though she does not feel that she knows much about the ecolabel. Due to a busy lifestyle 

she chooses to trust the ecolabel and the products it is applied on. 

Although the theory presented in the second chapter of this thesis suggested that consumers need 

a certain level of knowledge about the ecolabel (what it stands for and who is behind it) before 

accepting it as a cue for sustainability, the findings suggest that the knowledge about ecolabels 

does not necessarily correlate with the utilization of an ecolabel as a cue. Instead several 

respondents, such as respondent 2, accept the ecolabel without much knowledge of the company 

behind or what the ecolabel in question stands for. Even though it is not within the scope of this 

thesis to examine how consumers come to accept ecolabels as cues for sustainability, it is an 

interesting observation that consumers may be more inclined to accept these cues compared to 

what the aforementioned theory suggests. 

In conclusion we argue that the application of ecolabels on sustainable products 

strongly affects the overall trustworthiness of the sustainability claim. All respondents 

express a significant tendency to trust ecolabeled sustainable products over non-

ecolabeled sustainable products. In fact, the lack of ecolabels is associated with distrust. 

Furthermore, the respondents seem to use ecolabels as the only sign of trust when 
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evaluating the sincerity of sustainability claims, which enhances the correlation between 

ecolabels and trust in sustainable products. As such, based on our findings it can be 

argued that there are substantial indications that ecolabels strongly improve the 

perceived trustworthiness of sustainable products. 

 

6.2 P2: Subjective norm influences the purchase 

intention of sustainable products 

The findings outlined in the following paragraph are relating to the respondents’ perceived 

expectations from their significant others. As it is argued that people’s personal beliefs can be a 

reproduction of culture, the following outlining of findings relating to subjective norm will also 

include an interpretation of the role of cultural and societal institutions. Consequently it is 

assumed that an individual’s perception of significant others’ expectations to purchase a 

sustainable product can be revealed through the individual’s perception of both significant other 

individuals’ expectations to behave in a sustainable fashion, as well as the cultural and societal 

institutions’ expectations to do so. 

 

Two of the respondents say that they can see a difference from living on the countryside 

compared to living in a big city. Both respondent 2 and 7 mention that during their childhood on 

the countryside they did not have the feeling that one should behave in a sustainable manner, it 

was rather opposite. Respondent 7 says: 

 

I come from a farmer family and all, I thought it was some Københavneri you know, but 

yeah I guess I have slowly changed (...) My dad he had this farm equipment station, and 

was one of those who went and sprayed people’s fields and stuff, and when people started 

talking about ecology and stuff like that, he was all like “what are they gonna do about the 
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pesticides” and those things, it was sort of like, you know, it was those big city people, the 

environmentalists and such, and I grew up with that right (...) we never got sick from 

drinking milk (...) and no that’s true and all but yeah, so you know... the majority of 

ecology is here in Copenhagen, it’s a different environment here. 

 

(Flemming, Q7, 28.35). 

 

It can be argued from this quote that this respondent changed his behavior when moving to 

Copenhagen because, as he points out himself, the norm concerning such behavior is different. 

This could suggest that he appoints the cultural change as reason for his own change in behavior. 

Although he does not say it directly, the respondent leaves the impression that the change was 

not due to an active choice to be accepted by a group of people, it rather seems that he changed 

his behavior without noticing it. He says that he slowly began to change, thus it was not an active 

attempt of social acceptance, it was rather the cultural setting that transformed his way of living. 

Hence, it is plausible that the social norms that have made him change his way of behaving. 

Respondent 3 clearly states that society and culture affects her sustainable behavior. She says: 
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In the social circles I frequent, there is very much a, you know a feeling about 

sustainability that it’s a good thing, so that, yeah that it’s good (...) it’s the good thing to do 

(...) not because you make a show of it or something like that, just because... it just feels 

natural (...) I also think it’s socially and culturally determined. 

 

(Mette, Q8, 5.16) 

 

Interpreting on this quote, this respondent points out that her sustainable behavior is not 

something she does to express herself, it is rather because there is a feeling in her immediate 

social surrounding that it is the right thing to do. The right thing to do can further be interpreted 

as it is what is socially expected from individuals in this particular societal frame, i.e. her 

significant others. For this respondent, the feeling of consuming sustainable products comes from 

societal expectations about her consumption behavior. Hence, it can be argued that respondent 3 

bases her sustainable behavior on the sense that it is what is expected of her. Respondent 4 seems 

also very aware of the role culture plays in forming individuals. She says: 

 

The culture plays a role as well. The Danish culture where we all are walking around without 

make up or perfume (...) it’s not like that in the south (...) so in that way I also think that it’s 

culturally determined, not just the labeling but also what you believe is good (...) 

 

(Ida, Q9, 39.35) 
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Respondent 4 clearly states she believes that norms in society are influential on people’s 

behavior, including her own, i.e. part of her intention to behave in a certain manner is due to the 

cultural and social frames she is part of. Hence, these quotes from respondents 3 and 4 suggest 

that culture determines people’s behavior. 

 

Interpreting on quotes from respondent 1 and 5 it is possible to suggest how the cultural norm of 

behaving sustainably has become prevalent and has shaped their behavior. Respondent 1 says 

that the feeling of behaving responsibly comes from the media’s focus on the subject. She 

contemplates: You hear about it a lot in the media and such (...) how it is with the environment 

(...) so I guess that’s where you’ve heard it and you are influenced from it (Josefine, Q10, 31.29). 

Thus we argue that for respondent 1, the media as a cultural institution is considered a referent 

group, and the focus on the issue is perceived as a belief that significant others expect her to 

consume in a sustainable manner. Respondent 5 acknowledges that: “If it’s an issue that (...) if 

there’s a development in an area, then I would think about it (...) I don’t actively search for it 

no” (Lene J., Q11, 16.05). Interpreting on this, the mentioned “development” could mean that if 

there is a focus on a specific sustainable issue, this respondent would become aware of it and 

start behaving differently. As such, it seems that if a particular sustainability issue rises in 

society/culture, respondent 5 would be willing to change her behavior. Hence, if the normative 

behavior changed she would follow such behavior, or put differently, if she perceives a cultural 

expectation that she should purchase sustainable products, she is inclined to do so. Further asked 

if she specifically feels a pressure from society to behave in a specific manner, she answers:  

 

I don’t know if you can say that I feel a pressure, but since there is more and more focus on 

it, then you become more and more aware that (...) that it’s what you do. 

 

(Lene J., Q12, 32.36) 
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Through an increased focus from her culture she becomes aware that consuming sustainable 

products is the social norm. The phrase “it’s what you do” suggests that this respondent feels that 

it is the norm, it is not something she deliberately does to express herself, it is simply what is 

expected from her in her cultural setting. Thus, it seems from this quote that respondent 5 feels a 

societal pressure to behave in a sustainable way.  

 

Based on the interpretation of the above findings, we find it reasonable to suggest that the 

respondents feel that subjective norm influences their purchase intention of sustainable products, 

i.e. P2 is backed up by the conducted research. From findings concerning proposition 3 it will be 

suggested how ecolabels can materialize the subjective norm, i.e. how ecolabels are perceived as 

representing society’s expectations of one consuming sustainable products. Although none of the 

findings presented so far specifically mention the Government as an institution, it is our 

understanding that when respondents talk about society, it is in many cases the Government that 

is meant. Thus, the Government as an institution is considered a referent group, i.e. a significant 

other. This assumption is supported in the outline of the findings concerning P3. 

 

6.3 P3: Ecolabels influence subjective norm by 

representing the beliefs of significant others 

During the interview of respondent 3, she is asked directly if she perceives the presence of a 

governmentally issued ecolabel on a product as a recommendation or guidance towards choosing 

that product over a product without the ecolabel. She contemplates: “like if it could influence me 

in one direction? (...) yes, certainly. Certainly.” (Mette, Q13, 36.08). Following that statement, 

the respondent contemplates further that she still wants to investigate why the Government wants 

her to behave in a certain way. However, previously in the interview, the same respondent 

acknowledged to have complete faith in the Government issued Ø-mark ecolabel when using it 

as a cue for trust in a product’s sustainable claim (Mette, 31.05), so it can be argued that this 

mistrust in the Government label is something the respondent likes to believe she would do, 
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rather than what is actually the case. Hence, she might believe that she is investigative in her 

approach when the questions draw attention to the validity of the Government label, but before 

the interview directly focused on the Government’s role in influencing her decision making 

process, she did not show any sign that she is investigate and generally mistrusting about the 

Government. After uttering a mistrust in Government she tones it down herself by 

acknowledging that: “in general I think that when the Government recommends me something, 

then it’s a good thing, then it’s well-founded” (Mette, Q14, 37.26). Hence, interpreting on this 

respondent’s quote, the Government is used as referent group, i.e. a significant other, and 

respondent 3 thus perceives a Government issued ecolabel as a belief of a significant other. 

 

Respondent 7 utters that he wishes to be directed by institutions such as Government or 

environmental organizations. He talks at length about how he feels that it is difficult to 

investigate what kind of toothpaste is less hormone disrupting and that he is thrilled because a 

bill has recently proposed to label toothpaste with no hormone disrupting substances (Flemming, 

22.33). He mentions that it would make it much easier for him to make a choice because as it is 

now, he has to get the information from reading on the package but he does not do so. 

Interpreting on this part of the interview, it seems that if toothpaste was to carry an ecolabel, this 

respondent would feel that the Government was guiding him towards a certain behavior. In 

interpreting the Government as representing societal norms, it is thus suggested that this 

respondent would perceive the presence of an ecolabel as a belief of significant other’s 

expectations. Hence, it is suggested that respondent 3 and 7’s utterances back up P3. 
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6.4 P4: Ecolabels have a direct positive effect on 

perceived accessibility 

The perceived accessibility to sustainable products differs depending on the product category in 

question. In relation to grocery products, the respondents do not seem to find the accessibility to 

sustainable products as a barrier that prevents their purchase intention. Only respondent 7 

mentions the accessibility as a barrier. He states that a particular grocery store never has organic 

rye bread. However, the same respondent mentions that in the last years, Denmark (Copenhagen) 

has picked up compared to Sydney and London, where he used to live. Respondent 5 mentioned 

that her local grocery store has plenty of sustainable products. In general, all of the seven 

respondents appeared to be content with the accessibility to grocery products. When they talked 

about clothes, the satisfaction with accessibility was not as high. Respondent 3 seems to be well 

aware of the accessibility to sustainable clothes, she mentions that H&M carries sustainable 

clothes but feels that in general there is less selection and that for her son, she knows where to go 

to buy him clothes made from organic material. She portraits the product category difference in 

perceived accessibility as follows: 

It’ s really easy with foodstuffs and a bit more difficult with clothes, because the selection 

is just less. With food it’s also about that the selection nowadays is so big that you can get 

practically anything in sustainable or as fair trade or what else you care about.  

(Mette, Q15, 8.28). 
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When the conversation is revolving around ecolabels, there is a great appreciation of them as 

easing the perceived accessibility. Respondent 3 says that she experiences difficulties in 

processing what is sustainable and not when there is no label on the product. Specifically she 

mentions that when it comes to clothes it is difficult for her to understand what is organic and 

what is not. Asked directly if an ecolabel of clothes would make it easier for her to locate 

sustainable clothes she answers: “yes yes, definitely, it would be much easier then(...)” (Mette, 

Q16, 32.46). A similar opinion is expressed by respondent 4: 

Q: So if there wasn’t a label on it (talking about clothes and coffee), how would you ensure that 

the farmers had gotten a fair price? 

R4: No idea 

Q: (...) so the process would be to difficult? 

R4: (Interrupting) I would never buy it. Never. Never ever. 

(Ida, Q17, 36.55) 

 

The majority of the respondents believe that, in relation to groceries, the ecolabels help them 

locate sustainable products easily. Respondent 5 says that she easily distinguishes between 

organic and traditional milk based on the ecolabel. When asked how she distinguishes, she 

replies: “(...) that’s easy, because there is the Ø-mark on right. So, it’s easy to find. You are not 

in doubt when you do groceries regularly (...)” (Lene J., Q18, 11.18). Respondent 7 points out 

that the ecolabels help him locate the product but not necessarily ensure that he purchases it. He 

explains: “(...) it helps me locate it, that’s not necessarily the same as that I buy it.” (Flemming, 

Q19, 21.20). He further states that: “(...) whether the label is there makes a big difference (...) 

That’s the case in general with these labels on food in general.” (Flemming, Q19). Respondent 3 

states that when looking for a sustainable food product: 
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I would just search for an Ø-mark (...) that’s pretty easy to find (...) just next to the 

conventional products (...) the quick mark. That there is the red stamp right in your face, it 

makes it very easy I think (...) you don’t have to look for it, it’s just... It’s just easy to find.  

(Mette, Q20) 

 

Especially in relation to grocery products it is difficult for many of the respondents to explain 

how they use ecolabels. When the interviews go further into the reasons behind this difficulty, an 

interesting point appears. It seems clear that the respondents perceive difficulties understanding 

the question, simply because they do not distinguish between the label and the sustainability 

value, so they cannot explain the value of the label. For instance, respondent 4 has a rather 

sarcastic tone of voice when answering how she can see that a product was organic. She says: “It 

says so... with the Ø-mark” (Ida, Q21, 23.45). Her answer is formulated almost as a hypothetical 

question, and by the tone of her voice it can be inferred that she takes the presence of the label 

almost as if it is part of the product itself. It is difficult for respondent 5 to think of other ways for 

anyone to use an ecolabel other than as an extrinsic cue for sustainability. It is as if she does not 

understand the question. It can be inferred from this that she just takes the ecolabel for an 

extended part of the product, that it only could provide the information of sustainability, i.e. that 

the presence of the ecolabel is just as much proof of sustainability that is, say, the smell of coffee 

is proof of taste. Further, from Q21 it can be argued that when there is an ecolabel on the 

product, it is regarded completely and solely as a demarcation of the sustainable validity of a 

product. In other words, the relationship between the ecolabel and the sustainability value is 

beyond question for some respondents, it is simply perceived as the same thing. Hence, it seems 

from the interviews that the ecolabels are more than only easing the accessibility to sustainable 

products, it is almost as if the presence of an ecolabel is the only way for consumers to access 

these products. 

During the interview of respondent 5, she is asked to imagine there was no ecolabel on washing 

powder, and if she would look at the written information on the package. She clearly states that 

she would do so because such products “(...) have something to do with the body” (Lene J., Q22, 

22.53). When asked the same question about Fairtrade coffee, if she would have the time and 
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would be inclined to study a written text, she is very clear that she would not. She says: “(...) no 

no, I probably would not do that” (Q23, 23.28), and further elaborates that she would just buy 

another brand of coffee. Respondent 4 makes the same opinion about Fairtrade labeled coffee. 

She says that she would never purchase such a product without the presence of the ecolabel, and 

further explains that it is different with vegetables because she is confident about where such 

products come from. This could suggest that ecolabels in general ease the perceived 

accessibility, and products that are mostly beneficial for other people, i.e. Fairtrade labeled 

products, must carry an ecolabel in order for consumers to become aware of them. Thus, 

ecolabels ease the perceived accessibility, and for products not directly affecting the individual, 

the application of an ecolabel could be the difference between intending to purchase the product 

or not. 

The above presented quotations serve to portrait the most recurring arguments of the seven 

respondents. None of the respondents believe that ecolabels do not ease the accessibility. 

Especially respondents 3, 4, 5, and 7 feel that ecolabels ease accessibility. Hence we find it 

reasonable to argue that P4 is substantially backed up by our research. 

 

6.5 Identity expression is a driver of identity 

Some of the findings on identity cannot be interpreted as relating to either a personal nor a social 

identity. However, these findings are nevertheless related to a measure of identity expression, 

and are thus clearly suggesting that identity concern is an important influential factor of the 

purchase intention of sustainable products. Once having outlined the findings that are relating to 

a general identity concern, we will also outline the considerable amount of findings that can 

clearly be interpreted as relating to either personal identity, i.e. P5a, or social identity, i.e. P5b. 

 

Out of the seven respondents, three of them are very conscious about the expressive value of 

sustainable products. respondents 4, 5, and 7 use the terms ‘self expression’, ‘image’, and 
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‘display’, when talking about the benefits of sustainable products. Respondent 4 is extremely 

aware of her identity expressive use of sustainable products. She says:  

I’m not an idiot right (...) I mean, I can figure myself out (...) I want to be thought of as this 

and this and this (...)  

(Ida, Q24, 26.28) 

 

This quote illustrates how the consumption of sustainable products is targeted at other people, as 

this respondent explains how she wants other people to think about her in a particular manner. 

She further explains how the identity expressive value of sustainable products is a driver for 

purchasing such products. She tells: (...) it’s one thing that it benefits my children (...) but that’s 

sort of its own thing, then there is me me me, who also needs to be groomed (Ida, Q25, 28.55). It 

seems clear that the symbolic value of products is rather apparent for this respondent, seeing that 

she emphasizes how she deliberately uses sustainable products for identity expressive purposes. 

It is not deemed possible to infer whether respondent 4’s expression of identity is a driver of 

personal or social identity, however it is clear that she does have a general concern for identity. 

A concern for identity is also seen in the following quote from respondent 7. He describes the 

purchase situation of a non-ecological chicken as follows: 

(...) I think it’s embarrassing to buy a chicken that costs 60 Kroner (...) I must admit that I 

sometimes look over the shoulder before I put it in the basket, make sure that no one is 

looking and then quick, I put in the basket and then I put something ecological on top of it. 

 

(Flemming, Q26, 7.42) 
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In this case it is the act of not purchasing a sustainable product that concerns him. He is 

worried that the purchase of a non-ecological chicken is an expression of identity as a 

non-sustainable consumer. His description of putting sustainable products on top of the 

non-sustainable chicken is a clear indication that he rather wants people to see him 

purchasing these types of products, i.e. he prefers to express identity as a sustainable 

consumer. As with the previous quote, it is not inferable whether the expression of 

identity is a driver of personal or social identity, however it serves the purposes to 

indicate that expression of identity is also an important concern for this respondent. 

From these quotes, we deem it probable that sustainable products are purchased for expressing a 

certain identity, which, compared with the presented theory, is a way for individuals to create an 

identity. However, whether expression of identity is a driver of personal or social identity, cannot 

be extracted from these quotes. Thus we merely see them as an indication that sustainable 

products are used for expressing identity, and not an indication of which identity (personal or 

social) the expressive value helps create. In the following sections we will share and interpret on 

findings about the identity expressive value of sustainable products that we argue are related to a 

distinct construct of identity, i.e. the personal identity construct or the social identity construct. 

 

6.6 P5a: identity expression is a driver of personal 

identity 

Identity expression is of particular conscious concern to three of the seven respondents. Some of 

the things the respondents say during the interviews can further be interpreted as relating to 

expressing an identity to create or enhance a personal identity. Respondent 4 tells the following 

about her consumption of sustainable products: 

 

Maybe it’s also about my own perception of myself, sometimes I think of myself that I 
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have a very complicated... you know family life or (...) then I think sometimes “wow, here 

comes the mother full of energy (...) and she also bought organic” you know, you can 

express yourself in many ways.  

(Ida, Q27, 28.01) 

 

It is noteworthy that this respondent mentions her perception of herself to describe her 

consumption of sustainable products. Her phrase can be related to Belk’s (1988) previously 

outlined theory about possessions and the extended self. As mentioned, Belk notes that people 

use possessions to create a sense of self, and that products as such are part of an individual’s 

extended self. It seems rather clear that this respondent uses sustainable products as part of her 

extended self. In the outlined theory it was further argued that individuals use other people as 

mirrors through which they see themselves. We find this part of Belk’s theory evident in this 

quote as well. Respondent 4 talks about how she often feels that her life is complicated, but by 

expressing a sense of energy or an identity as a sustainable consumer, she comes to feel better 

about herself. Thus, it can be argued that she uses people as mirrors. The same argument can be 

extracted from the following quote from the same respondent: 

I like to make people believe something specific about me, e.g. that I’m amazing and 

quality oriented and (...) then I have that small victory (...) then I can bask in that for a 

while (...)  

(Ida, Q28, 27.05) 

 

When decomposing this quote and interpreting it, the first phrase is a verification that she wants 

other people to think of her as a specific kind of person. In the second and third phrase she 

reveals why she wants people to perceive her in a certain way, namely to feel good about herself. 

The second and third phrases are very important, not especially for what she says, rather, it is 

what she does not say that is noteworthy. She does not want people to perceive her in a certain 
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way in order to feel accepted by them or to be part of a group, rather, she implicitly states that 

she uses their perception of her as a way to create a sense of personal identity. Hence, it does not 

seem as if this respondent in these quotes is especially concerned with belonging to a group or to 

be accepted by these others, rather, what shows through in the quotes above is how she comes to 

feel better about herself by expressing an identity as a sustainable person. Her perception of 

herself is created and maintained through the expression of a sustainable identity. In other words, 

respondent 4 gives the impression that she uses sustainable products as a means to express an 

identity for creating and enhancing personal identity. 

As already described, respondent 7 talks at length about what he feels when purchasing 

a non-ecological chicken. He elaborates as follows: 

I gotta admit, I don’t think it’s very cool to come up to the counter and then put it up, you 

know all kinds of organics and stuff, and then that chicken that costs 60 kroner, maybe it’s 

something with my moral (...) it collides with my own sense of ethics and moral.  

(Flemming, Q29, 9.40) 

 

In these phrases, respondent 7 resonates about how he comes to feel about himself when other 

people (at the counter) can see that he does not purchase an ecological chicken. It is clear from 

the conversation up to and following this quotation that respondent 7 cares about what other 

people think. It appears that other people’s opinion of him makes him think about his own sense 

of ethics and moral. It can be interpreted as he uses other people’s opinions about him to 

construct his identity, and Belk’s (1988) notion about individuals’ using other people as mirrors 

can also be applied in this particular incident. As with respondent 4, he does not appear to be 

doing this in order to be accepted or to belong to a group, rather people’s opinions about him 

makes him question his own moral. Hence, in this instance respondent 7 believes that expressing 

a certain identity is a driver for one’s personal identity. It should be noted that in this particular 

example the respondent’s opinion is inferred from behaving in the opposite manner, i.e. not 

purchasing an ecological chicken makes him believe that he expresses an identity that damages 

his personal identity. The rendition about respondent 7’s beliefs can be further supported from 
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the following quote about consuming sustainable products: “I also believe that there is an 

element of image in it (...) image about living healthy, and, well, as part of your self-perception” 

(Flemming, Q30, 13.37). Here, respondent 7 explicitly states that consuming sustainable 

products has an expressive value. He further notes that this expressive value is part of his 

perception about himself. As such, it seems clear that he consumes sustainable products for the 

identity expressive value they contain in order to create a personal identity as a sustainable 

consumer.  

Based on the above outlined interpretations about respondents’ statements, we argue that there is 

a distinct possibility that identity expression is a driver of personal identity. 

 

6.7 P5b: identity expression is a driver of social identity 

It has so far been suggested that expressing an identity is a driver of personal identity, i.e. that 

people express an identity in order to create and maintain an identity for narcissistic reasons. In 

this section, we will focus the attention towards the social element of consumption, hence we 

adhere to the consumption studies perspective, where it is argued that all individuals are socially 

and culturally founded, and, concurrently, consumption is based on a desire for social acceptance 

and for group belonging. 

 

It was outlined above how two of the respondents mention that part of their sustainable 

consumption is for personal identity reasons, and from those cases it appears that they do not 

care about what other people actually think about them, they are merely used as mirrors, as Belk 

denotes it. In those particular cases other people can be described as strangers. For instance, for 

respondent 7 it is other shoppers at the grocery store and for respondent 4 it is other parents she 

meets accidentally. However, when it comes to people they know, the same two respondents 

appear to be more concerned about what these people think about them. For instance, respondent 

4 mentions that she stores away products that she does not want people to see, she says: ”I pack 

away the things that are not, you know, okay to have out (..) I could totally imagine myself doing 
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that” (Ida, Q31, 10.10).  Again, it is important what is not being mentioned. In this case, 

respondent 4 does not mention that she wants other people to think a specific thing about her so 

she can “have that little victory”, as she describes it. We find it reasonable to assume that most 

guests, and especially guests you mention in an interview, are someone you respect, admire, look 

on with favour etc., such as your friends or near acquaintances. As such, when respondent 4 

states that she packs away things she does not think such people would approve of, we interpret 

it as she does seek their approval. Hence, an act of hiding products that are not approved is an act 

of social approval. Respondents 5 and 7 also mention that when having guests over, it is 

important for them to have some specific products on display. Following the same assumption as 

above, respondents 5 and 7 express identity in order be accepted by peers. This display of 

products can be related to McCracken’s (1986) theory of movement of meaning. As outlined, 

McCracken (1986) argued that having procured a certain product, consumers will engage 

in  rituals in order to complete the process of obtaining the culturally embedded value contained 

in the product. By displaying sustainably embedded products, respondents 4, 5 and 7 thus 

perform possession rituals. 

 

Previously, in the interpretation of Q25 it was argued that respondent 4 creates a personal 

identity by expressing her identity. From the same quote it is worth noticing how the respondent 

differentiates between different values of sustainable products. She says: “(...) it’s one thing that 

it benefits my children (...) but that’s sort of its own thing, then there is me me me, who also 

needs to be groomed“ (Ida, Q25). It can be interpreted that she purchases such products for two 

reasons mainly, one reason is for the sake of her children’s health and the other can be related to 

this context of identity expression. In this respondent’s view, the perceived functional benefit of 

sustainable products, i.e. healthiness and the identity expressive value are two separate values 

which she does not align. One  of the other respondents, respondent 7, does not make the same 

distinction. In an extensive manner he contemplates: 
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For instance, if I have friends over for lunch or something like that, I like to put all kinds of 

ecological food on the table, also because they often bring their own children, then I feel a 

little like, I think it’s appropriate somehow (...) I don’t know if its because, I don’t know if 

its a complacent image or something like that, but I wouldn’t want put on the table all kind 

of products, ehm, the saveloy from Trestjernet and all these things you know, that I don’t 

think have never seen meat more or less right, so you know, there is something there, I 

don’t know if it’s an image thing or what, it’s something about... yeah it’s maybe a little bit 

like that... to have the right things on display. 

(Flemming, Q32, 14.35) 

 

Comparing this quote with the quote of respondent 4, respondent 7’s reasoning could suggest 

that he likes to be thought of as a good father, thus buying ecological food is part of this 

expression as a good father. He explicitly states that it is important for him to have ecological 

food when his friends come over, and that it is not only due to a concern of the children’s health, 

it is also to be thought of as a good parent. His choice of words when arguing for why he likes to 

have ecological things when his friends, whom are also parents, come over, is crucial in 

interpreting the reasoning behind respondent 7’s behavior. He states that it is “appropriate 

somehow” to have these products in his house. The appropriateness of it could very well reside in 

this particular context, i.e. that when he is among this particular group of people, there are some 

things that are more appropriate to do, in order to be accepted by the group. As such, the act of 

having ecological products on the table is interpreted as a possession ritual used by respondent 7 

for obtaining the socially embedded value of being sustainable. Hence, his identity expression 

could reside in creating and maintaining a social identity, i.e. being accepted by a group. 
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The above shows that people partly consume products to be accepted by a group. Consequently, 

people may also avoid purchasing a product in order to avoid being identified as belonging to a 

specific group, which they do not want to be associated with. This reasoning is apparent in 

respondent 7’s argument for not purchasing products with the Fairtrade ecolabel. He states that: 

I sense that it means more to me to find something ecological rather than something 

Fairtrade (...) Fairtrade, it has a hippie kind of ring to it still, there is something about what 

it symbolizes to me or (...) it’s too trendily leftish somehow (...) 

 

(Flemming, Q33, 19.50) 

 

From this quote, it seems that respondent 7 does not purchase Fairtrade labeled products because 

he associates it with something he does not want to be associated with. He does not want to be 

perceived as “a hippie” or as “trendily leftish”. As such, he avoids purchasing a Fairtrade labeled 

product in order to not belong to such group. 

 

The avoidance of being perceived as a particular kind of person shines through in many of the 

interviews. Respondent 3 mentions that she used to be member of an ecological food cooperative 

in Copenhagen but resigned from it because she felt that the other members were a particular 

type of people and she did not want to be associated with such people (Mette, 25.40). Thus it can 

be argued that this respondent made a deliberate choice to not be a member because she did not 

want to be part of such group. A similar observation can be made from respondent 1. This 

respondent expresses an immense concern for sustainability and it appears that almost all her 

purchase behavior is based on a concern for sustainability. She tells that many of her friends are 

the same, however, she also says that they do not like to “make a big deal” of their way of living. 

She explains:  
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I think it’s more like a thing that doesn’t need to be said, because you do it, so it’s rather 

like where you are sarcastic about it or you know, a bit ironic about it. 

 

(Lene L., Q34, 28.30) 

 

So, it seems that to be part of her social group, this respondent does not express her sustainable 

consumption behavior, rather, in order to be accepted in her group, one has to be ironic about 

his/her own consumption of sustainable products. She elaborates: 

 

I think it’s because we wanna differentiate us from the so called, criticized spelt-

segment(...) I, and others (...) wanna separate us a bit, you know so you like telling the 

stories of how you brought home a bunch of pizzas right. 

 

(Lene L., Q35, 28.50) 

 

It appears that this social group is concerned about sustainability. However they feel that if 

people are genuinely concerned about sustainability then they do not have to express it to anyone 

else. By not telling about their sustainable behavior they express an identity as genuinely 

concerned about sustainability and are in this way part of this group. Consequently, when telling 

about a particular incident where you does not behave sustainably, such utterance is considered 

as evidence that you behave sustainably in all other aspects. Thus, when emphasizing that you 

have not been behaving in a sustainable fashion, you are expressing group identity because it is 

assumed that you usually behave differently. Hence, expressing your unsustainable behavior is 

considered a possession ritual that shows belonging to this sustainable group. 
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This act of showing when you have behaved as an unsustainable consumer can be related to 

Muniz and O’Guinn’s (2001) theory about brand communities. Brand communities are not much 

different from traditional geographic communities, e.g. neighborhoods. They define a brand 

community as:  

 

a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set of social 

relationships among admirers of a brand. (...) it is marked by a shared consciousness, rituals 

and traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility. 

 

(Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 412) 

 

In this context a brand is not a particular product brand but rather sustainable consumption 

behavior.  In general, communities are not restricted by geography, it is a common understanding 

of a shared identity, a network of social relations (Ibid.). Moreover, people participate in 

communities for many reasons, for instance to find emotional support or to cultivate interests and 

skills (Fournier & Lee, 2009). In this context, it is comprehensive to focus on the first and second 

element of brand community, i.e. shared consciousness and rituals and traditions. Shared 

consciousness is the connection members feel toward one another and the sense of difference 

they feel from people who are not members of the community (Ibid.). Rituals and traditions are 

usually centered around shared consumption experiences and ensure that the culture of the 

community is maintained and preserved (Ibid.). The two elements (rituals and traditions) differ 

somewhat from each other. Rituals are conventions that set up visible definitions for the public 

and traditions are sets of social practices that celebrate and communicate certain normative 

values that are somewhat unique for the specific community (Ibid.). By performing rituals and 

follow certain traditions, members of communities communicate to other members that they are 
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part of the same community, and just as importantly, they show non-members which community 

they belong to. 

 

So in expressing that you have purchased something not sustainable, in respondent 2’s 

community it functions as a social practice or tradition that helps differentiate from other 

communities that they do not wish to be part of, i.e. the so called spelt-segment. As such, buying 

pizzas communicates that you are not part of the spelt-segment. This can again be related to a 

previously outlined argument made by Østergaard and Jantzen (2000) which stated that people 

also consume products to show which group they do not belong to. By performing a tradition of 

buying pizzas, the respondent may also strengthen the connection she feels toward the 

community, i.e. the community’s shared consciousness. 

 

Based on interpretations about respondents’ statements, we argue that there is a distinct 

possibility that identity expression is a driver of social identity. Having suggested that identity 

expression is a driver of both personal and social identity, we will next outline and interpret 

findings that can be related to ecolabels effect on identity expression, i.e. P6. It is important to 

note that the effects of ecolabels are not argued to be relating to either the determinant of 

personal identity or social identity, but to the driver of identity expression which, in turn, has 

been shown to affect both determinants relating to identity, i.e. personal and social identity. 
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6.8 P6: ecolabels have a direct positive effect on identity 

expression 

At first, respondent 5 does not seem to be aware of her own display of sustainable products via 

ecolabels. She argues that she consumes sustainable products for other reasons than expression 

of identity, but when asked how she thinks other people used ecolabels, she then comes to the 

conclusion that she actually uses ecolabels to express herself. She says: 

 

R5: People want to show that, I’m this and this and this and that, and that’s possible if you 

have things on display where these labels are clear, you know (...) I think most people feel 

this way that you wanna show it to the surroundings. 

 

Q: You don’t feel like that at all or? 

 

R5: No yes I can’t say that I don’t but, most things I don’t have on display, I mean... 

Washing powder is in one place and... most things are in cabinets. But, if I do, the things, 

the few things I have on display, it matters to me what I have on display. I don’t for 

instance want discount or something, then it has to... It’s nice if it’s organic and something 

with some labels on it yes. 

 

(Lene J., Q36, 16.46) 
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So, respondent 5 comes to the conclusion that she in fact does use ecolabels to express herself. 

The ecolabels’ extrinsic value clearly benefits the consumer in the way that showing off a 

sustainable product is simplified. The consumer can simply display the product containing an 

ecolabel, thus also performing a possession ritual. 

 

Respondent 4 makes a similar comment about sustainably made towels. She says: “Then I like to 

have them on display of course when my guests are here (...) that’s also part of it you know, the 

self-expressive element of having purchased the right thing, right?” (Ida, Q37, 04.44). It is clear 

from this respondent’s quote, that she also performs the possession ritual of showing her guests 

the sustainable towels. Asked how she would ensure that her guests would notice the sustainable 

element of the towels, she replies: “Then I try to sneak in a label if I have one (...) you know, if 

there is a nice label on my towels” (Ida, Q38, 21.14). Hence, displaying the ecolabel minimizes 

the risk that her guests fail to notice the sustainable element of the towels. Again, the extrinsic 

value of the ecolabel has a positive direct effect on the respondent’s ability to express herself.  

In conversing about image and grocery shopping, respondent 7 is being asked how he shows the 

image of being sustainable, to which he answers: “I flash my shopping basket” (Flemming, Q39, 

14.10). At first he does not mention that he specifically uses the ecolabels to flash a sustainable 

image, but during the same topic of conversation, the respondent talks about the difference 

between the producer of a product and the ecolabel, so he is asked whether the producer is 

important to him when flashing his shopping basket, and he does not seem to think so. When 

asked if it rather is the ecolabels he uses, he clearly acknowledges: “Yes I would say so, yes.” 

(Flemming, Q40, 16.05). So, this respondent acknowledges that it is more the ecolabel than the 

producer that enables him to express an image. Hence, also respondent 7 uses the extrinsic value 

of ecolabels to express identity. 

Relating the extrinsic value of ecolabels to the theory of brand communities, it can be argued that 

ecolabels simplify the recognition of other members of such a sustainable consumption 

community. Thus, the act of purchasing a sustainable product can be considered a ritual since an 

individual via purchasing the ecolabel communicates to other members that they are part of the 
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same community, and show non-members which community they belong to. So, when 

respondent 7 flashes his shopping basket, he performs a ritual where he shows members and non-

members that he belongs to the community of sustainable consumers. 

Based on interpretations about the respondents’ above outlined statements, we argue that there is 

a distinct possibility that ecolabels have a direct positive effect on identity expression. 

 

6.9 Extension to the conceptual framework: Perceived 

functional quality 

To this point, the presented findings have all been based on propositions made before conducting 

the interviews. However, as earlier mentioned, our explorative approach renders possible the 

inclusion of other factors in the decision-making process, if data suggests that ecolabels have an 

effect on such factor(s). In collecting the data and interpreting on it, there is a particular topic not 

considered in the conceptual framework that appears, namely the effects of ecolabels on the 

perceived quality of sustainable products. 

Before examining this further, it should be noted that the concept of quality entails numerous 

definitions and meanings depending on the situation in question. The complexity of the concept 

is connected to the fact that it is subjectively dependent, why its meaning is determined by the 

solitary individual (Wittek and Kvernbekk, 2011) and is thus the individual’s perception of 

quality.  As such, the concept will be contextualized accordingly to the respondents’ statements 

and will afterwards be discussed in relation to the research question. 

As already mentioned in the second chapter, perceived quality is in this thesis defined as the 

degree to which a product fulfills its function, given the needs of the consumer (Box, 1984; 

Steenkamp, 1990). As such, quality for the individual consumer may vary depending on the 

individual’s expectations for the product or situation in question and what needs (s)he seeks to 

satisfy. In relation to ecolabeled products the perceived quality is likely to be the product’s 

ability to fulfill the need of e.g. expressing a certain identity or to decrease one’s environmental 
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impact. However, the respondents mainly refer to the concept of quality in a functional manner, 

meaning that the quality of sustainable products is associated to e.g. taste, durability and 

healthiness, but is not necessarily the only or primary benefit that the respondents seek in the 

products. This means that the overall perceived quality of the sustainable products, i.e. their total 

expectations of the product, may be functional quality as well as other attributes. 

 

So, the definition above dictates that perceived quality is related to the overall expectation of the 

product, which in addition is related to consumers’ needs. However, the concept of quality in our 

findings is seemingly connected to the functional benefits of the sustainable products. But that 

does not necessarily mean that they only or primarily look for these attributes in the products. 

The need to be ethical and moral or the need to express oneself using ecolabeled products are not 

referred to as ‘quality’ by our respondents but are merely seen as other attributes besides quality 

(i.e. functional quality). To avoid any potential confusion, for the remainder of this section we 

will refer to the respondents’ version of quality as functional quality. 

 

6.9.1 Perceived functional quality and attitude 

Quality (including functional quality) as an essential salient belief of attitude has often been 

mentioned in the literature (see e.g. Monirul and Hui Han 2012; Dutta, Pfister and Kosmoski, 

2010). Similar to trust, perceived quality is linked to the cognitive element of knowledge of the 

behavior in question. The overall attitudinal feeling of the behavior in question, i.e. purchasing a 

certain product, is thus influenced by the individual’s perceived functional quality of involved 

elements, for example the taste or durability of a product. The idea here is that together with 

other salient beliefs of attitude, perceived quality will form the overall negative/positive feelings 

towards behavior. 

 

It is no surprise that the overall attitudinal feeling for purchasing products in general is 

influenced by the perceived functional quality. If, for example, a computer has no online 
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capabilities or a knife does not cut efficiently it is expected to have an obscuring negative effect 

on the attitude towards purchasing the product, because these functional attributes normally are 

expected in such products. The surprising element lies in the significant role it plays for 

sustainable products and furthermore how the concept of sustainability and the application of 

ecolabels on sustainable products are perceived as synonymous to functional quality. 

 

6.9.2 Perceived functional quality and sustainable products 

To understand this tendency, we again have to look at why consumers choose to (or intend to) 

purchase ecolabeled products. As earlier mentioned, our findings suggest that sustainable 

products are not only purchased for altruistic reasons, but also for identity enhancing reasons. In 

addition, our interviews reveal that some consumers believe that a healthy lifestyle and ecology 

go hand in hand, why they purchase certain sustainable products. In short, it is a common belief 

among our respondents that sustainable products are healthier because they are associated with 

e.g. less pesticides and endocrine disrupting substances. For example, Respondent 7 states that 

after he has become a parent, he has started buying sustainable products more often because he 

believes they are healthier for his son (Flemming, 24.22). In a similar manner, respondent 5 

explains that she buys sustainable food products because she believes they are healthier for her 

and her family (Lene J., 3.45). These perceptions of sustainable products as healthier compared 

to non-sustainable are shared among most of the respondents. Consequently it can be argued that 

some consumers look for these health-related functionalities in certain sustainable products. This 

is no big surprise, seeing that some sustainable products are branded as both good for the 

environment and healthy for the individuals who consume them (see appendix 3 for examples). 

The key figures provided by Charlotte Bredahl from Miljømærkning Danmark, support that 

many consumers purchase ecolabeled products for their health-related functionalities (see 

appendix 4: part 2). In fact, the main reason for buying sustainable products carrying the Nordic 

Ecolabel within certain product categories is health-related (Ibid.). Charlotte Bredahl explains 

that: “We saw in a survey from 2014 that the reason for purchasing the nordic ecolabel was to 

‘refrain from harming the environment’ and/or to ‘take care of me and my family’, but also that 

the reason depended on the product category. We saw that the closer the product comes to the 
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body, either physical og via inhalation, the more the individual prioritizes the health-related 

aspects” (Email, Bredahl, 11 May, 2016, appendix 4: part 3). As such it is evident that the 

perceived correlation between a healthy lifestyle and consuming sustainable products is shared 

among many Danish consumers. 

 

A similar but more surprising finding from our interviews is the tendency to associate sustainable 

products with other functional attributes that do not correlate with official or alleged attributes of 

such products. For example, consuming ecological food products can be perceived as better 

tasting compared to non-sustainable products, and fair trade coffee can be perceived as an overall 

higher quality product, even though the products in themselves do not claim such benefits. In 

relation to this, a survey conducted by Magnusson et al. (2001) shows that many consumers 

associate organic products with higher quality in terms of e.g. taste and longer shelf-life (i.e. 

durability). In a similar manner, respondent 1 (Josefine) explains that she associates many 

sustainable food products with better taste and more appealing appearance (Josefine, 24.30). 

Respondent 6 also explains that he associates sustainable products with functional quality in 

general and specifically sustainable washing machines with better durability and efficiency (Jan, 

6.40). Henrik Hindborg, Marketing Manager at Økologisk Landsforening, ascribes the relative 

higher price for sustainable products as a factor and states that it is understandable that when 

consumers pay more for products they expect a higher quality (Hindborg, 2013), but notes that 

no scientific evidence supports his claim. Other estimates to why such correlation exists are 

related to the perceived idealism and commitment of the producers behind sustainable products 

which result in better overall quality. No matter the reason it can be argued that the tendency is 

found among our respondents. 

However, it must also be noted that some respondents do not share this conviction and in fact 

contradict the association between sustainability and certain functional benefits. For example, 

respondent 4 states the following about purchasing ecological products: “I know that when you 

buy something ecological you risk coming home with something semi-rotten (…) then I am 

annoyed every time half the carrots are rotten, but that’s apparently the premise [of buying 

ecology]” (Ida, Q41, 15.36). This is mentioned in direct continuation of quote 2 where she 
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describes her tendency to buy ecological food products for her children because she associates 

ecology with healthiness. In that way she on one hand associates ecology with a healthier 

lifestyle for her and her family, but on the other hand reckons the same products as having lower 

shelf life. Respondent 6 mentions that even though he often associates sustainable products with 

high quality, he sometimes believes the opposite when it comes to certain products categories. 

For example, when talking about herbicide (which he often uses) he mentions that: “(...) within 

this specific area [the area of herbicide products] it’s expensive products, and if I have to pay a 

lot for it, I want it to work properly“ (Jan, Q42, 13.57). When the interviewer subsequently asks: 

“And here you don’t think sustainability?” he answers: “It is not what comes to mind“ (Jan, 

Q42). Here it is implied that he believes he has to sacrifice product efficiency for sustainability if 

he buys sustainable herbicide, which he mainly refrains from doing. In this relation, Delmas, 

Nairn-Birch and Balzarova (2012) similarly argue that quality and sustainable consumption is a 

double-edged sword. On one hand many consumers associate sustainable products with better 

functional quality, and on the other hand some consumers have the opposite conviction. They 

argue that the latter group often represents consumers who have experienced the early 

generations of sustainable products (Ibid.). These predecessors to the contemporary sustainable 

products should have, according to the authors, suffered from lower levels of actual and 

perceived functional quality, why some consumers today still believe in this correlation. 

 

In conclusion it can be argued that there is a correlation between perceived quality and 

sustainable products. Based on our findings it is a correlation that exists among several 

categories, seeing that e.g. respondent 6 talks about perceived efficiency and washing machines 

and respondent 5, 6 and 7 believe that sustainability enhances the healthiness, taste and/or 

appearance of food products. However though, the relationship is not always positive. As 

respondent 6 also states, the positive perceived quality of sustainable products is not transferred 

to that of herbicide, and sustainable herbicide is in fact reckoned as low efficient compared to 

non-sustainable herbicide by this respondent. In addition, respondent 4 directly contradicts 

respondent 1 by saying that she expects some food products to sacrifice durability and 

appearance for the sake of sustainability. However, based on our total sample it appears that the 
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concept of sustainability functions as a primarily positive indication of increased overall 

functional quality. 

 

6.10 Extension to the conceptual framework: Effect of 

ecolabels on perceived quality 

The distinct effect of ecolabels on perceived quality is both explicitly and implicitly found in the 

interviews. Respondent 7 explains that the ecolabel functions as a cue for perceived functional 

quality. For example, when the conversation revolves around the subject of image and ecolabels, 

he mentions that he does not think the saveloy from the brand Trestjernet has ever seen any trace 

of meat (see Q32) and that he often refrains from serving only these types of products to his 

guests, i.e. products that he perceives as unsustainable and low quality. When he is asked how he 

identifies and ‘flashes’ sustainability and quality to his peers, he clearly expresses that ecolabels 

function as a security net for functional quality because it is certified by other institutions. If 

Trestjernet, in a hypothetical scenario, claimed to make their own high quality saveloy he would 

not refrain from trying it, but if an ecolabel was applied to the product, it would ensure higher 

meat quality in his eyes (Flemming, 14.53). It is noteworthy that the respondent does not 

mention any specific ecolabels or why he would expect the quality to be better on ecolabeled 

products, because the criteria behind ecolabels do not necessarily dictate that cold meat should 

contain a certain amount of ‘quality’ meat or contain no nitrite (for which he expresses a 

concern). For example, the Ø-mark ecolabel only requires that the level of nitrite is under a 

certain limit value (Fødevarestyrelsen, 2016). Hence, the perceived quality of the sustainable 

product is increased for this respondent if an ecolabel is applied to it even though the ecolabel in 

itself does not guarantee any such functional quality benefits. Thus, The mere appearance of an 

ecolabel functions as a cue for high quality because independent institutions have approved the 

quality of the product. 

Respondent 1 similarly explains that when she sees an ecolabel on a product, she associates it 

with less pesticides and a form of ‘deliciousness’ because she is then assured that there has been 

put additional thoughts into the production. Of course, ‘deliciousness’ is a subjective concept, 
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but respondent 1 mentions it several times in relation to taste and appearance, for which 

ecolabels do not entail any requirements. As such it is interpreted that she sees the ecolabel as a 

cue for additional ‘deliciousness’ even though it not necessarily accounts for such attributes. 

Finally it can be concluded that ecolabels also have an effect on the perceived quality of products 

simply by functioning as cue for sustainability. As mentioned above, our findings and similar 

surveys show a correlation between sustainable products and perceived quality, why the 

acceptance of ecolabels as cue for sustainability presuppose that the appearance of ecolabels on 

products influence perceived quality. For example, as respondent 1 associates sustainable 

products with better taste, the presence of an ecolabel on a product facilitates this correlation by 

functioning as a visual representation of sustainability values. 

However, the aforementioned double-edged sword of perceived functional quality in sustainable 

products also entails that ecolabels may be seen as cues for lower functional quality. For 

instance, cf. quote 41 a likely scenario for respondent 4 would be that when she sees an ecolabel 

on a bag of carrots at a supermarket and has accepted this ecolabel as a cue for sustainability, she 

will simultaneously perceive the ecolabel as a cue for lower durability compared to non-

ecolabeled bags of carrots. Similarly, respondent 6 may perceive the presence of an ecolabel on 

herbicide as a cue for a less effective weedkiller, why it may actually have a negative effect on 

the overall attitudinal evaluation of ecolabeled products. 
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In conclusion, we found significant indications of P1, P2, P3, P4, P5a, P5b, and P6. In addition 

we found indications that suggested the inclusion of yet another driver of attitude, namely 

perceived functional quality. Hence, our conceptual framework is extended to include an 

additional driver of attitude. The conceptual model is illustrated in figure 3. The new driver of 

attitude is illustrated in red. In the following chapter the findings will be outlined on an overall 

basis, followed by a discussion of noticeable elements in the thesis in relation to the above 

findings. 

 

 

Figure 3: Conceptual model. Effects of ecolabels on determinants of the 
purchase intention of sustainable products 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

The overall purpose of this thesis was to explore why consumers are influenced by ecolabels and 

how ecolabels affect consumers’ decision making process, and specifically through what drivers 

ecolabels can potentially influence determinants of purchase intention in the theory of planned 

behavior revised for sustainable consumption. On an overall basis our findings showed to be 

consistent with the propositions, meaning that we found indications that subjective norm, 

personal identity and social identity can be determinants of the purchase intention or sustainable 

products. Further, we found that ecolabels have an (almost exclusively positive) effect on trust, 

perceived accessibility and identity expression. In addition, because ecolabels often reflect the 

beliefs of significant others (government or NGOs), ecolabels were found to have a positive 

effect on purchase intention via subjective norm. Finally we found indications that ecolabels in 

fact have distinct effect on perceived functional quality of sustainable products, besides ‘merely’ 

representing a cue for sustainability. For example, respondent 1 and respondent 7 tended to relate 

ecolabeled products with better taste, ‘deliciousness’ and/or meat quality. In the following, we 

will hold our findings at arm’s length and discuss these in relation to the thesis as a whole. 

 

7.1 Remarkable tendency to trust ecolabeled products 

Based on our findings we argue that the influence on trust is considered one of the most 

dominant functions of ecolabels, besides being a cue for sustainability. As already mentioned, we 

found clear indications that ecolabels positively affect trust of sustainable products, and that trust 

is an essential driver of attitude within the category of sustainable products. In fact all seven 

respondents expressed a remarkable tendency to trust ecolabeled products in the way they 

‘blindly’ assumed that ecolabels on products not only increase the trustworthiness of 

sustainability claims, but often function as a direct evidence of trustworthiness. In the theoretical 

section we proposed that trust is a crucial factor in consumers’ decision making process of 

sustainable products because of information asymmetry. For example, fair trade sustainability 

affects farmers in third world countries why Danish consumers may not experience the effects of 
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their purchase. Consequently they need to trust the companies to actually live up to their alleged 

sustainability claims. Even though several respondents mentioned the importance of trust in 

sustainable products, they did not express any concern that the companies behind the products 

would deceive them. As mentioned in the previous chapter, it seems that the respondents see 

ecolabels as a solution to such problem, because they place complete faith in these labeling 

schemes. In addition, the respondents rarely distinguished between sustainability and ecolabels, 

meaning that they primarily associated sustainable products with ecolabels. This could explain 

why the issue of trust was not reckoned as a big issue, because if the respondents entirely trust 

ecolabeled products and simultaneously believe that all sustainable products are ecolabeled, it 

may consequently eliminate the issue of trust. 

 

7.2 A tendency to talk about sustainable food products 

The explanation as to why the respondents always associated sustainable products with ecolabels 

may be found in the fact that the interviews primarily revolved around a certain product 

category. Even though we used different ecolabels as reference points in our interviews that 

represented different product categories, the respondents tended to focus on the issue of food 

products. Even when directly asked about sustainable clothes, the respondents quickly returned 

to that of food products. The reason for this can arguably be connected to the obscuring role that 

food products have when it comes to sustainability (Kopnina and Shoreman-Quimet, 2015). It is 

undoubtedly food products that in general are mostly in focus when talking sustainability, which 

may be ascribed to the health-related aspects of food consumption or that food products are 

considered as having a major impact on the environment and the animal welfare, or simply the 

fact that NGOs, politicians and/or media cover this aspects the most (Ibid.). No matter the 

reason, consumers in general are inclined to initially consider food products when the subject of 

sustainability is brought up. As the food market has seen a massive increase in ecolabels on 

sustainable products and the fact that almost all proclaimed sustainability food have some sort of 

ecolabel today (Grunert et al., 2013), people may not distinguish between ecolabels and 

sustainability food products. Thus, as our interviews revolved around the subject of 

sustainability, the product category habitually concerned food products the most, and as 
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ecolabels and sustainability in this regard is considered the same thing, the respondents did not or 

could not distinguish between the two. Consequently, ecolabels may have eliminated the issue of 

trust for most of our respondents within the category of sustainability food products. 

 

7.3 Multiple drivers of attitude that are influenced by 

ecolabels 

It was initially presumed that trust would be the solitary driver of attitude for sustainable 

products, which ecolabels potentially could affect. However, perceived functional quality turned 

out to be relevant to consider as well. Not only because of the more obvious relation between 

sustainable products in general and perceived functional quality, but because of the distinct effect 

ecolabels have on perceived functional quality, besides being a cue for sustainability. As 

perceived functional quality is arguably a driver of attitude, it entails that the construct of attitude 

in our conceptual model now has two salient beliefs. In practice this means that ecolabels 

influence two important drivers of attitude for sustainable products, why ecolabels are argued to 

have an even bigger influence on the overall attitude than initially presumed. It should be noted 

that the influence on functional quality is less revealed in the findings compared to trust. 

However, the influence was undeniably present among the respondents, and was not a planned 

theme to discuss in the interview, why it was considered truly relevant because it ‘came by 

itself’. In continuation, it is worth noting the advantage of our choice of approach. Having not 

had an explorative approach for this thesis and a semi-structured approach for the interviews, the 

finding of perceived functional quality may not have been indicated. 

 

It should also be noted that where trust exclusively has a positive effect on attitude, the perceived 

functional quality may in certain situations have a negative effect. As mentioned in the findings, 

two respondents expressed a concern for the functional quality of sustainable products to be 

relatively low compared to non-sustainable products. Consequently, the identification of 

sustainable products can in certain situations lower the consumer’s expectations of the functional 
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quality. Depending on the weighted importance of such quality, the consumer’s attitude towards 

purchasing the sustainable product will consequently be more or less aggravated. In relation to 

ecolabels, they do not by themselves worsen the perceived functional quality. However, as they 

function as cues for sustainability they represent all perceived negative and positive 

characteristics of such products, why they in this case may be used as cues for low functional 

quality, which could worsen the overall attitude. This is not to be understood as the quality driver 

being less relevant for the purpose of this thesis, as our focus has consistently been to explore 

how and why ecolabels affect the decision making process of consumers, both positively and 

negatively. Though, as it turns out, ecolabels have proved to positively affect our originally 

outlined drivers in the theory of planned behavior, why this has primarily been in focus. This is 

not a surprising discovery, as ecolabels often are voluntarily applied to products by companies, 

for the purpose of obtaining competitive advantage by uttering product strengths and attributes. 

Hence, the effects of such labels are expected to entail positive outcomes. Because of this, we 

see the ecolabels’ potential negative effect on functional quality as an even more relevant and 

interesting factor. Where companies may believe that the application of an ecolabel on their 

product creates competitive advantage, it may in fact have the opposite effect for consumers who 

value functional quality because it explicitly represents the values of sustainability. 

 

7.4 Comparing the findings on subjective norm to other 

studies 

In our study it was found that subjective norm is a determinant of purchase intention. This 

finding is in agreement with Robinson and Smith (2002) who found that the intention to 

purchase sustainably produced food in the U.S. is affected by subjective norm, and Vermeir and 

Verbeke (2006) who partly found subjective norm to be a determinant of purchase intention of 

sustainable food. However, our finding contradicts Shaw et al. (2000) who did not find 

subjective norm to be a determinant of purchase intention of fair trade grocery products. This 

study focused only on one specific area of sustainable consumption, but since one of the 

ecolabels used in our interviews was also relating to the same area (the Fairtrade label for fair 
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trade grocery products) the discrepancy in our finding and that of Shaw et al. (2000) is argued to 

be found elsewhere than in the product category under investigation. 

 

Shaw et al. based their study on a quantitative methodology, which consequently did not leave 

room for interpretation on the respondent’s answers. In our study we experienced that when 

asked directly if feeling a societal pressure to behave in a sustainable way, the respondents 

became self-conscious of their behavior and contemplated on their own roles as individuals in 

society. The reason for this behavior cannot be determined conclusively, however, we deem it 

possible that the majority of respondents did not like to think of themselves as being controlled 

or steered in a certain direction by society, but rather preferred to think of themselves as 

independent and solipsistic consumers. We argue that this resulted in respondents answering 

based on a desire to perceive themselves as independent individual consumers and not as being 

(at least partly) controlled by a cultural frame. Hence, when the respondents’ ability to make 

independent choices was questioned by directly suggesting societal norms to influence the 

decision making process, subjective norm was not found to be indicative of people’s intention to 

purchase. In contrast, when the conversation was focusing on other aspects of their consumption, 

respondents were less aware of their own role as members of society and it was possible to 

extract interesting quotes which were then interpreted as relating to subjective norm, thus finding 

this determinant to be influential. Comparing this to Shaw et al.’s study, we argue that the choice 

of using a questionnaire technique may have contributed to prevent them in finding subjective 

norm to be an influential factor. We argue that in using an in-depth interview technique it was 

possible to ask less direct questions and instead interpret on the answers given, thus achieving a 

more sincere respondent contemplation. Hence, our study has been able to indicate that 

subjective norm does influence the purchase intention of sustainable products. 

 

Further, Shaw et al.’s study contained an independent measure of ethical obligation, which was 

found to be influential on the purchase intention of fair trade grocery products. In 

conceptualizing the ethical obligation construct Shaw et al. specify that it relates to one’s moral 
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compass (Shaw et al., 2000). In adhering to the consumption studies perspective for studying 

subjective norm, we argue that one’s moral compass is grounded in one’s cultural and social 

setting. For instance, we find it reasonable to assume that there is a difference between what a 

Western citizen considers to be right and wrong, and what e.g. an Indian citizen considers to be 

so. It can be argued that a Western citizen considers it more of an ethical obligation to behave in 

an environmentally friendly, considering that Western civilization is more at fault for polluting 

the world and damaging nature (Clark, 2011).  Shaw et al. further describe that ethical obligation 

is a reflection of an individual’s beliefs about right and wrong (Shaw et al., 2000). Again, in 

adhering to the consumption studies perspective, it is assumed that an individual’s beliefs can in 

fact be a reproduction of the social and cultural norms, thus a measure of ethical obligation is 

argued to be existing in the subjective norm construct rather than being an independent 

determinant of intention in this sustainable context. Following this presumption, Shaw et al.’s 

ethical obligation findings can have hindered them in finding subjective norm to be a 

determinant. We do not deny that ethical obligation influences consumers’ decision making 

process towards sustainable products, we only rather suggest that the concern for behaving 

ethically is comprised in the subjective norm determinant. We want to stress that the reason for 

not including ethical obligation as driver of the subjective norm determinant was due to the fact 

that our research focused on the effects of ecolabels, and it was not considered likely that 

ecolabels have a direct effect on this driver, thus it was not relevant to study in this context.  
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7.5 Perceived accessibility and geographic similarities 

It was clear from our findings that ecolabels ease the perceived behavioral control by influencing 

the perceived accessibility to sustainable products. The presence of ecolabels on sustainable 

products was an essential tool for the respondents to identify and locate them. 

 

The theory proposed that actual accessibility to sustainable products would negatively affect the 

perceived accessibility as they contemporarily are still relatively difficult to obtain compared to 

non-sustainable products (see e.g. Eco worriers, 2015; Clarke, 2008; Vermeir and Verbeke, 

2007). Despite the increase in sustainable products, the actual accessibility was considered 

limited in the literature. Based on this, the perceived accessibility was expected to be low, 

meaning that in a situation where the products were not actually available, the consumers would 

obviously see it as a barrier to purchase them. In addition, the intrinsic nature of sustainability 

values may render it more difficult for consumers to identify sustainable products. However, the 

findings showed that the respondents primarily consider the perceived accessibility as high, 

meaning that it was not considered an issue to get access to sustainable products – at least when 

it comes to food products. 

 

As discussed above, the interviews tended to revolve around sustainable food products as the 

obscuring product category, why the findings often related to sustainable food products, which 

was not different in this case. As such, when the respondents talked about perceived 

accessibility, they primarily referred to the perceived accessibility of food products. Since 

ecolabels are applied on most of such products, the high perceived accessibility can be explained 

by the fact that most sustainable food products have ecolabels on them and that ecolabels ease 

the perceived accessibility. For example, if a consumer shops groceries at a supermarket in 

Denmark, (s)he is likely to be continuously exposed to ecolabeled food products, why the 

consumer would most probably be aware of the accessibility to sustainable products. 
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Consequently the perceived accessibility to such products is likely to be high within this 

category. 

 

Yet one respondent expressed a concern for the perceived inaccessibility of sustainable clothes 

and argued that it is much more difficult to locate these products compared to food products. The 

reason for this lies, according to her, in both the smaller range of products and because of the 

absence of similar ecolabels on clothes. Thus, the perceived accessibility to sustainable products 

for her was not necessarily linked to that of actual accessibility (i.e. limited range of 

sustainability clothes), but also the fact the products may not be recognizable within this product 

category. Similar to the theory and findings on the driver of trust, it can be argued that the 

findings regarding perceived accessibility may have been different if the interviews had revolved 

more around other product categories. However, within the food product category it seems that 

ecolabels as tools to identify ecolabels have eliminated the low perceived accessibility that was 

proposed in the theory. Besides product category, the homogenous sample that was used in the 

data collection in terms of geographical location of residence is another factor that may explain 

the high perceived accessibility. As stated in the theory, the actual accessibility to sustainable 

products varies significantly depending on the geographical location. First of all, developed 

countries are not surprisingly much more supplied with sustainable products. In addition, being a 

developed country, sustainable products in Denmark are domestically unevenly distributed, 

meaning that the actual accessibility differ depending on where in Denmark one is (Clarke, 2008; 

Interview, Hansen, 11 May, 2016). Anders Hansen from Fairtrade-mærket clearly stated in the 

interview that Copenhageners have much better access to sustainable products (Interview, 11 

May, 2016). As six respondents live in Greater Copenhagen, it is assumed that the findings were 

influenced by a higher level of actual accessibility, why the perceived accessibility was likely to 

be influenced accordingly. 

 

In conclusion it can be stated that the perceived inaccessibility to sustainable products is not as 

apparent an issue as what could be expected from the theory. The reason of why is proposed to 
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be due to three main reasons. First, the ecolabels are perceived as such efficient tools to identify 

sustainability values that it significantly eases the accessibility. Second, the product category of 

sustainable food products is categorized as having an extensive representation of ecolabels 

applied to them. Consequently, as ecolabels are used as identification tools, the sustainable food 

product category is likely to be perceived as highly accessible. Third and finally the geographical 

location of the respondents’ residence (i.e. living in Greater Copenhagen) entails easy actual 

accessibility to sustainable products on an overall basis, why the perceived accessibility is 

considered likely to be influenced accordingly. 

  

7.6 Two perspectives of two identities 

We found that both personal identity and social identity seems to be determinants of the purchase 

intention of sustainable products. Although both concerning identity, the application of the 

consumer research perspective and the consumption studies perspective rendered possible the 

distinction between the two constructs. As mentioned in the second chapter of this thesis, the 

perspectives are not to be considered paradigms, and are as such not mutually excluding, rather 

they complement each other. Although this was outlined in the theoretical part of this thesis, it is 

an interesting finding that the two perspectives on identity creation and maintenance were found 

in the same respondents (respondents 4 and 7). 

 Interpreting on the interviews with respondents who directly or indirectly acknowledged to 

purchase for identity reasons, it appeared that an individual can consume sustainable products for 

personal identity reasons as well as for social identity reasons. Hence, both perspectives were 

found to be helpful in determining purchase intention. 

 

Although identity concerns were found in especially three of the respondents’ decision making 

process, such concerns were not found to be influential in four of the respondents’ decision 

making process. Assuming that the fundament of sustainable consumption is grounded in a 

concern for preservation of the environment and for social justice, egocentric aspects of 
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consumption such as the expression of personal identity and/or social identity may not have been 

particularly desirable to express. Or put more bluntly, it could be that the respondents did not 

want to admit being selfish consumers when consuming sustainable products. Thus, respondents’ 

disregarded egocentric motivations of identity expression as an explanation of sustainable 

consumption. Such consideration were anticipated and were tried to be taken into account when 

developing the interview guide and also during the specific interviews, however it is possible 

that the respondents who did not indicate a desire to express identity in this sustainable 

consumption context, in fact do hold such concern but retained from indicating so due to the 

altruistic nature of sustainability. 

 

Further given the altruistic nature of sustainable consumption, and assuming that some 

respondents in fact were not keen on admitting to have egocentric motives of consumption, it 

was remarkable how two of the respondents were so aware of the identity expressive value of 

sustainable consumption. It was especially noted how they used terms specifically relating to this 

context such as “image” and self-expression”. It was expected that the propositions concerning 

identity were to be suggested based on interpretations of answers to indirect questions, however 

as the findings showed, some of the answers were rather direct and not in need of interpretation. 

  We do not find that it was due to social desirability because, as outlined, the respondents were 

not aware of what exactly we were investigating, and also our questions regarding identity did 

not specifically mention any of the aforementioned terms (see appendix 1). 

 

It was further interesting how two of the respondents explained how they take measures as to not 

being identified as specific kinds of sustainable consumers. As mentioned, one respondent 

explained how she makes a big deal out of it when buying something not sustainable, i.e. pizzas, 

in order to differentiate herself from what she calls the spelt-segment. Another respondent told 

that she resigned from being a member of an ecological food cooperative because she felt that 

other members were people she did not want to be associated with. Thus, some consumers may 

very well express identity of being a sustainable consumer by not expressing it. Contemplating 
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on this indication, it could be suggested that some consumers feel that if someone express their 

sustainable behavior by displaying ecolabels or letting people know they are part of an ecological 

cooperative, such consumers are not doing it for altruistic reasons but rather for egocentric 

reasons, i.e. the non-expressive type of consumer believes the other type of consumer is not 

genuine, and they do not want to be associated with such consumers, because they themselves 

feel they are sincere and consume for altruistic reasons. Hence, ecolabels may in fact hinder the 

consumption of sustainable products for consumers feeling that expressing the sustainable value 

consumption is inappropriate. 

 

Having discussed our findings in relation to the overall purpose, we will conclude the analytical 

part of this thesis by answering our research question in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion, implications, 

limitations, and future research 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to explore why consumers are influenced by ecolabels and how 

ecolabels affect consumers’ decision making process. To answer our research question we 

revised the theory of planned behavior by limiting it to only explain purchase intention, and 

extended it by including determinants of personal identity and social identity, in order to explain 

the purchase intention of sustainable products, which ecolabels potentially could have an effect 

on via specific drivers. Thus we developed a conceptual framework. Based on general 

consumption theory as well as theory on the subject of sustainable products and ecolabels, we 

formulated seven propositions. Three of the propositions regarded specific determinants’ 

suggested influence purchase intention, and further, four propositions were relating to how 

ecolabels may influence relevant drivers in the decision making process of sustainable products. 

The propositions were examined via in-depth, semi-structured interviews, and the sample 

consisted of seven different respondents with diverse characteristics in terms of age, gender, 

income and civil status, in order to get a holistic picture of the decision making process in the 

general population in Denmark. The interviews were planned to entail specific themes relating to 

each proposition but were similarly open to the inclusion of other relevant themes that could 

appear during the conduction of the interviews. The collected data was subsequently outlined, 

interpreted, and simultaneously related to the propositions in order to determine the relationship 

between determinants of purchase intention, ecolabels, and relevant drivers in our revised theory 

of planned behavior. The specific findings concerning each proposition as well as the finding 

relating to the unforeseen driver of perceived functional quality are addressed in the following 

sections. 
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8.1.1 Trust and attitude 

It was proposed that the element of trust plays a vital role when it comes to sustainable 

consumption because of the peculiar consumption situation. In addition, trust was found to be an 

influential driver of attitude. The reason showed to be highly related to the fact that sustainable 

products often involve certain indirect and intrinsic values which eventually leads to information 

asymmetry. In other words, consumers do not always experience the values of the purchase 

themselves, why they need to trust the company. The findings showed that ecolabels function as 

tools to trust the sustainability claims. In fact, ecolabels are suggested to eliminate ‘the issue of 

trust’ that often is mentioned in the literature. Consequently the presence of ecolabels was found 

to have a significant positive effect on the overall attitude towards buying sustainable products. 

 

8.1.2 Subjective norm and significant others 

It was suggested that individuals’ beliefs can be reproductions of their cultural and societal 

setting, thus it was reckoned that in order to investigate subjective norm a study of culture was 

necessary. By applying McCracken’s (1986) movement of meaning theory it was deemed that 

sustainability is a value embedded in culture, and people who purchase sustainable products do 

so due to culturally determined reasons. It was argued that there is an expectation in Western 

culture to consume in a sustainable fashion, consequently it was proposed that subjective norm is 

a determinant of the purchase intention of sustainable products. The findings indicated that 

sustainable consumers do perceive a societal pressure to consume products embedded with the 

value of sustainability, i.e. culture determines people’s behavior, and as such it was found that 

subjective norm influences the purchase intention of sustainable products. Furthermore, it was 

argued that consumers are motivated to comply with what significant others recommend, i.e. 

referent individuals and groups, where groups in this sustainable context were reckoned to be the 

Government and NGOs. An ecolabel issued by such referent group was proposed to influence 

subjective norm by representing their beliefs. The findings indicated that ecolabels do represent 
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the beliefs of said significant others, hence ecolabels were found to have a positive effect on 

subjective norm. 

 

8.1.3 Perceived accessibility 

The TPB was chosen as conceptual framework over the TRA because it, as mentioned, includes 

the construct of perceived behavioral control. PBC was considered relevant in relation to this 

thesis because it represents the aspect of involuntary factors, which was found likely to affect the 

intention to purchase sustainable products. The theory proposed that the issue of perceived 

accessibility is regarded as an essential driver to PBC for these products, and as such, the 

relationship between perceived accessibility and sustainable products is to be found in the 

perceivably limited access to such products. The theory proposed that the construct of PBC is 

negatively influenced by the fact that consumers suffer from actual inaccessibility (i.e. access to 

only a restricted range of products) and because they fail to realize if sustainable products are 

available within a close proximity. The findings contradicted the perceived inaccessibility by 

revealing that the respondents found it easy to access such products. The presence of ecolabels 

was found to significantly increase the perceived accessibility and in fact often eliminate the 

potential issue of inaccessibility. As such, ecolabels are deemed essential when identifying 

sustainable products, which eases the perceived accessibility. Consequently, ecolabels were 

found to positively affect the overall construct of PBC by easing the perceived purchase behavior 

in question. 

 

8.1.4 Perceived functional quality 

The interviews revealed another relevant factor of the effects of ecolabels on consumers’ 

decision making process. It turned out that some respondents placed distinct functional value to 

ecolabels, even though a particular ecolabel does not necessarily claim such benefits. Many 

sustainable products are promoted as healthier alternatives compared to non-sustainable products 

via ecolabels and most respondents also conformed to these claims. However, other functional 
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qualities in terms of e.g. taste, durability and lean meat content were also associated to the 

presence of ecolabels on the product even when the ecolabel in question did not represent these 

attributes. As such, some respondents attached certain functional values to ecolabeled products 

that do not necessarily entail these values. In relation to this, other respondents actually 

perceived ecolabels as indications of lower functional quality in terms of efficiency and 

durability because they function as cues for sustainability. Sustainability is in this relation 

viewed as an attribute that is added to the product at the expense of these functional qualities. As 

such, ecolabels were found to have an effect on the additional driver of perceived functional 

quality. 

 

8.1.5 Personal identity, social identity, and identity expression 

It was suggested that products contain a symbolic value that goes beyond functionality, and that 

sustainable consumption can be based on a search for identity, either for personal identity or for 

social identity. Hence, it was proposed that the expression of identity (both personal and social) 

is a driver of sustainable consumption. The findings indicated that people express identity as 

sustainable consumers to create and maintain personal identity and social identity. It was of 

particular interest that identity expression can help creating and maintaining both personal 

identity and social identity for the same individual. In other words, a single individual can 

consume sustainable products for expressing identity both for personal identity reasons and 

social identity reasons. It was also noted how some respondents created identity by not 

expressing it. 

 

Given the extrinsic value of ecolabels it was proposed that ecolabels can help individuals in 

expressing identity as sustainable consumers. The findings supported this proposition as it was 

apparent how several respondents used ecolabels as a means to show off their sustainable 

products. As such, ecolabels were found to have a positive effect on identity expression and thus 

also have an effect on personal identity and social identity. 
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 As some consumers did not wish to express identity as sustainable consumers, it was noted that 

the presence of ecolabels may also have a negative effect on the two determinants of personal 

identity and social identity, respectively. 

 

Hence, the findings suggested that consumers are influenced by ecolabels. Specifically, the 

findings suggested that ecolabels affect consumers’ decision making process by having an effect 

on the following drivers: perceived quality, trust, significant others, perceived accessibility, and 

identity expression, which in turn have an effect on the following determinants of purchase 

intention: attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, personal identity, and social 

identity, respectively. Thus, this thesis contributed to sustainable consumption literature by 

providing a conceptual model regarding the effects of ecolabels on determinants of the purchase 

intention of sustainable products. 

 

8.2 Theoretical implications 

The theoretical implications of this thesis are several. By having extended Ajzen’s (1991) theory 

of planned behavior to include the determinants of personal identity and social identity, it is now 

possible to investigate consumers’ decision making process towards sustainable products from 

the perspective of creating and maintaining one’s identity. Further, the implications arising from 

having been able to suggest a general model of the effects ecolabels may have on specific 

drivers, it is now possible to investigate how specific ecolabels affect consumers’ decision 

making process. Finally, our thesis has contributed to sustainable consumption literature by 

finding indications of subjective norm being an influential determinant of the purchase intention 

of sustainable products. This finding makes it possible to investigate how societal and cultural 

frames affect consumers’ decision making in different environments. 
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8.3 Managerial Implications 

As stated in the first chapter, the insights of this thesis are to be utilized by managers. 

This thesis explored what effects ecolabels may have on determinants of purchase intention of 

sustainable products. Brands already using or wanting to use ecolabels on their products may 

consequently use our findings to better understand what drives consumers to purchase ecolabeled 

products, thus being able to target consumers more appropriately. Hence, the insights provided in 

this thesis are thus to be utilized by companies in their search for brand equity. In this thesis 

brand equity is defined as the value added to a product or service by the virtue of the brand 

(Heding et al., 2009; Yoo & Donth, 2001). Hur, Kim, and Woo (2013) have studied the 

relationship between CSR and brand equity, and conclude that brand credibility arises from CSR 

activities which, in turn, develops into reputational capital in the long term (Ibid.). Hence, Hur et 

al. argue that corporate brand credibility is pivotal in building brand equity. 

 

Corporate brand credibility can be defined as the consumers’ belief in the trustworthiness of the 

information offered by a company’s brand (Hur et al., 2013, p. 78). It is an important factor in 

influencing consumer purchase intentions and further contributing to a company’s whole image 

(Hur et al., 2013). Thus it is argued that the concept of brand credibility is comparable to the 

concept of trust outlined in the theoretical part of this thesis. Our findings in this thesis suggested 

that trust is a very important factor for consumers in determining intention to purchase a 

sustainable product. Our findings also indicated that ecolabels have a direct positive effect on 

trust. Hence, ecolabels as a CSR communication tool may have a positive effect on a company’s 

brand credibility by enhancing the trustworthiness of sustainability claims. Consequently 

ecolabels may also contribute to a company’s image and thereby give a company a competitive 

advantage over its competition. In sum, ecolabels may help companies in their search for brand 

equity by enhancing brand credibility. 
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Moreover, suggesting that people consume for both personal identity and social identity reasons 

leaves managers with the possibility to target consumers more appropriately. Communicating the 

sustainability value of a product can thus focus on the symbolic value of such products in 

creating and maintaining either one’s personal identity, one’s social identity, or as the findings 

also suggested, both one’s personal identity and social identity at the same time. 

 

Further, it was found that consumers indulge in ecolabels and there is thus a possibility for 

managers of either such ecolabels or particular brands to build brand communities around one or 

more ecolabels. Assuming that managers succeed in building a brand community the spillover 

effect will possibly also affect the subjective norm, as there could be created a societal pressure 

to live in a certain way. 

 The finding on perceived functional quality suggests that companies wishing to differentiate 

their products on functional quality may use the application of ecolabels as a tool to do so. 

However, as discussed, ecolabels may to some consumers have a negative effect on perceived 

functional quality, as some products are perceived as containing a lower functional quality 

because of the sustainability value. 

 

8.4 Limitations and future research 

The findings of our research include certain limitations. The explorative approach was found to 

be necessary given the under research area of ecolabels. The explorative nature of this thesis 

entails that the findings should be further examined by a quantitative approach to elucidate 

complementary aspects of the phenomenon (Patton, 1999). By means of triangulation it would 

better ensure that the insights provided are not only due to the method used. As such, future 

research could look into testing and validating that the outlined propositions are backed up by 

quantitative methods. 
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As earlier mentioned, another limitation is related to the geographic location of the respondents’ 

residence. As six respondents live in Greater Copenhagen, the findings may reflect any 

similarities that exist in the consumption habits of ‘urban dwellers’. Hence, Copenhageners’ 

decision making process may be different from consumers living outside a major city. Future 

research could consequently look into consumers living in other geographical areas to either 

support the findings and thus validate and extend the results to a larger, diverse sample, or to 

potentially discover other relevant factors of the effects of ecolabels that were not detected 

among the original sample. 

  In this relation it should be mentioned that the sample size represents another limitation. We 

acknowledge that a sample of seven respondents does not give a representative picture of how 

and why ecolabels influence consumers’ decision making process. However, despite the small 

sample, our results indicated clear and comparable tendencies that supported our propositions, 

why they may be used as valid preliminary data for more comprehensive research within the 

area. 

  Finally, ecolabels’ effect on perceived functional quality was included after the interviews were 

conducted, why the subject was less examined during the interviews. It is deemed relevant to 

further examine this aspect to support and/or more thoroughly understand the inclusion to the 

conceptual model.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Interview guide for in-depth, semi-

structured interviews (Danish and English) 

Tema Spørgsmål 

Introduktion 
 
Sørg for at spørge på en naturlig 

made for at skabe en afslappet 

stemming og en nærere relation. 

Gør opmærksom på, at det er deres 

viden man vil have og ikke en 

bestemt viden. Fortæl kort om hvad 

interviewet handler om (ikke for 

specifikt!).  

 
• Kan du fortælle lidt om dig selv? 

 
• Hvad arbejder du med? 

 
Forbrugsvaner generelt, 
begrundelser for forbrug. 

 
• Lad os starte bredt, ikke ansvarligt forbrug men forbrug 

generelt. Hvad er vigtigt for dig når du handler? 
 

• Er der andet end pris og kvalitet? 
 

• Hvordan vurderer du kvalitet? 
 

 
Indledende begrundelser 
for at købe 
bæredygtige/ansvarlige 
produkter. 

 
• Er det de samme ting du lægger vægt på, hvis du overvejer  at 

købe et ansvarligt produkt? 
 

• Hvorfor køber du bæredygtigt? 
 

• Hvordan vurderer du, om et produkt er 
ansvarligt/bæredygtigt? 
 

• Hvad hvis der ikke er et label på? 
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Perceived accessibility / 
tilgængelighed af 
ansvarlige produkter. 

 
• Hvis du skal have et bæredygtigt produkt, hvor går du så 

hen? 
 

• Har du nemt ved at finde ansvarlige produkter? 
 

• Hvordan ville det blive nemmere for dig, at finde sådan et 
produkt? 
 

• Kan du komme I tanker om en situation hvor du har undladt 
at købe et ansvarligt produkt? Hvorfor? 

 
Kulturens påvirkning, den 
sociale norm. 
 

 
• Har du hørt at der er blevet stillet et lovsforslag om en ny 

mærkningsordning? 
 

• Hvad betyder det for dig, at det er staten der  fortæller dig det 
det er ansvarligt? 

 
 

• Hvorfor tror du staten er interesset I at lable økologiske 
produkter? 
 

• Bruger du statens anbelfalinger i andre sammenhænge? F.eks 
6 om dagen? Trafikstyrelsen? 

 
 
Identitet og udtrykkelse af 
identitet. 

 
• Snakker du og dine venner/bekendte/familie om denne her 

måde at handle på? 
 

• Er det noget I snakker om når I køber ind, du og din famile 
fx? 

 
• Kan du komme I tanke om nogle specifikke situationer? 

 
• Kender du andre der køber bæredygtige produkter? 

 
• Hvad er deres begrundelser tror du? 

 
• Er det også sådan for dig? 

 
 
Troværdighed. 

 
 

• Hvordan vurderer du, om et produkt er 
ansvarligt/bæredygtigt? 
 

• Hvordan sikrer du dig at et produkt er bæredygtigt? 
 

• Hvad bruger du et ecolabel til? 
 

 
Ecolabels. 

 
• Hvad forbinder du med Ø-mærket? Svanemærket? EU 

blomsten? Fairtrade? 
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• Hvad betyder det for dig at der er et ecolabel på? 
 

• Kan du huske at du har købt et produkt, hvor det var vigtigt 
for dig at der var et ecolabel på? Fx svanemærket? 
 

• Er der forskel på hvad fx fairtrade og svanemærket betyder 
for dig?  
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Theme Questions 

Introduction 
 
 
Make  sure to ask in a natural 

manner, in order to create a 

relaxed atmosphere. Notify the 

respondent that it is their opinion 

we are looking for and not a 

specific answer.  Specify briefly 

what the interview is relating to 

(but not to specifically!).  

 
• Can you tell a little bit about yourself? 

 
• What is your occupation? 

 
Consumption behavior in 
general, explanations to 
consumption. 

 
• Let’s start broad, not about sustainable consumption but more in 

general terms. What is important for you when you purchase 
something? 
 

• Other things than price and quality? 
 

• How do you determine quality? 
  

 
General reasons for 
purchasing sustainable 
products. 

 
• Is it the same things that concern you when considering to purchase 

a sustainable product? 
  

• Why do you purchase in a sustainable way? 
  

• How do you determine if a product is responsible/sustainable? 
 

• What do you do if there is not a label on? 
 

 
Perceived accessibility. 

 
• If you are in need of a sustainable product, where do you go? 

 
• Is it easy for you to find sustainable products? 

  
• How would it become easier for you to find such product? 

 
• Do you recall a situation where you have retained from buying a 

sustainable product? Why so? 
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The influence of culture, 
social norm. 

 
• Have you heard that a new bill has been proposed about a new 

labeling scheme? 
 

• What does it mean to you that it is the Government that tells you it 
is sustainable? 
 

• Why do you think the Government is interested in labeling organic 
products? 
 

• Do you use the Government’s recommendations in other cases? E.g. 
the “6 a day” campaign? The Danish Transport Authority 
campaign? 
  

 
Identity and identity 
expression. 

 
• Do you and your friends/family talk about this way of buying? 

 
• Is it something you talk about when e.g. you and your family do 

groceries? 
 

• Do you recall a specific situation? 
  

• Do you know others who buys sustainable products? 
  

• What are there reasons to do so do you think? 
 

• Is it the same for you too? 
 

 
Trustworthiness. 

 
• How do you assess whether a product is sustainable? 

 
• How do you make sure that a product is sustainable? 

 
• What do you use an ecolabel to? 

 
Ecolabels. 

 
• What do you associate with the Ø-mark? The Nordic Ecolabel? EU 

Ecolabel? Fairtrade? 
 

• What does it mean to you that there is an ecolabel on the product? 
 

• Do you recall purchasing a product where it was important to you 
that it had the (e.g. Nordic Ecolabel)? 
 

• Is there a difference in what the Fairtrade and the Nordic Ecolabel 
mean to you personally?  
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Appendix 2: Interview guide, expert interview (Danish 

and English) 

Tema Spørgsmål 

 
 
Introduktion. 
 
 

• Hvorfor synes du det er spændende at arbejde for 
Fairtrade? 

• Hvad er du ansvarlig for? 
• Hvem er fairtrades kunder? 
• (PS) Er det forbrugeren eller virksomheder som får jeres 

labels på der er den primære målgruppe for jer? 
 

Hvem er jeres største konkurrenter i DK? 

 
 
 
Øget popularitet i 
bæredygtige/ansvarlige 
produkter. 

• Der er mange ting der tyder på, at man går mere op i 
miljøet, at bekæmpe fattigdom, og generelt at opføre sig 
mere ansvarligt. Hvordan synes du denne bekymring for 
verden kommer til udtryk i den danske kultur? 
 

•  Hvilke institutioner synes du former debatten? 
 

• (PS) er det fx politikerne, medierne, NGO’er, 
virksomheder, de sociale medier? 
 

• Hvordan synes du denne bekymring for verden 
udmynter sig i danskernes forbrugskultur? 
 

• Salget af fairtrade mærkede produkter steg med 12% fra 
2013-2014, det må vel siges at være en høj stigning. 

 
• Kan i stadig se denne stigende tendens? 

 
• Er det en general tendens på markedet ? 

 
• Hvordan fortolker du denne stigende tendens? 

 
• Hvilke labels er de mest populære? 

 
 
 
 
Marketingstrategier af 
ecolabels I DK 

• Hvad fokuserer I mest på I jeres kampagner? 
 

• Hvad fokuserer virksomhederne mest på? 
 

 
•  Er der forskel på strategien I forskellige 

produktkategorier? 
 

• (PS) fokuseres der på en bestemt ting kaffeprodukter og 
en anden ting på bananer? 

 
 

• Hvorfor tror du firmaer i stigende grad gør brug af 
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ecolabels (jeres label)? 
 

• (PS) Vil du vurdere, at de gør det for at kunne bruge 
miljøvenlighed/sustainability som et 
markedsføringsværktøj?  

• (PS)Altså, bliver jeres labels brugt af firmaer i et forsøg 
på at positionere sig selv som miljøvenlige/sustainable? 
 

• Er der sket en ændring I kommunikationen i takt med 
den stigende popularitet? 

 
• Tror du firmaerne gerne vil være gode eller vil de bare 

gerne have mærket for at sælge mere? 
 

 
 
 
Begrundelser for at 
købe sustainable 
products 

• Hvorfor tror du folk køber sustainable produkter? 
 

• Synes folk at et sustainable produkt er bedre kvalitet? 
 

• (PS) synes forbrugerne at en kop fairtrade kaffe smager 
bedre? 
 

• Er der en moralsk nødvendighedsfølelse? 
 

• Ligger der noget dybere under? 
 

 
• Kan der være mere egoistiske grunde tror du? 

 
• Tror du forbrugerne køber produkter  for at føle sig som 

bedre mennesker?  
 

• For at vise over for andre at man opfører sig ansvarligt? 
 

• (PS) for at vise en identitet? 
 
 

 
 
De største 
forhindringer for at få 
folk til at købe 
sustainable products 

• Hvad tror du får folk til ikke at købe et sustainable 
product? 
 

• Hvad vil gøre folk mere tilbøjelige til at vælge at købe et 
sådant produkt? 

 
 

• Sustainable Produkter er stadig i dag mindre 
tilgængelige end traditionelle produkter, tror du 
tilgængeligheden kan have en indflydelse? 
 

• Prisen er ofte højere på et sustainable products, har pris 
en indflydelse? 

 
 

 
 
Hvad et ecolabel gør 

• Hvad er styrkerne ved et ecolabel? 
 

• (PS) hvordan styrkes produktets salgbarhed ved at få et 
ecolabel på? 
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ved produkterne  
• Er det din opfattelse, at danske forbrugere bruger 

ecolabels til at vurdere og afgøre, hvorvidt et givent 
produkt er miljøvenligt og/eller sustainable? 
 

• (PS) Altså, bruges ecolabels som “cues” for 
miljøvenlighed/sustainability? 
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Topic Questions 

 
 
Introduction 
 
 

 
• Why do you find it interesting to be working for the 

Fairtrade Organization? 
 

• What are your responsibilities? 
 

• Who are your customers? 
 

• (Clarification question) Is it the end consumer or is it the 
companies that carry the label on their products that is 
your primary target group? 

 
• Who are your biggest competitors in Denmark?  

 
 

 
 
Increased popularity in 
sustainable products. 

 
• It seems that caring about the environment, to fight 

poverty, and a general concern about behaving 
responsibly is more apparent now. How do you see this 
concern for the world is prevalent in Danish culture? 
  

• Which institutions do you think contribute to, and form 
this debate? 
 

• (CQ) Is it e.g. politicians, the media, NGOs. Corporations, 
social media? 

 
• How do you think the concern for the world is seen in 

Danish consumption culture? 
 

• Sales of Fairtrade labeled products went up by 12% from 
2013-2014, do you agree that it is a noteworthy rise? 
  

• Do you still see this tendency today? 
 

• Is it a general rise in the market? 
 

• How do you interpret this tendency? 
  

• Which labels are the most popular? 
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Marketing strategies of 
ecolabels in Denmark. 

 
• What do you emphasize the most in your campaigns? 

  
• What do companies emphasize?  

 
•  Is there a difference in the strategy depending on the 

product category? 
 

•  (CQ) Do you focus on one thing when positioning coffee 
and another thing when it comes to bananas? 

 
  

• Why do you think companies make use of ecolabels (your 
label)? 
 

•  (CQ) Do you find it that they do so to use sustainability as 
a marketing tool? 

  
• (CQ) Are labels used to help position a company as 

sustainable? 
  

• Do you see a change in the communication concurrently 
with the rise in popularity? 

 
• Do you think that genuinely want to behave sustainably or 

do they only want your ecolabel in order to sell more 
products? 

  
 
 
 
Reasons for consuming 
sustainable products. 

 
• Why do you think people purchase sustainable products? 

 
• (CQ) Do consumers think that a cup of Fairtrade coffee 

tastes better than a regular cup? 
  

• Is there a moral obligation?  
 

• Is there something deeper? 
 
• Can there be more “selfish” reasons for consuming 

sustainable products? 
 

• Do you think consumers purchase sustainable products to 
feel like better human beings? 

 
• Perhaps also to show others that one behaves in a 

sustainable fashion? 
 

• (CQ) To express an identity? 
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Reasons for not 
consumer sustainable 
products. 

 
• What do you think makes people restrain from purchasing 

a sustainable product? 
 

• What would make people more keen on purchasing such 
products? 
 

• Sustainable Products are still less accessible today than 
are general products, do you think accessibility is a factor? 

  
• Price is often higher for sustainable products, do you think 

price is a factor? 
  

 
 
Effects of ecolabels on 
sustainable products. 

 
• What are the strengths of an ecolabel?  
 
• (CQ) how does the product’s merchantability benefit from 

carrying an ecolabel? 
 

• Is it your understanding that Danish consumers use 
ecolabels to determine whether a product is sustainable or 
not? 
 

• (CQ)  Are ecolabels perceived as cues for sustainability? 
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Appendix 3: Examples of how sustainability products are 

branded via ecolabels 

 

The Ø-Mark label

 
(Source: Dyrefondet, 2016) 

 
 

 

The Nordic Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel 

 

(Source: Ecolabel 2016) 
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Appendix 4: Screenshots of email from Charlotte 

Bredahl, Team manager in marketing, communication 

and sales, Miljømærkning Danmark 

 

 

(Part 1) 
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(Part 2) 
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(Part 3) 
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Appendix 5: Quotes from findings, original language 

 

No. Time Respondent Quote 

1 

 

32.54 Mette Ja så ville man vide med sikkerhed… Altså så ville 

man stole med sikkerhed.. At så ville jeg stole rigtig 

meget på det og så ville jeg så vide mere hvilke 

produkter jeg ville vælge frem for andre. 

2 15.17 Ida Jamen jeg bruger det som sådan en slags 

kvalitetssikringsstempel at varen er i orden, altså, 

før den er havnet i butikken i hvert fald ikke, 

Svanemærket, allergimærket, økologimærket, så tør 

jeg godt købe det til for eksempel mine børn, ikke? 

3 

 

17.40 Ida Det er indlysende for mig, at det der ikke er 

Fairtrade mærket ikke er formentlig ikke særlig 

fairtrade. H&Ms tøj for eksempel, det er utopi at tro, 

at der ikke er nogen der er udnyttet undervejs når 

det er så billigt. 

4 12.08 Josefine Jamen det er jo mærket på produkter. Altså der står 

jo ‘økologi-mærket’ på. 

5 11.33 Flemming Hvis jeg ser Ø-mærket for eksempel og der står 

økologisk på det, så jeg så godtroende at som dansk 

forbruger jeg tænker det er der så meget... håber jeg 

der er så meget kontrol med, at det har jeg så meget 

tillid til (...) 
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6 34.54 Lene L. Jeg har faktisk besluttet mig for at jeg tager det for 

gode varer, selvom jeg godt i et andet liv, der var 

knapt så travlt godt kunne tænke at dykke mig ned i 

hvad.. Men det har jeg besluttet mig for, at det gør 

jeg ikke.  

7 

 

28.35 Flemming jeg kommer fra en landmandsfamilie og sådan, jeg 

synes det var noget Københavneri og noget sådan 

ikke også altså, men det, der, der har jeg så 

åbenbart lige så langsomt forandret mig (...) min far 

han havde en maskinestation og så var en af dem 

der tog meget ud og sprøjtede folks marker og sådan 

noget og begyndte at snakke om økologi og sådan 

noget det var sådan helt jamen hvad fanden har de 

tænkt sig med, med skadedyrene og sådan noget 

ikke også, det var sådan meget, og det var de der 

Københavnere de der miljøaktivister og sådan noget 

ikke også og det har sådan lidt fået ind på kroppen 

ikke (...) vi har sgu aldrig taget skade af at drikke 

mælk (...) og nej det er måske rigtigt nok men men 

men ja og det er klart, så du, der er jo også en ret 

stor overvægt af økologi i København, det er et 

andet miljø her. 

8 5.16 Mette de kredse jeg befinder mig i, er der jo meget altså en, 

en stemning omkring at  bæredygtige varer er en 

god ting, så at, ja at det er godt (...) det er godt at 

gøre (...) ikke fordi man går og skilter med det eller 

noget, men bare fordi... det virker bare naturligt (...) 

jeg tror også det er socialt og kulturelt bestemt. 

9 39.35 Ida Hele kulturen spiller jo også en rolle. Den danske 

kultur hvor vi alle sammen er helt make up fri og 
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parfumefri (...) sådan er det jo fx ikke hvis man 

trasker sydpå, så ser mødre anderledes ud. Altså, de 

har ikke noget imod at deres børn dufter til parfume 

fx, og det ved man i Danmark, at det kan give 

parfumeallergi... Så på den måde tror jeg også det 

er kulturelt betinget, altså ikke kun mærkningen 

men også hvad man synes er godt for ens børn (...) 

10 31.29 Josefine man hører meget om det i medier og sådan hvordan 

(...) hvordan det ligesom er med klimaet (...) så der 

tror jeg sådan det er der man hørt det fra, man 

bliver påvirket der. 

11 16.05 Lene J. hvis det er noget der (...) hvor der kommer en 

udvikling på, så så ville det være noget jeg ville 

tænke over (...) jeg opsøger det ikke aktivt det gør 

jeg ikke. 

12 32.06 Lene j. jeg ved ikke om jeg kan sige man føler mig presset, 

men ved at der bliver mere og mere fokus på det, så 

bliver man jo også mere og mere opmærksom på, at 

(...) at det er sådan man gør. 

13 36.08 Mette altså at kunne præge mig i en retning (...) jo helt 

klart. Helt klart. 

14 37.26 Mette som udgangspunkt så tænker jeg at staten de 

anbefaler mig noget så er det en god ting, så er det 

velbegrundet. 
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15 8.28 Mette det er rigtigt nemt med fødevarer og det er lidt 

sværere med tøj, fordi udvalget bare er mindre, med 

mad handler det også om at udvalget efterhånden er 

blevet så stort, at man nærmest kan få alt som 

bæredygtigt eller som fairtrade eller hvad man nu 

går op i. 

16 32.46 Mette Q: ville det hjælpe hvis der var det her EU-blomsten, 

som du siger, i face? 

R3: jaja, helt klart, så ville det være meget 

nemmere. 

17 36.55  Ida Q: hvordan, hvis vi igen, piller det her mærke af (...) 

hvordan ville du sikre dig at det var bæredygtigt 

(...)? 

R4: aner det ikke (...) 

Q: (...) men processen ville måske være for 

besværlig eller hvad (...)? 

R4: (afbryder) det ville jeg aldrig gøre, aldrig 

nogensinde. 

18 11.18 Lene J. det kan man jo nemt fordi der er øko-mærke på ikke. 

Så, så,  det er jo nemt nok at finde det. Det er man jo 

ikke tvivl om, når man handler dagligt. 

19 21.20 Flemming (..) det hjælper mig til at lokalisere det, det er ikke 

nødvendigvis det samme, som at jeg så køber det (...) 

kæmpe forskel på om mærkatet er der... Det synes 

jeg generelt der er med de her mærkater på, på, på, 
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på, på, på madvarer produkter i det hele taget. 

20 30.12 Mette jeg ville bare lede efter et ø-mærke (...) det synes jeg 

er rimeligt nemt at finde (...) bare ved siden af de 

konventionelle varer (...) jamen det er det hurtige 

mærke, at der står et rødt stempel lige... lige i face, 

gør at det er meget let synes jeg. 

21 23.45 Ida det står jo på... med Ø-mærket. 

22 22.53 Lene J. (...) der har noget med kroppen at gøre. 

23 23.28 Lene J. R5: (...) nej, nej, det ville jeg nok ikke gøre (...) 

Q: så ville du bare købe en anden kaffe? 

R5: Ja. 

24 26.28 Ida jeg er jo ikke idiot vel (...) så jeg kan jo godt regne 

mig selv ud, det er jo ikke det (...) jeg vil gerne 

opfattes sådan og sådan og sådan (...) 

25 28.55 Ida (...) en ting er at det gavner mine børn (...) men det 

er ligesom en sag for sig ikke, og så er der jo mig 

mig mig, som også skal passes og plejes. 

26 7.42 Flemming (...) jeg synes det er pinligt at købe en kylling til 60 

kroner (...) jeg skal da indrømme at jeg sommetider 

kigger mig over skulderen inden jeg tager den op i 

kurven simpelthen, sørger for der ikke står for 

mange og så hurtigt lægger jeg den ned og så 

lægger jeg gerne noget et eller andet økologisk 
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ovenpå. 

27 28.01 Ida det er måske også min egen opfattelse af mig selv, 

nogle gange kan jeg godt tænke om mig selv, jeg har 

jo også et meget besværligt... familieliv kan man 

sige eller (...) så kan jeg godt nogle gange tænke, “ej 

her kommer overskudsmoren (...) for en sikkerheds 

skyld har hun købt økologisk” altså så man kan jo 

fremstille sig selv på mange måder. 

28 27.05 Ida jeg kan godt lide at få folk til at tro noget bestemt om 

mig, fx at jeg er alletiders og kvalitetsbevidst og... 

(...) så har jeg den lille succes (...) så kan jeg sole mig 

lidt i det (...) 

29 9.40 Flemming jeg må simpelthen indrømme, jeg synes heller ikke 

det er super sejt at komme op til kassen og så stå og 

lægge den op, så lægge alle mulige økologiske og 

sådan noget, og så den der fucking Danpo 60 

kroners kylling der, fordi det måske noget med min 

moral (...) det karambolerer lidt med min egen 

følelse af etik eller moral. 

30 13.37 Flemming jeg synes også der er noget image i det (...) der er 

noget image i at leve sundt og godt, og altså, som en 

del af ens selvforståelse også. 

31 10.10 Ida jeg pakker i hvert fald de ting sammen som ikke er, 

sådan, okay at have stående (...) det kunne jeg 

sagtens finde på. 
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32 14.35 Flemming fx når jeg har, hvis jeg har venner til frokost eller 

sådan noget, jeg kan godt lide at jeg stiller alt muligt 

økologisk frem altså, også fordi de tit selv har børn 

med eller sådan noget, der har jeg det sådan lidt, jeg 

synes det er ordentligt på en måde, jeg ved ikke om 

det er fordi, jeg ved ikke om det er sådan et selvfedt 

image eller sådan noget, men der ville jeg være ked 

af kun at stille en masse produkter op øh, kødpølsen 

fra Trestjernet og alle sådan nogle ting op ikke også, 

som jeg bare tænker ikke har set skyggen af kød 

mere eller mindre ikke, så der, der er et eller andet, 

jeg ved ikke om det er image eller hvad eller sådan 

noget, men der er i hvert fald noget med... jo det er 

det måske lidt. det er det måske lidt ikke også... at 

have de rigtige varer stående. 

33 19.50 Flemming jeg kan mærke det betyder mere for mig at finde 

noget der er økologisk end noget der er fair trade 

(...) Fairtrade det lugter lidt hippie-agtigt stadig, der 

er et eller andet ved det det signalerer til mig eller 

(...) det er sgu lidt for fodformet på en eller anden 

måde (...) man køber også lidt på følelser på en eller 

anden måde kobler jeg mig til det der produkt. 

34 28.30 Lene L.  

jeg tænker mere det ligger som sådan en, sådan lidt 

en, altså, en ting der ikke behøver blive nævnt, fordi 

det gør man, så det kan tværtimod blive sådan hvor 

man er lidt sarkastisk over for det eller sådan, sådan 

lidt ironisk med det. 
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35 28.50 Lene L. jeg tror fordi vi rigtig gerne vil adskille os fra det 

der såkaldt udskældte spelt-segment (...) jeg,og 

andre, øøøøh, ønsker lidt at separere os lidt, altså så 

man kan godt lide at fortælle de der historier også 

om hvordan man købte en stabel pizzaer med hjem 

ikke. 

36 16.46 Lene J. R5: folk de vil gerne signalere, altså, jeg er... jeg står 

for det og det og det og det, og det kan man jo hvis 

man har ting stående fremme hvor, hvor de her 

mærker de er tydelige ik’(...) det tror jeg nok at de 

fleste mennesker har det sådan, at det vil man gerne 

signalere over for omverdenen. 

 

Q: sådan har du det slet ikke eller hvordan? 

R5: jo det kan jeg da ikke sige mig fri for, men men 

... de fleste ting har man jo ikke, har jeg jo ikke 

stående fremme, altså vaskepulver står jo ét sted, og 

de der ting de... de fleste ting er jo inde i skabe. Men 

hvis jeg har, de ting, få ting jeg har fremme der 

betyder det noget for mig  hvad det er jeg har 

stående fremme. Der vil jeg ikke for eksempel, have 

discount eller noget der der der skal det... der må det 

godt være noget økologi og og noget med nogle 

mærker på ja (...) 

37 04.44 Ida så synes jeg selvfølgelig det er meget fint at have 

dem liggende når mine gæster er her (...) altså 

sådan noget ligger der også i det ikke, det 

fremstillende element i at man har købt det rigtige 

ikke. 
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38 31.14 Ida så prøver jeg jo at snige et mærke ind, hvis jeg har et 

(...) altså, hvis der skulle være et godt mærke på 

mine håndklæder. 

39 14.10 Flemming jeg flasher min indkøbskurv. 

40 16.05 Flemming ja det vil jeg sige ja. 

41 15.36 Ida så ved jeg så også godt, at hvis man køber noget 

økologisk, så kan man risikere at komme hjem med 

noget der er halvråddent (…) så er jeg irriteret hver 

gang halvdelen af gulerødderne er rådne, men det er 

så åbenbart præmissen (…) 

42 13.57 Jan R6: Næsten uanset hvad man vælger indenfor lige 

præcis det område der, så det dyre produkter, og 

skal man betale meget for det, så vil man jeg også 

have noget der virker jo. 

 

Q: Der tænker du ikke bæredygtigt? 

 

R6: Det er nok ikke lige det springer først op på 

nethinden, sådan lige.. Der er det nok effektiv 

tænkning. 

 


